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ASPHALT IN ROAD CONSTRUCTION 
By JULES L. GOLDBERG, Chief Editorial Division. 

ASPHALT CONCRETE STREET AT NORFOLK, VA., 1914. 

F the materials used for road construction 
probably less knowledge of the properties 
and characteristics of the bitumens exists 

in the public mind than of any of the others. These 
bituminous materials may be divided into two 
classes—(1) those consisting of or contaming petro- 
leum or asphalt, and (2) those consisting of or 

containing tar products. 
To the layman, asphalt and tar are only black, 

sticky substances. This is evidenced by the fre- 
quent tendency to confuse them or to use the terms 
synonymously. Although both are composed mainly 
of hydrocarbons and their derivatives, tar is a 
product obtained chiefly by the destructive distilla- 
tion of coal in the manufacture of gas or coke or, 
in the case of water gas tar, by the cracking of oil 
vapors at very high temperatures, while asphalt is a 
semisolid or solid substance formed by the partial 
evaporation or distillation of certain petroleums. 
This definition applies whether such distillation or 
evaporation has occurred in nature, as in the case 
of the lake asphalts, or has been conducted as a 
refining process. The distinctly different nature in 
derivation of tar and asphalt and their different 

behavior when incorporated in a road makes it 

highly desirable that the two should not be confused. 

(3) 

ASPHALT AND ASPHALTIC PREPARATIONS. 

It may be well to explain further in popular ver- 
biage some of the terms used in connection with 
paving asphalt and asphaltic preparations. Thus 
a refined asphalt (R. A.) is one which has been 
brought into such a condition that it is suitable for 
direct use or may be made suitable by the addition 
of a flux. Asphaltic cement (A. C.) is an asphalt 
which is of suitable consistency for direct use in 
highway work. If a refined asphalt is too hard for 
direct use it is brought to a suitable consistency by 
combining it with a flux. When an asphalt is manu- 
factured from petroleum it is usually made directly 
into an asphaltic cement, although it may, if desired, 
be turned out in a much harder condition. Crude 
native asphalt is almost invariably subjected to a 
refining process, which consists simply of removing 
the water and more volatile hydrocarbons and 
skimming off any vegetable matter which may rise 
to the surface of the melted material. 

The flux used is generally a residuum produced 
from petroleum by distillmg off the lighter and 
more volatile constituents. It may be mixed with 
melted refined asphalt in proper proportions to 
form an absolutely homogeneous fluxed asphalt or 
asphaltic cement (A. C.) of any desired consistency. 
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An asphalt cement of suitable consistency for a 
given purpose may be thinned to a fluid consistency 
with a volatile petroleum distillate, and the resulting 
product is called ‘“cut-back”’ asphalt. Upon ex- 
posure this will rapidly become asphalt cement 
through evaporation of the light solvent. An as- 
phalt cement may also be thinned to fluid consist- 

ency by the addition of water, provided an emulsi- 

fying agent, such as soap, is present in the mixture, 
and the resulting product is called emulsified 
asphalt. The term ‘‘liquid asphalt” is sometimes 
applied to a fluid petroleum product or road oil 
which is highly asphaltic in character and possesses 
the property of adhesiveness or stickiness to a 
marked degree. An asphalt petroleum is one which 
contains a considerable amount of asphalt dissolved 
in the lighter oils present and from which asphalt 
may be readily manufactured by evaporation or 
distillation to remove these light oils. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF ASPHALTS. 

The suitability of asphalt for road building pur- 
poses is determined by certain properties which 
long experimentation and observation have demon- 
strated to be essential. These properties or char- 
acteristics are indicated by the penetration, the 
ductility, the flash point, the loss by volatilization, 
change in consistency after subjection to heat test, 
the specific gravity and the solubility in stated 
solvents, usually carbon disulphide or carbon 
tetrachloride. 

The hardness of an asphalt is expressed as pene- 
tration, which is a measure of the depth to which a 
standard needle will penetrate it at a standard tem- 
perature during a definite period of time when the 
needle is loaded with a known weight. Unless 
otherwise indicated, the temperature, weight, and 

time factors are understood to be 25° C. (77° F.), 

100 grams, 5 seconds, and the units of penetration 

to indicate hundredths of a centimeter—thus, a 
50 penetration asphalt is one in which the standard 
needle under standard test conditions penetrates 
to a depth of 50 hundredths of a centimeter. Thus, 
the softer the asphalt the higher is its penetration. 

The ductility is expressed as a measure of the 
distance which a standard briquet of the asphalt 
will stretch without breaking, at a standard tem- 
perature, when the ends of the briquets are pulled 
apart at a definite rate of speed. The temperature 
is usually specified as 25° C. (77° F.) and the rate 

of speed as 5 centimeters per minute. Ductility is 
then expressed as the number of centimeters which 
the test specimen will stretch without breaking, 

The flash point of an asphalt is that temperature 
at which it evolves vapors which ignite upon con- 
tact with a flame. This temperature should be 
higher than any to which the asphalt should be 
heated during its application in highway work. 

The loss by volatilization of an asphalt is the 
per cent by weight which it loses when_a sample 
is heated and maintained at a temperature of 163° 
C. (325° F.) for a period of 5 hours under standard 

conditions of test. 
The determination of specific gravity and solu- 

bility needs no amplification. 

ASPHALT CEMENT SPECIFICATIONS. 

The consistency of asphalt cement as determined 
by the penetration test should be varied in accord- 
ance with conditions of temperature, traffic, and the 
type of pavement in which the asphalt cement is to” 
be incorporated. The following table gives the 
Bureau of Public Roads’ penetration limits for 
different types of pavement under different condi- 
tions: 

Penetration limits for different types of pavements. 

Penetra- 
Type of road. Location. tion at 

26° C. 

Saree macedaMis...c..5a-ssssseaseee Northern United States -- 120-150 
Sea ee etna s ore cnsiais tera Slee eats aerate Middle belt, United States 90-120 
UL tees hehe mee ss mse semanas ee ome Southern United States.. 80-90 

ephiitie concrete, coarse graded...-.-.-..- Northern United States... 70-80 
DOs Sco elteeaits sal cors Hoe eer erreiersens Southern United States. - - 60-70 

Asphaltic concrete (Topeka type)...----- Northern United States... 60-70 
Dock ee eaemaperies Sopp eenee taa~ eee Southern United States. -- 50-60 

Sheet: asphalt teense eee sien ee eae Northern United States... 50-60 
DO Joe acer ete hoe cee oe ae Southern United States. . 40-50 

Heavy traffic, Northern |...------- 
United States. 

These penetration limits are only general, and in 
cases where special conditions of climate, traffic, 
and nature of stone are to be met it may be neces- 
sary to vary these limits. | 

TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION. 

The most common types of roads and pavements 
in which asphalt serves as a binder are asphalt 
macadam, asphaltic concrete, sheet asphalt, and . 
asphalt block. 

Asphalt macadam.—The maximum value of as- 
phalt macadam for relatively heavy traffic has 
seldom been developed because of the fact that its 
foundation has not been properly designed for such 
traffic. This, coupled with careless or unscientific 
methods of construction, have in general placed the 
pavement upon a lower plane of efficiency than it 
deserves. 
details of construction, the asphalt macadam will 

in many cases prove not only satisfactory but 
economical. 

Foundations.—An existing macadam or Telford 
makes an excellent foundation for asphalt macadam 
pavements, provided it is sufficiently thick and well 
drained to afford adequate support. . Too often the 
thickness of the old road is overestimated. In many* 
cases pavements have been laid on old broken-stone 
roads, presumably 6 inches or more in thickness, 
which in reality averaged but little over 2 inches 

Provided careful attention is paid to the 

EEE EE OL OE 
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of true broken stone. Under such conditions failure 
of the new pavement is almost sure to follow if 
subjected to heavy loads when the subgrade is wet. 
Broken-stone foundations for ordinary traffic should 

seldom be less than 6 inches thick, and for heavy 
traffic should run from 8 to 12 inches in thickness. 
Deficiency in thickness should be remedied by the 
addition of fresh broken stone, which should be 
thoroughly rolled and filled with screenings to make 
a finished macadam. The old road should prefer- 
ably be disturbed as little as possible, but when 
badly worn into ruts or potholes, or when it is to be 
materially widened, scarifying, reshaping, and bond- 
ing with water may be necessary in order to prevent 
irregularities from showing up in the finished pave- 

ment. 

Old gravel roads may sometimes be utilized as 
foundations, but gravel carrying a high percentage 
of clay can not be depended upon to support heavy 
loads. Old brick, block, and concrete pavements 
make satisfactory foundations, provided all bad de- 
pressions are first patched with either hot or cold 
mix asphaltic concrete. 

General features of construction.—The asphalt 
macadam is laid upon the prepared foundation in a 
single course of large size broken stone of about the 
same dimensions and grade as in ordinary macadam 
construction. A wider range in types of rock may 

however be allowed owing to the fact that the 

natural cementing value of the rock may be ignored. 
After rolling the layer of coarse stone, hot asphalt 
cement is applied in such quantity as not merely to 
cover the surface, but to flow into the voids between 

the stone fragements and thus penetrate the entire 
wearing course. Application of the asphalt cement 
may be made either with hand pouring pots or 
mechanical distributors as later described. After 
such application the surface voids are filled by 
spreading and rolling in a thin layer of stone chips. 
All surplus of stone chips and dust is then broomed 
off of the surface and a second application or seal 
coat of asphalt cement is made, covered with stone 
chips, and the pavement completed by rolling. 

Spreading and compacting coarse broken stone.— 
Before laying the pavement all excess dirt and fine 
material should be swept from the surface of the 
foundation. This will not only promote a closer 
bond between pavement and foundation, but will 
tend to prevent the broken stone from becoming 
coated with dust and thus interfere with the adhe- 
sion of the asphalt cement to the surface of individual 
fragments. As the completed thickness of the pave- 
ment is usually made from 2 to 3 inches, the broken 
stone should all pass a 2-inch ring. It should con- 
sist of sound, durable, and angular fragments of 

uniform quality and should contain no dirt or other 
objectionable matter, occurring either free or as a 
coating on the stone. Wide variations in sizes, par- 



ticularly running to small sizes, result in the for- 
mation of spots which are so dense that uniform 
penetration of the asphalt will be hindered or en- 
tirely prevented. Such spots, although not dis- 
cernible in the newly finished pavement, will ravel 
and disintegrate under traffic long before the pave- 
ment has attained its normal life. For this reason 
the size of broken stone should be carefully inspected 
as to suitability. For this class of work specifica- 
tions of the Bureau of Public Roads require a broken 
stone product at least 95 per cent of which will pass 
a 2-inch laboratory screen, and at least 85 per cent 
of which will be retained upon a l-inch screen. In 
addition the specifications require that from 25 to 
75 per cent of the product shall pass a 14-inch screen. 
Except in special cases which require a different 
method of treatment than here considered the rock 
should be sufficiently hard to prevent the excessive 
formation of dust during initial compaction before 
the first application of asphalt is made. To insure 
this quality specifications frequently require the 
rock to show a French coefficient of wear of not less 
than 7 when subjected to the abrasion test. 

The broken stone should be shoveled and not 
dumped in place upon the foundation. The practice 
of dumping loads where the stone is required and 
spreading or flattening out the piles not only results 
in segregation of fine material, thus hindering proper 
penetration of the asphalt at spots, but also makes it 
impossible to uniformly compact the wearing course. 
An uneven, bumpy road will therefore be the result. 

After being spread uniformly over the foundation 
to the desired thickness, usually about 3 inches loose, 
the broken stone should be dry rolled until the frag- 
ments have firmly interlocked. A 10 or 12 ton three- 
wheel roller is usually satisfactory for this purpose 
-and should be operated exactly as in macadam 
construction. The extent of rolling is a most impor- 
tant consideration and should be carefully watched. 
If the stone is not thoroughly keyed together before 
the asphalt cement is applied it is practically impos- 
sible to properly consolidate the pavement for heavy 
traffic after the asphalt has chilled or set. The 
result will be a wearing course, which will develop 
waves and ruts in the course of time. On the other 
hand, if the broken stone is overrolled, dust begins 
to accumulate on the surface of the fragments and 
tends to prevent proper adhesion of the asphalt. 
There is also danger of filling the voids with fine 
material produced by crushing the larger fragments 
under the roller and thus preventing uniform pene- 
tration of the asphalt. Extreme overrolling will 
moreover round the fragments and prevent inter- 
locking. On the whole, however, there exists a 
general tendency to underroll and much unsatisfac- 
tory work in the past is directly responsible to this 
tendency. If during rolling any surface irregulari- 
ties appear they should be remedied by loosening the 

surface and removing or adding coarse stone as may 
be required. Such places should, of course, be again 
compacted to insure uniformity. 

Manipulation of the asphalt cement.—The first 
application of hot asphalt cement should be made 
as soon as possible after the coarse broken stone has 
been compacted. Whether application is made by 
hand pouring or by a mechanical distributor, there 
are certain important details which should be closely 
observed. In the first place, no asphalt should be 
applied unless the entire depth of coarse stone is 
thoroughly dry, and after a rain sufficient time 
should be allowed for drying out. The broken stone 
surface should be clean and uniform in texture and 
should be free from all ruts, bumps, or depressions. 
For this reason traffic should never be allowed upon 
the compacted course before the asphalt is applied, 
and any existing irregularities should be remedied 
before application. This is extremely important in 
spite of the fact that many surface irregularities may 
apparently be rolled out after application of the 
asphalt. Such elimination is more than apt to be 
but temporary. The initial bond produced by the 
asphalt is so great that while the stone: may be 
squeezed into depressions it does not become thor- 
oughly compacted at such places, and months later, 
under concentrated wheel loads, the position of the 
original ruts and depressions will appear at the sur- 
face of the pavement. 

Before application the asphalt cement should be 
heated to a temperature between 275 and 350° F., 
which will render it sufficiently fluid to penetrate the 
wearing course before congealing, provided the 
weather is not cold. If heated above 350° F. for 
an appreciable length of time the asphalt will harden 
and may be otherwise injured by coking or burning. 
If heated.lower than 275° F. proper penetration will 

' be hindered or prevented, and an excess will remain 
near the surface and cause bleeding in hot weather. 
Application of the asphalt should not be made in 
cold weather, and the air temperature at time of 
application should preferably be not less than 65° F. 

The proper normal consistency of asphalt cement 
will vary somewhat with climatic and traffic condi- 
tions, also with the kind of rock which is used. 
Because of relative ease of application in cool 
weather a strong tendency exists to use a softer 
asphalt than is altogether desirable. Such practice 
is apt to produce a wavy road under concentrated 
motor traffic. Penetration limits for asphalt cement 
were indicated in the table given previously. 

Uniformity in rate of application of the asphalt 
cement and its depth of penetration into the pave- 
ment are equally important and should receive just 
as close attention as the proper proportioning and 
thorough combination of concrete. A surplus of 
asphalt at any point will produce a soft fat spot 
which will develop into a bump, while a deficiency 



will tend to promote disintegration and raveling 
once the seal coat is broken. ‘The proper quantity 
of asphalt to use for first application on a compacted 
course 24 inches thick is from 1.5 to 1.75 gallons per 
square yard. Less than 1.5 gallons will not pene- 
trate uniformly for the entire depth and the pave- 
ment will not be thoroughly bonded. On the other 
hand, much in excess of 1.75 gallons will create 
a surplus which is apt to work to the surface in warm 
weather and cause bleeding or produce general 

' waviness of the pavement under the shove of heavy 
traffic. Proper and uniform distribution can only 
be secured by the use of suitable methods. 

Hand pouring.—In spite of the general impres- 
sion to the contrary excellent results may be ob- 
tained by applying the asphalt with hand-pouring 
pots. It is necessary, however, that the pots be 
properly designed and that at all times the spouts 
be kept open for their full width. Two types of 
pots should be used—one with a slotted spout not 
less than 8 inches wide and the other with a one-half 
inch nozzle. In the former the slot should be hori- 
zontal so that the operator walking directly across 
the road may carry it in one hand and apply the 
asphalt for a full width of 8 inches. When pouring, 
the spout should be kept close to the broken stone 
surface and never more than 2 or 3 inches above it. 
The pot with small nozzle should be used only to 
touch up spots or narrow strips that may be occa- 
sionally missed with the wider spout. Great care 
should be taken that there is no overlapping, but 
that each strip poured makes a neat joint with the 
preceding strip. 

It is not ordinarily advisable to pour the strips 
at right angles to the center line of the road, as 
such practice repeated with the seal coat is more 
apt to develop a washboardy appearance in the 
finished road after it has been subjected to traffic. 
A better method is to pour the asphalt diagonally 
across the road and, when seal coating, to cross 
the pouring lines of the first application at approxi- 
mately right angles. 

As an aid to uniform distribution, alternating the 
direction of pouring on each succeeding trip is desir- 
able. Before pouring, the pot should be gauged, 
so that during application it will be emptied on one 
or two trips across the road. Thus a 3-gallon 
charge will cover a strip 8 inches wide and 25 feet 
long if applied at the rate of a little over 1.6 gallons 
per square yard. If the road is, say, 20 feet wide, 
the angle of application for a 3-gallon charge is 
ascertained by measuring off 25 feet diagonally 
across the road, from side ‘to side. A constant 

check should be kept on distances, and until the 
pourer becomes experienced, a string should be 
stretched to guide each trip. With a little practice 
the pourer will soon learn to keep the rate of distri- 
bution uniform by walking somewhat faster when the 
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pot is full than‘when it is nearly emptied. It is 
advisable to have at least two heating kettles and 
two pourers on the job. 

Mechanical distribution.—Excellent results may be 
obtained with mechanical distributors provided they 
are properly designed and operated. Most of the 
modern distributors are of heavy construction and 
large capacity and apply the heated asphalt under 
pressure through a set of nozzles set in a frame close 
to the road surface. As the distributor passes over — 
the course of compacted broken stone before the 
asphalt reaches the road it is very important that 
the load be so distributed that rutting will not occur. 
Many otherwise well-constructed roads have been 
seriously injured by rutting aue to the use of a dis- 
tributor with too narrow tires. 

In operating a mechanical distributor it is very 
important that applications should not overlap at 
either the sides or ends, and that at the completion 
of an application the pipes and nozzles should not 
be allowed to drain onto the road and thus produce 
fat spots. All nozzles should be kept clean and free 
so as to avoid unnecessary touching up. For cover- 
ing narrow strips that may have been missed by 
the distributor a narrow-spout pouring pot may be 
used. Rate of application is controlled by measur- 
ing off the distance that the contents of the dis- 
tributor should cover in a single trip. ‘The width of 
application being known. ‘The speed of the dis- 
tributor should then be adjusted so as to just cover 
the distance during the emptyimg of the tank when 
the feed of asphalt to the nozzles is set. Shght 
adjustments in feed should be made by an ex- 
perienced operator when variations in speed occur 

during distribution. 
It should be remembered that the covering 

capacity of a large mechanical distributor is greater 
than the rolling capacity of a single roller and the 
natural desire to use a distributor to its maximum 
capacity should not be alllowed to handicap the 
construction of the road through under-rolling. 

Filling surface voids Immediately after the first 
application of asphalt’ has been made, and progress- 

ing with it, a thin uniform layer of small-size broken 

stone should be spread over the surface in such 

quantity as to fill the surface voids. The road 

should then be rolled with the addition of more 

broken stone if necessary until the surface is tight 

and thoroughly bonded. 

The size of broken stone used for this purpose is 

commonly known as three-quarter inch. Specifi- 

cations of the Bureau of Public Roads require at 

least 95 per cent to pass a 1-inch laboratory screen, 

and at least 85 per cent to be retained upon a one- 

quarter inch screen. It should be as clean and 

free from dust as possible,and thoroughly dry when 

applied, or otherwise its bond with the road will 

be interfered with and this will prevent proper 



adherence of the seal coat which is next applied. 
The same effect will be produced if dust or dirt 
are allowed to collect upon the surface of the 
asphalt treatment before the small stone is spread. 
For this reason the stone should be spread as soon 

after application of the asphalt as possible. 
It should be broadcasted with a wide swing of the 

shovel in order to distribute it uniformly in a very 

thin layer. The use of an excessive amount is not 
only wasteful, but will result in caking on the surface 
and in the formation of an excessive amount of 
stone dust under the roller. After the road has 
been thoroughly rolled it should be carefully broomed 
to clean the surface and remove all fine material 
which is not firmly held in place by the asphalt. 
The road is then ready for the application of the 
seal coat. 

Application of seal coat and cover.—The second 
application or seal coat of asphalt is made in ex- 
actly the same manner as described for the first 
application except that the quantity is less. From 
0.5 to 0.75 gallon per square yard will ordinarily 

be required, the exact rate bemg dependent upon 
the texture of the surface treated. The surface 
should be uniformly coated, but an excess is to be 
avoided in order to prevent the formation of an 
unnecessarily thick mat or carpet. The same grade 
of asphalt should be used as in the first application. 

Immediately after the asphalt is applied it should 
be covered with a uniform layer of small size broken 
stone such as used after the first application. The 
road should then be rolled until the surface is smooth 
and uniform. An excess of cover should be avoided, 
as it will grind up under traffic and overload the 
seal coat with mineral matter. Such overloading 
will reduce the life of the seal coat and promote 
disintegration. In general the amount of cover 
should be kept to the minimum required to blot up 
the excess asphalt and prevent it from sticking to 
the wheels of vehicles. The mat so produced should 
not exceed a thickness of one-half inch and should 
preferably be about three-eighths inch. 

Asphaltic concrete.—Asphaltic concrete is com- 
posed of a mixture of mineral aggregates and asphalt 
cement usually prepared at a central plant and laid 
while still hot upon a suitable foundation. Various 
patented combinations and an unpatented mixture 

commonly known as Topeka are the types of as- 
phaltic concrete which are most widely used. The 
thickness, after compaction, is customarily 2 inches, 
and the surface of those types constructed with a 
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relatively coarse aggregate and showing an open ° 
texture is given a seal coat of hot asphalt cement 
followed by a light covering of stone chips or sand, 
which is forced into the surface by rolling. 

Foundations.—Old gravel, macadam, Telford, cob- 
ble, stone block, brick, and cement concrete have 
been satisfactorily used as a foundation. Cement 

concrete, bituminous concrete, macadam, or crushed 
stone base should be used on new construction— 
the type to be governed by local conditions. 

Should an old gravel, macadam, or Telford road 
be used care must be exercised to see that adequate 
drainage has been provided and that the thickness 
is such as will withstand the loads which the finished 
road must support. A thickness of not less than 6 
inches of gravel or crushed stone, free from an 
admixture of earth, is advisable, and additional 
thickness up to 10 or 12 inches under heavy traffic 
and poor subsoil conditions may be necessary. 
Ordinarily the old gravel or macadam_ surface 
should be lightly scarified, brought to uniform 
grade and contour, and thoroughly rolled. To this 
old material should be added a course of clean 
crushed stone, 1 to 14 inches in size, the thickness 
of which will be governed by the depth of the old 
material. Two inches evenly spread and bound into 
the old scarified surface by thorough rolling will be 
sufficient if the total thickness of the base so obtained 
is not less than the minimum mentioned above. 
When old cobble, stone block, brick, or cement 

concrete are to be used as base, the irregularities in 
contour should be taken up by the addition of open 
mix binder, which is an asphaltic concrete from 
which the finer aggregate is omitted. 
When a new cement concrete base is required it 

should, under any but exceptional conditions, be 6 
inches in thickness of al: 3:6 mixture. <A thinner 
base over a very favorable subsoil has been success- 
fully used, but there is danger of heavy trucks 
shattermg a lighter foundation should the subsoil 
become so misplaced by action of water or other- 
wise as to require the concrete foundation to act as a 
beam with considerable span. A thicker base or 
richer mix is generally unnecessary unless the 
traffic is composed of exceptionally heavy units and 
uniform support of the subgrade can not be de- 
pended upon. The 1: 3:6 mixture and 6-inch thick- 
ness have been very generally used throughout the 
Borough of Manhattan, New York City, over a long 
period of years and have demonstrated their suit- 
ability under any normal conditions. This is the 
type of base in use on Fifth Avenue and other 
important streets. Where water has been kept out 
of the subgrade the 6-inch base has carried heavy 
loads successfully. The top surface of the concrete 
base should not be smoothed but left rough, which 
improves the bond between base and_ surface 
mixture. 

It is claimed by some engineers that a bituminous 
concrete or bituminous macadam foundation offers 
some advantages not possessed by other types such 
as its superior protection against underlying water, 
its freedom from cracking, its superior bond with 
the wearing surface and its shock absorbing prop- 
erties. These claims, on the other hand, are dis- 
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puted by exponents of other types of bases as 
possessing little or no merit. 

The use of a bituminous base should be attended 
by greater care in the preparation of the subgrade, 
since with this type of base greater reliance must 
be placed in the supporting value of the subgrade 
than when a thicker macadam having greater load- 
distributing properties on a concrete base having 
slab strength, is used. 

Mixtures.—Several different mixtures varying 
widely in proportions and nature of aggregate, all 
known as asphaltic or bituminous concrete, are in 
use, but for the purpose of this article only mixtures 

having a carefully and mechanically graded aggre- 
gate of broken stone sand and filler combined with 
asphalt cement will be considered. A mixture of 
this type, knownas a modified Topeka, has the 
following proportions specified by the Bureau of 
Public Roads: 

The broken stone shall consist of angular frag- 
ments of rock, excluding schist, shale, and slate, 
free from thin or elongated pieces, soft or disinte- 
grated stone, dirt, or other objectionable matter, 
occurring either free or as a coating on the stone. 
It shall be that product of the crusher which, when 
tested by means of laboratory screens, will meet the 
following requirements: 

Per cent. 

Passing 4-inch screen, not less than.................-----. 95 
Retained on }-inch screen, not less than........-...---...-- 20 

153350-—20——2 

The sand shall be eomposed of sound, durable 
stone particles, free from a coating of clay or loam. 
When tested by means of laboratory screens the 
‘sand shall meet the following requirements: 

Per cent. 

Possln ope NCM BCTOCI et. cte tee cane, eae talents 4'> <i> Se 100 
Retained on 200-mesh sieve, not less than................-. 90 

The mineral filler shall consist of limestone, dust, 
dolomite dust, Portland cement, or natural cement. 
It shall be free from foreign or other objectionable 
material. When tested by means of laboratory 
sieves, the mineral filler shall meet the following 
requirements: 

Per cent. 

Passitio SO -MiCAIMSIC VEliy, SSO Meh fa.2. Fo ale areata e clam an 100 
Total passing 200-mesh sieve, not less than...........---.-- 65 

The total mineral aggregate shall consist of a uni- 
form mixture of the broken stone, sand, and mineral 
filler, the required grading of each being such as to 
produce, when properly proportioned, a mixture 
conforming to the following limitations for grading. 
The exact proportion of each constituent producing 
a total mineral aggregate within these limitations 
shall be as directed by the engineer. When tested 
by means of laboratory screens and sieves the total 
mineral aggregate shall meet the following require- 
ments: 

Per cent. 

Passing 4-inch and retained on }-inch screen............ 5 to 10 
Passing 4-inch screen and retained on 10-mesh sieve... 11 to 25 
Passing 10-mesh and retained on 40-mesh sieve. .....-. 7 to 25 
Passing 40-mesh and retained on 80-mesh sieve. ....-.- 11 to 36 
Passing 80-mesh and retained on 200-mesh sieve. . -..-. 10 to 25 
Passing 200-meah sieve’. 2072.26 teenie See orn ee 9 oe 5 to 11 
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Proper proportioning of this aggregate is secured 
by accurate weighing and the quantity of asphalt 
cement is determined in like manner. 

In order to show the comparison between this 
and a coarse aggregate type such as bituminous 
concrete, proportions of the latter material as speci- 
fied by the Bureau of Public Roads, are as follows: 

The broken stone shall consist of angular frag- 
ments of rock, excluding schist, shale, and slate, 
free from thin or elongated pieces, soft or disinte- 
grated stone, dirt, or other objectionable matter, 
occurring either free or as a coating on the stone. 
The stone shall meet the following requirements: 

Per cent. 

French coefficient of wear, not less than...................- 8 
Toughness, not lessst han ae sjeyern vee ye nee eee Rr 8 

That portion of the product of the crusher, which, 
when tested by means of laboratory screens, will 
meet the following requirements: 

Per cent. 

Passing $-inch screen, not less than 6. «een see oe eee 95 
Retained on 4-inch screen, not less than.................... 85 

That pone of the product of the crusher, 
which, when tested by means of laboratory screens, 
will meet the following requirements: 

Per cent. 

Passing l-inch screen, not less than...................- 95 
‘Total passing: 29-inch pereen: S22 2)57 Sle ees ee 25 to 75 
Retained on 4-inch screen, not less than............... 85 

The sand for fine aggregate shall be composed of 
sound, durable stone particles, free from a coating 
of clay or loam. When tested by means of labora- 
tory screens the sand shall meet the following 
requirements: 

Per cente 

Passing: Finch screens. aun se ee me ek oec pe en acre ae 100 
Total passing 40-mesh sieve:....2........-..........-.-- 30 to 70 
Retained on 200-mesh sieve, not less than. ............ 90 

The mineral filler shall consist of limestone dust, 
dolomite dust, Portland cement, or natural cement. 
It shall be free from foreign or other objectionable 
material. When tested by means of laboratory 
sieves, the mineral filler shall meet the following 
requirements: 

Per cent. 

Passingio0-mesh stove vy. ed 6 hele e ae Pay er eee 100 
Total passing 200-mesh sieve, not less than................- 65 

Mixing and laying.—The mixing plant includes 
bucket elevator, rotary drier, an additional elevator, 
screen, storage bins, weighing devices, and mixer 

through which the aggregate passes in the order 
named. Heating tank and weighing device are re- 
quired for the asphalt cement. Both mineral aggre- 
gate and asphalt cement are heated to temperatures 
varying from 200° to 300° F., depending upon the 
character of the asphalt cement used. 

The mixing continues until all particles are thor- 
oughly coated with bitumen and the hot mixture 
delivered on the road at a temperature of from 200° 
to 300° I. It is here dumped upon the foundation 
or dumping platform, at a point other than where it is 
to be finally spread and compacted, and is entirely 
rehandled by shoveling into place with hot shovels. 
It is then raked to uniform grade, contour, and thick- 
ness (usually about 2? inches before compression) 

and rolled with a 10 or 12 ton tandem roller. De- 
pressions developing during rolling are brought up 
by additional material, and the rolling should con- 
tinue until thorough compaction is secured. 

Over this surface is sometimes spread a thin even 
flush coat of asphaltic cement at a temperature of 
about 200° F., to be followed by a uniform coating of 
hot crushed stone screenings or coarse sand. The 
rolling continues with a 5 to 8 ton roller until the 
entire mixture has cooled. The finished thickness 
is usually specified as not less than 2 inches, although 
other thicknesses have been laid with success. 

No attempt has been made here to do more than 
outline the salient features in connection with the 
construction of asphaltic concrete pavements. Com- 
plete specification may be secured from a variety 
of sources, but those contained in the American 

Highway Engineers’ Handbook include examples 
of the best standard practice. 

Conditions favoring selection of asphaltic concrete.— 
Asphaltic concrete possesses many of the desirable 
qualities universally attributed to sheet asphalt 
pavements. The stability of the coarse aggregate 
types, in particular, obviates the necessity for a 
curb to protect the edges, and even with the finer 
aggregate, raveling at this point is unusual except 
in cases where a narrow paved surface forces a 
heavy traffic to constantly cross and recross such 
edges. Under these conditions a good asphaltic 
macadam shoulder will satisfactorily protect the 
pavement. 

A new construction, asphaltic concrete, offers 

the advantages of a surface able to withstand heavy 
traffic immediately following construction. When 
the subgrade is suitable it ordinarily requires a 
relatively cheap foundation, is but slightly affected 
by temperature variations, is easy of repair, low in 
maintenance cost, and possesses a tendency to 
iron out rather than to roughen up under traffic. 
It is low in tractive resistance, low in abrasive wear 
on automobile and motor truck tires, and because 
of its smooth surface causes but little vibration in 
motor vehicles. This is not only a source of com- 
fort, but reduces the maintenance expense upon 
such vehicles. ; 

It is peculiarly adapted as a resurfacing material, 
as uniform contact can be secured with all types 
of old pavement surfaces. It is economical in 
that it utilizes to the utmost the previous invest- 
ment made in the old pavement. 

Sheet asphalt.—Sheet asphalt is composed of a 
mixture of fine mineral aggregates and asphalt 
cement, prepared at a central plant and laid hot 
upon the foundation in much the same manner as 
that previously described for asphaltic concrete. 
There is a distinct difference in the method of con- 
struction, however, inasmuch as sheet asphalt is 
laid in two courses, called binder and wearing 

ee 
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course. A paint coat is sometimes substituted for 
the binder course, but is not suitable for heavy- 
traffic streets. Standard practice favors the use of 
14-inch binder and 14-inch wearing course. No seal 
coat or covering of stone chips or sand is required. 

Foundation.—Because it is a more expensive type 
and is usually subjected to more severe traffic con- 
ditions, the foundation should be more carefully se- 
lected than in the case of asphaltic concrete. A 
rigid cement concrete base is generally used, although 
water bound and bituminous macadam, old cobble 
stone, stone block, brick, asphalt block, and asphaltic 
concrete have been used with success. Although a 
study of each individual case, taking into considera- 
tion the character of traffic, climatic conditions, 
character of subsoil, drainage, and condition of old 
pavement will be necessary when sheet asphalt is to 
be used as a resurfacing material, it may be said in 
general that the conditions should be such as will 
assure the carrying of the full weight of individual 
units of traffic by the old pavement without displace- 
ment to even a slight degree. 

A Portland cement concrete foundation of 1:3:6 
Bee givions and 6 inches in thickness, as mentioned 
or asphaltic concrete, is suitable under normal con- 
ditions for sheet asphalt, and is the type almost uni- 
versally used. Its surface should be left rough. 
A bituminous concrete or macadam base offers the 

same advantages as have been noted under asphaltic 
concrete, but have not been used to the same extent 
for sheet asphalt. 

Mixtures —The mineral aggregate requires the 
closest study, as it is chiefly upon its proper selection, 
proportioning, and grading that the success of the 
finished pavement will depend. 

The sand must be hard, clean, moderately sharp, 
and the grains must be of such a nature that the 
asphaltic cement will readily adhere to them; quartz 
should predominate. 

In addition it must be graded within limits which 
have been demonstrated to give the most satisfactory 
results. Mr. Francis P. Smith gives the following 
as standard mesh compositions: 

Light Heavy 
traffic. traffic. 

Per cent. Percent. 
Passing 200-moesty siovossc sete eee sae cee aoe ae Oto 5 Oto 5 
Passing. 00-smesh Sievers. 294) ease erent ene ne een ec 10 t 15 10 to 25 
Passing: SO-mesisiavGe. asec cite aoe eee reteae eas 3 6 to 15 10 to 20 
iPassingr50-meshi SIOVGseeen eee ce ae ete ees Sees } 10 t» 40 5 to 40 
Passing 40-meshisiovers .eak. 2 vaec sce oe bear dene eee 10 t > 30 5t> 30 
BASSI S0-MOSH SIGV Oss cme eects tee Notte siete tate eae iS 10 to 20 10 to 15 
Passing 20-MeSh SIG VOsssuLeree Chita stcte cian aw eee ee aceite 10 t0 15 5 to 10 
passing 0-meshi siovete- seek Seeuene mee cole te Sa cae 5t912 2to 8 
PASSING S-MOESh SIAVO- aan. aeons Serena eee aa ces Gane cies Oto 5 None. 

The total for that passing the 100 and 80 mesh 
sieves may be from 18 to 25 per cent for light traffic, 
and 25 to 40 per cent for heavy traffic. 

To secure the above compositions a mixture of 
two or more sands will usually be required. 
A filler of very fine material, usually rock dust or 

Portland cement, is used to fill the voids, between 
the sand grains and to afford a greater density of the 
mixture. At least two-thirds of such filler should 
pass a 200-mesh sieve and a material portion should 
be impalpable dust. 

The binder course consists of asphaltic concrete 
with a somewhat lower percentage of bitumen than 
would be required in a wearing course. As usually 
specified it contains 5 or 6 per cent of asphalt cement, 
about 25 per cent of material passing a 10-mesh 
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sieve, and 40 per cent material passing a half-inch 
screen. If the binder course is to have a thickness 
of 14 inch, stone up to 1 inch diameter may be used. 

Although sheet asphalt wearing courses whose 
compositions show rather wide variations have given 
excellent service, a mixture used upon Fifth Avenue, 
New York, may be taken as illustrative of good 
practice. 

ASPHALT CEMENT. 

Per cent 

Asphalt-cem entio. 25222 esac 5 8- ee eeee aes 10. 8 
Passing 200-megh: sieve 2 o:03.5. 25.2 ee Lee eee ee 13. 2 
Passing 100-mesh sieve.......--.----- Abeer Tetg Antal ss 20 12.0 
Passing 80-miesh Sie vesss > ok. otat eee eee clereenene ere eee ee 11.0 
Pagsing 50-mesh plevens: <2... +22 2 eae ee omen 24. 0 
Passing 40-miesh eleva. co. 22 eee ae ee es 11.0 
Passing, 30-mesh'sleviercie: mete tee ea ee errr 8. 0 
Passing 20-meésh sleveics oc nek eee eee See eee eee 6.0 
Passing O2mesh | plevieressm. - cine secrete eee teeter rae 4.0 

Mixing and laying.—Binder and wearing surface 
mixtures are prepared at a plant closely resem- 
bling that aoe for asphaltic concrete. The same 
lant may be used for aaah types with few changes. 
he two mixtures are run alternately or as required, 

but more binder should not be prepared than can 
be covered with the wearing course during the same 
day. 

The binder may be delivered upon the street at a 
somewhat lower temperature than the top course 
material; the former varying trom 200 to 300° F. 
and the latter from 225 to 350° F. 

The binder after being dumped is completely 
rehandled and shoveled into place, raked to uni- 
form thickness and thoroughly rolled to a uniform 
contour and grade parallel to that of the finished 
pavement. The wearing course should be added 
as soon as compaction of the binder is completed, 
and the whole thoroughly rolled with a 12-ton 
tandem roller. After the first rolling of the wearing 
surface and while it is still hot a light sprinkling of 
Portland cement should be added. 

Conditions favoring selection of sheet asphalt.— 
Sheet asphalt is particularly adapted to city streets 
and it has been the standard pavement for American 
cities during the last 30 years. In all of our largest 
cities it has carried very heavy traffic with relatively 
low maintenance costs, and its ease of repair and 
construction under difficult traffic conditions have 
made it especially popular. Replacement of pave- 
ment sections after street openings have been made 
can be carried out without leaving a weak and 
unsightly jomt and resurfacing does not require a 
disturbance of the foundation nor does it involve dif- 
ficulties at manhole openings and street-car tracks 
which have a fixed elevation flush with the pave- 
ment surface. It has low tractive resistance, causes 
a relatively slight abrasion to motor-vehicle tires, 
and is noiseless and dustless. 

Asphalt block.—Asphalt blocks are made from 
an asphaltic concrete, compressed under hydraulic 
pressure and laid in a a ties manner and upon a 
similar foundation to that required for other types 
of block pavements. Their dimensions are usually 
5 by 12 by 2 to 3 inches. 

Foundation.—The cement concrete foundation of 
the type mentioned for sheet asphalt and asphaltic 
concrete is preferable for asphalt block. Over such 
foundation is spread a one-half inch 1:4 mortar bed, 
upon which the blocks are laid while the mortar is 
still fresh. Still another method of construction 
calls for laying the blocks in a dry 1:4 mortar bed. 

Mixture.—The same rules applicable to the secur- 
ing of a good asphaltic concrete are equally appli- 
cable to asphalt block mixtures, with the exceptions 
that the coarse mineral aggregate is of smaller sizes 
and the asphalt cement should be low in ductility 
and penetration. 

General.—Asphalt blocks have been widely used 
for city pavements and offer the advantage of 
requiring fewer skilled laborers on the street. 
They can be laid rapidly, repaired or resurfaced 
readily, and offer many of the qualities attributed 
to both sheet asphalt and block pavements. 

SURFACE TREATMENTS. 

Surface treatments with road oils consist in gen- 
eral of two methods—(1) that in which it is desired 
to have the material act only as a dust preventive 
and (2) that in which it is desiréd to have the mate- 
rial form a thin bituminous mat or carpet. 

Oils for use as dust preventives are, as a rule, 
comparatively thin fluids which may be applied cold. 
To obtain the best results the road surface should be 
free of any great excess of dust when the application 
is made. The oil may be applied without heating, 
and the application Alea preferably be made by 
means of a pressure distributor at the rate of from 
one-eighth to one-fourth of a gallon per square yard. 
No cover of earth, sand, gravel, or stone chips should 
be necessary. The number of applications required 
to lay the dust successfully throughout an entire 
season will depend upon traffic and climatic condi- 
tions; one may prove sufficient, but three or four 
may be required. 

Oils for use in surface treatment when it is desired 
to form a wearing mat are applied with or without 
heating, and are usually more viscous than are the 
dust preventives. For this treatment the road 
surface should be in a good state of repair, well con- 
solidated, free from holes or depressions, and thor- 
oughly swept for the removal of dust before applica- 
tion is made. Newly constructed roads should be 
permitted to consolidate under traffic before oil is 
applied. The oil, if heated, should be brought to a 
temperature of from 200° to 250° F. The initial 
application should be made by means of a pressure 
distributor at the rate of from one-third to one-half 
of a gallon per square yard. It should be covered 
with a uniform layer of stone chips or pea gravel. 

ASPHALT JOINT FILLERS. 

Asphalt is extensively used as a {ine filler for 
brick pavements and asphalt or asphalt mastic. The 
latter, consisting of a mixture of asphalt with fine 
sand, is similarly used for stone block pavements. 
Such joint filler obviates the necessity for special - 
expansion joints, and by permitting a certain amount 
of flexibility reduces any tendency of the finished 
pavement to crack by reason of contraction or expan- 
sion in the base. Cuts through the pavement for 
repairs to sewer, water mains, etc., can readily be 
made and the opening closed without damage to 
individual bricks and blocks. The asphalt carpet 
produced by a small excess of the filler protects the 
edges of brick and block from wear, reduces the noise 
customarily caused by these types of pavement, and 
reduces the slipperiness—an important consideration 
on grades. 

BE A ee ee 



SOME POINTS IN HANDLING MATERIALS. 

MINNESOTA PROJECT 58, 

DERRICK AND FOUR CHUTES OPERATED SIMULTANEOUSLY BY ONE MAN. 

N economical method of handling concrete 
aggregate was installed by Minneapolis con- 
tractors in constructing Federal-aid project 

No. 58, in Nobles County, Minn. 
This project consists of 5.5 miles of one-course 

concrete pavement with proportions of 1:2:4, to 
be laid 18 feet wide, 74 inches thick at the middle, 
and 64 inches thick on the sides. 

The project begins about 1 mile from the city 
limits of Worthington and is in two sections, run- 
ning due west; one of 2 miles and one of 3.5 miles 
with a section of 6.5 miles between, which was 
gravel surfaced in 1918 and is not included in this 
project. 

The road was graded 24 feet wide in 1918 by 
county forces, and the grading to be done in this 
project consisted in widening the road to 30 feet 
and placing 6-inch drain tile in all cuts. The soil 
is a heavy, yellow clay on the first section and a 
black soil on the second section. 

The contract was let on July 14, 1919, to con- 

tractors whose bid was as follows: 
Excavation, 15,304 cubic yards, at $0.65.........---- $9, 947. 60 
Tile in place, 30,000 linear feet, at $0.22.......----- 6, 600. 00 
Concrete pavement, 58,340 square yards, at $2.74... 159, 851. 60 

tale DIC sen oe ene miele ceria © viele arial «> 'aFe 2 176, 399. 20 

STORAGE BINS FOR SAND AND STONE AT RAILROAD STATION, WORTHINGTON. 
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STOCK PILE AND 

BATCH MEASURING BOXES ABOVE CHUTES. 

Concreting began September 8, 1919, at Station 
160 and was continued until October 24, when work 
was shut down for the season at Station 96+75, 
during which time 12,650 square yards were laid. 
Atlas cement, Mankato sand, and Jasper quartzite 
were brought in by train to Worthington, and water 
was pumped from Whiskey Creek at Station 54. 
A 3-sack mixer was used with a tamper, and 

four 5-ton trucks hauled aggregate from the railroad 
at Worthington. These trucks were divided into 
four compartments across the truck, each with a 
capacity for a complete batch, and each compart- 
ment had a separate end gate which was operated 
by hand from the outside. The truck was backed 
up to the mixer skip, the body elevated, and the 
lower gate opened, allowing a batch to run into the 
skip. While the skip was being hoisted, the truck 
and the mixer moved forward a few feet to be 
ready for the next batch, and the operation was 
repeated until the truck was empty. 

Water was pumped by a gasoline pump through 
a 2-inch pipe for a maximum distance of 2 miles. 

At the railroad station there was erected a cement 
storage bin holding over a carload, with a bucket 
elevator operating from a boot placed at the end of 
the ties. The bin was divided into four compart- 
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MIXER IN OPERATION ON A WYOMING FEDERAL-AID PROJECT, 

ments; each had a measuring box holding three 
sacks, located just above a steel chute which dis- 
charged into the truck. One man operated all four 
chutes simultaneously. 

Bulk cement was delivered to the cement bin and 
was unloaded into the elevator boot by one man 
using a wide scoop running on two small wheels. 
This method of handling cement caused a good deal 
of trouble, as the cement arched over the opening 
into the chute, and was later discarded for a plat- 

form built on a level with the car floor and reaching 
to the truck roadway. Four men, each with a steel 
wheelbarrow holding three sacks of cement, loaded 
from the car and wheeled and dumped them simul- 
taneously into the compartments of the truck along- 
side. 

About 100 feet beyond the cement bin there was 
a combined sand and stone bin; the stone storage 
being double the capacity of the sand storage. Be- 
tween this bin and the siding (see photograph) there 

was a crane with a clamshell bucket which unloaded 
sand and stone from cars on the siding into the bins 
or on to the stock pile. 

Each bin had four measuring boxes above four 
steel chutes, which were discharged simultaneously 
by one man. After the truck had received cement 
in each compartment, it drew alongside the sand 
bin and received sand into each compartment; and 
then a few feet beyond stone was dumped into the 
compartments. 

There were 30 men employed in the different 
operations from the arrival of the material on the 
cars to the finished pavement. 

At loading plant.—One foreman, 1 mechanic, 2 men 
at sand and stone bin, 4 men at cement bin, 2 men 
with crane clamshell, 4 drivers for 5-ton trucks. 

At road.—One foreman, 2 mixer operators, 3 men 
at chute and spreading concrete, 2 men placing side 
forms, 2 men on steel reinforcement, etc., 2 men on 
mechanical tamper, 4 men covering finished pave- 
ment, watering and removing forms. 

The entire time occupied in loading from the 
time the truck stopped at the cement bin until it 
started from the stone bin was four and one-half 
minutes. 

The following notes relative to a new method of 
bandling materials which has been developed on 
Wyoming Federal-aid project No. 20 also may be 
of interest to those who are engaged in concrete 
highway construction. 

The material from the gravel pit is hauled out 
to the road in large trucks and deposited in stock 
piles. Experience has, however, developed the fact 
that the movement of material over the prepared 
subgrade is a matter of considerable importance, as 
the use of heavy units for this purpose is certain to 
destroy the subgrade and to cause a considerable 
expenditure for the reshaping of the subgrade. 
Moreover, if materials are dumped in small piles on 
the subgrade there is the ever present possibility 

OE 
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STOCK PILES, SHOWING LABORERS LOADING A TRUCK, ON A FEDERAL-AID PROJECT IN WYOMING. 

that a percentage of the earthy materials of which 
the subgrade is usually composed may find their way 
into the batch. 

These two considerations have led the contractor 
on this project to adopt the system of dumping his 
materials at the end of the road in a large stock 
pile, and, for the purpose of moving them to the 
mixer, he has provided six Ford trucks with light 
bodies, which, when loaded with the materials for a 
single batch, can be dumped by hand. The bodies 
on these trucks are divided into compartments 
which will accommodate a four-sack batch of ma- 
terial. After being loaded at the stock piles a 
truck is driven to the mixer and the charge dumped 
directly into the hopper. 

As can be seen at a glance, the cost of loading the 
truck, even from material piles placed on the ground, 
is no greater than the cost of loading wheelbarrows 
would be. The cost of operation and the wear on 
the trucks is said to be no greater than the constant 
reshaping of the subgrade where the aggregate is 
delivered on the subgrade by heavy trucks or by 
wagons. In short, the scheme is working satis- 
factorily on this project and with every appearance 
of reasonable economy. 

For somewhat greater economy in operation it 

would be entirely feasible to build loading bins and 

to drive the trucks onto an elevated platform, per- 

mitting them to discharge into hoppers which could 

in turn be discharged into the light delivery trucks. 

By proceeding in this fashion a considerable amount 

of labor could be eliminated but the cost of the 

plant would be somewhat increased. The system 
most advisable for any individual project will, of 
course, depend on the length of the project and the 
amount of material to be handled. 

AUTOMOBILE LICENSE FEES. 

Up to October 18 the number of pneumatic-tired 
machines registered in Pennsylvania was over 435,000 
for the year 1919, and the license fees received had 
passed the $5,000,000 mark. It is expected that the 
fees for the year will be about $5,100,000. In 1918 
the State received in fees $4,048,185.50 from 678,786 

registrations, of which 363,001 were pneumatic- 
tired machines. 

COUNTY MATERIAL PLANT. 

Maricopa County, Ariz., has a road program of 

278 miles. The county supervisors and highway 

commissioners have decided to install a material 

plant with a capacity of 2,000 tons a day. It is 

estimated that this will save the county $3,000 a 

mile in rock, sand, and gravel alone in the construc- 

tion of the highways, or a total saving of $834,000. 

CALL FOR BIDS. 

Fresno County, Calif., supervisors have called for 

bids on the first six units of the highway system for 

which the county has been bonded for $4,800,000, 

and which will cost $5,500,000. The bids will be on 

1-2-4 and 1-3-6 concrete mix. 



MATERIAL MUST BE MOVED EARLY. 
HEN seeds of information sown in a cam- 

V6 paign of education fall upon the minds so 
fertile and receptive as those of the people 

of our Nation, the result is astounding. The hearty, 
liberal, country-wide response to the call for money 
to construct a network of highways adequate to 
meet the demands and requirements of the marvel- 
ous growth of traffic has been more than astounding. 
Inspired by the passage of the first Federal aid road 
act by which the Government appropriated $75,000,- 
000 to enter into copartnership with the State and 
stimulated by the further appropriation of $200,000,- 
000, the States, one after the other, and the counties 
of the States have provided for vast sums to further 
the doctrine of good roads until now there is $633,- 
000,000 immediately available for construction in 
1920. 

GREATEST IN HISTORY. 

And in contemplating these figures it must be 
remembered that in no year in the history of road 
building has as much as one-fourth of this sum been 
expended upon new highways. But that the States 
will go far toward exceeding the expenditures of any 
previous year and constructing a greater mileage 
than ever before is forecast by the fact that several 
have already laid out programs that call for the 
building of more than a thousand miles within their 
respective boundaries. The people ask for these 
roads and are willing to pay for them. Illinois, with 
a population of approximately 6,000,000, has au- 
thorized a bond issue of $60,000,000 (about $10 per 
capita), and a little county in Arkansas (Phillips), 
with a population of less than 50,000, has pledged 
itself for $3,734,000 for good roads. That is about 

$75 per head, and with the money they propose to 
put 117 miles of road in places where there were 
hardly any before. 

It is estimated that last year $138,000,000 was ex- 

pended in new construction. To put into construc- 
tion the great sum available presents a tremendous 
task to the highway builders of the country. One 
factor will determine the degree of success with 
which this task may be accomplished. That is the 
movement of material. Without material there can 
be no roads. Without open-top cars there can be 
no material. There must be a complete utilization 
of the open-top cars for the movement of material at 
the time and all the time that such cars are available. 
Reports of the Railroad Administration show that 
in the earlier months of the year there are many 
thousands of open-top cars standing idle. But in 
1919, when the road-building season was well ad- 
vanced, there was general complaint that no cars 
were available for the movement of material. The 
supply, always inadequate, was being used for the 
transportation of other products. 

MESSAGE TO STATE AUTHORITIES. 

Recently Thomas H. MacDonald, the chief of the 
Bureau of Public Roads, in a letter to the State 

highway departments, in which he points out that 
the only possible relief is to use the present transpor- 
tation and materials production agencies in the most 
efficient manner possible, said: | 

“‘Tt is a matter in which the State highway depart- 
ments may take a large measure of satisfaction that 
road building is the one big public activity which 
got under way early in 1919, which opened a large 
field for unemployed labor, which offered a market 
for construction materials, and which has continued 
to increase in volume as the months have passed. 
It is too early to have definite figures available for 
this year’s production of roads and total expendi- 
tures, but it is estimated that the expenditures 
during 1919 for hard surfaced highways, exclusive 
of sand-clay and similar types, will total approxi- 
mately $138,000,000. The largest previous year’s 
total expenditures for like purposes, that of 1916, 
was $136,000,000. 

But the test of the road building organizations is 
ahead. The estimated summary of the funds which 
will be available for highway work during 1920 for 
the construction of surfaced highways is as follows: 

Brought forward from unfinished work 1919 con- 

TACTE IRE OE s Bae See es Set ereraniere chee tate ate Oregons $165, 000, 000 

Funds available from State and county taxes and 
Pedotal gid (oe. os cee cttic el eee ee eee 273, 000, 000 

One-fifth State and county bond issues not before 

available: . 22's... 5: 2b ehae Meta tomes er ratereteets 50, 000, 000 
One-third of the unexpended balance of State and 

county bond issues previously available. ..-.-..-. 45, 000, 000 

Available from new bond issues to be voted on the 

fall of 1919 andispringo1 192052 <0 )0s ~ aeeremee 100, 000, 000 

Total. ef: sg Shacles = Se esehing- see: bam 633, 000, 000 

PROGRAM IS TREMENDOUS. 

“This large totalis more than four times the amount 
of money that has been expended during any pre- 
vious year for like purposes. To accomplish the 
physical undertaking of putting into actual road 
construction this sum or anywhere near this sum is 
tremendous. It is so much greater than any pro- 
gram that has heretofore been attempted that a 
great increase in the principal factors controlling the 
actual production of highways is absolutely essential. 
These principal factors are material supplies, ship- 
ping facilities, labor supply and contractors’ organi- 
zation. 

“The acute deficiency of open-top cars demands 
that our first attention be directed toward increasing 
shipping facilities for road materials. These facili- 
ties may be increased by two methods—first, 
by the more efficient use of open-top car equipment, 
and second, by a large increase in the supply of 



new cars. During frequent conferences with the 
Railroad Administration it has become apparent 
that a more efficient use may be made of the present 
open-top car equipment by starting the shipping 
season earlier than has been the general practice in 
the past. It has been customary to wait until 
contractors’ organizations were ready to begin 
work before starting the shipment of materials. 
Under these conditions many thousands of open-top 
cars lie idle during the latter part of February, all 
of March, and the earlier part of April. In the spring 
of 1919 the number of open top cars that were idle 
totaled more than 250,000. As the season advanced 

and road contracts were actually under way, the 
ear shortage manifacted itself here and there almost 
continuously, but at three different times complaints 
received at this office were general. 

FACTORS THAT AFFECT MOVEMENT. 

“We must recognize that if a strike threatens the 
railroads, road material will not be moved because 

it is not perishable. If the movement of coal de- 
mands the cars, there will be a shortage of cars 
for the movement of road materials. The importance 
of the movement of road materials must be impressed 
upon the public and the railroads, and for the present 
the road builders must correlate their calls for 
service so far as possible with the situation which 

exists—that at any critical moment when shipping 
facilities are involved road materials will be the 
first to suffer. 

“Therefore, everything possible must be done to 
facilitate transportation of road materials under 
these handicaps. Railroad transportation has be- 
come too important a factor in the amount of work 
that can be accomplished to allow it longer to be 
regarded as incidental. It has become the biggest 
item in road production. Contracts should be 
awarded as early as possible that the contractors may 
know the amount of materials they will require 
at different points and they should be encouraged to 
place their orders for the materials requiring rail 
transportation as long in advance of the time they 
will be actually required as possible. The placing 
of materials in storage piles involves some expense, 
but this expense is small in comparison to the loss 
occasioned by lack of materials when the contractors’ 
organization is waiting. 

CONTRACTS SHOULD BE AWARDED EARLY. 

‘From the experience this year and in view of the 
greatly. increased program for next year, it seems 
apparent that contracts which are not awarded 
during the winter months will have little opportunity 
of being supplied with materials which'require rail 
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hauling. Again, contracts should be awarded early 
and contractors should be encouraged to place their 
orders so that the material producers will operate 
their plants during all seasonable weather. In the 
past too many contracts have been held until 
later in the year, and material supplies have not 
been started moving during the period when the 

car supply is at its maximum. Also, contract prices 
have usually bean lower for work awarded early in 
the season, and the State Departments and the 
Federal Bureau must recognize and respond to the 
public confidence which has been shown by the 
appropriations of large sums for highway improve- 
ment, by adopting every method that will help to 
secure the lowest prices and the most efficient 
expenditure of these funds. 

“In view of the greatly enlarged program of road 
construction and the large amount of unfinished 

contracts which will have to go over because of 

Jack of road materials, it would seem unnecessary 
to further accent the need for taking advantage of 
the supply of open-top car equipment in February, 
March, and April. 

THE ONLY POSSIBLE RELIEF, 

“Tt is apparent that many contractors who have 
not before been so engaged are looking to the high- 
way field, and that the contractors’ organizations 
will be expanded. The labor shortage may in part 
be met by improved machinery and equipment, 
but the transportation and the supply of materials 
can not be so readily or quickly expanded to take 
care of the greatly increased needs. Unless a 
forward looking policy recognizing these conditions 
is adopted at once, it is not apparent that a greatly 
increased production of roads will be possible next 
year over the miles constructed this year, yet the 
public is demanding of road building organizations 
a greatly increased production. 

“Hyvery official in an administrative capacity in the 
road building organizations knows that it is common 
for the public to demand great activity and immedi- 
ate production of roads as soon as bonds have been 
voted. The fact that more than four times as much 
money is available for roads next year than has been 
true heretofore means that these demands will 
become intensified, and it will be a difficult task 

to impress upon the public the fact that the produc- 
tion of roads is controlled by factors largely outside 
of the control of the highway officials. 

“The only possible relief is to use the present trans- 
portation and materials production agencies in the 
most efficient manner possible, and at the same time 
bend our efforts to obtain an increased car supply 
and an increased production of road materials. But 
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these policies, to be effective, must be adopted by 
the State Departments and the Federal Bureau 
individually and collectively, at once, and the first 
step is to place under contract during December and 
January as great a mileage of roads as possible. 
In doing this the bureau wishes to cooperate with 
and aid the States in every way possible.” 

ILLINOIS DEVISES A PLAN. 

The highway department of the State of Llinois 
has devised a plan which it hopes will result in the 
shipment and storage in the early part of the season 
of a large portion of the material the State will re- 
quire in the construction of the 1,000 miles of high- 
way called for by the 1920 plans. To supply the 
necessary material for this program will mean a se- 
vere tax upon the material producers unless the con- 
struction season be extended. In order to bring 
this about and thus assist in relieving the open-top- 
car situation, as well as a possible shortage of mate- 
rials, the State has decided to pay for such materials 
as sand, gravel, and stone as delivered, without 
waiting for the same to be incorporated into the 
work. Vouchers will be issued direct to the railroad 
company for the freight and to the sand, gravel, and 
stone producers for these materials. The same will 
be charged against the contractor and the amount 
thus paid will go to reduce estimates due the con- 
tractor as such materials are used. 

This arrangement will apply not only to contracts 
now uncompleted, but also to the contracts to be 
awarded in 1920. In order to make this effective on 
existing contracts, a supplemental agreement will be 
made with the contractor and the surety company. 
This supplemental agreement will be forwarded to 
the contractor for his signature with the request that 
he procure the signature of the surety company at an 
early date. 

Only the hearty cooperation of all the forces en- 
gaged in the building of our roads and the utilization 
to the fullest extent of equipment and producing 
power will bring in 1920 a result in road building 
accomplishment such as the public has a right to 
expect. 

NEBRASKA ROAD BUILDING. 

The road building situation in Nebraska under 
Federal aid is reviewed in the October issue of the 
Monthly Bulletin of the State department of public 
works. Under the original Federal-aid act Nebraska 
was entitled to $1,600,000 from the National Govern- 
ment. By the amendment to the last post-office 
appropriation bill this amount was increased to 
$5,866,303.82. The Nebraska Legislature of 1917 
accepted the provisions of the Federal-aid law, ap- 
propriated $640,000 for road construction under it, 
and authorized the State board of irrigation, high- 

ways, and drainage to lay out a system of roads for 
the approval of the Secretary of Agriculture. 

The legislature of 1919 abolished the State board 
of irrigation, highways, and drainage, and created 
a State department of public works, and appropri- 
ated $3,093,262 for Federal-aid roads, bringing the 
total appropriation to date up to $3,733,262, leaving 
a balance of $2,133,041.82 to be taken care of by the 
legislature in 1921. 

As laid out the State highway system includes 
approximately 4,500 miles of road located so that 
every county seat and every important town is con- 
nected. Up to October 1 project statements for the 
construction of 2,240 miles of this system had been 
submitted to the Secretary of Agriculture. Seven 
hundred miles of work had been placed under con- 
tract, for an aggregate cost of about $2,500,000, and 
it is estimated that 500 miles will be completed 
before the close of the present season. Surveys have 
been made this year on about 1,500 miles additional, 
and it is expected that the balance will be in shape, 
so that the work can be placed under contract before 
April 1, 1920. _ Before the close of the season 212 
miles more of work will be placed under contract, of 
which 17 miles are brick paving in Douglas County, 
6 concrete in Dodge, and 1 concrete in Butler. All 
the rest is either plain earth or graveled surface. 

HERE’S A NEW ONE. 

An interesting side light is thrown on the problems 
which highway engineers sometimes have to solve 
by the following comment recently found in the 
report of one of the engineers inspecting a Federal- 
aid project in New Mexico: ‘‘Relative progress is 
only fair due to the fact that operations have been 
greatly handicapped for want of water. As this is 
a very hot and dry season of the year, the cattle 
take nearly all the supply. The road construction 
is, therefore, greatly handicapped.’ We have heard 
of a good many difficulties which engineers have en- 
countered in constructing concrete roads, but this is 
the first time that we ever heard of construction being 
delayed because the cattle had made away with the 
water supply. 

WISCONSIN CONSTRUCTION. 

It has been estimated that Wisconsin in 1919 wil] 
expend about $12,600,000 on highways. Of this 
amount $7,600,000 will be for State trunk and State- 
aid construction and maintenance, with the rest for 
township roads. The construction on the State 
trunk highway system will cost about $3,600,000 
and that on State-aid roads about $2,000,000. 

Maintenance will cost about $2,000,000. A total of 
146.99 miles of concrete roads is included in this 
program. 
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tien wN PS lATOS= OF IMPACT 
TESTS ON ROADWAY SURFACES. | 

By A. T. GOLDBECK, Enginee: of Tests, Bureau of Public Roads. 

T has been estimated that the funds available for 

highway construction in this country during 
1920 total $633,000,000, and this is more than 

four times the amount expended in any other 
previous year. It is likely that the future will 
show even higher figures than these and that road 
construction will be pushed as rapidly as road- 
material resources, equipment, hauling facilities, and 
labor will permit. In the face of such an enormous 
program it behooves us to build wisely lest we be 
extravagant either by too much or by too little 
initial expenditure for our various road systems. 

Unfortunately, the necessity for such vast ex- 
enditures comes almost simultanelusly with a new 

class of traffic which exerts a different kind of 

destructive effect on roads than has been exerted 

by traffic in the past. The heavy motor truck has 

transformed the road problem from one whose solu- 

tion in days gone by depended upon precedent into 

an Be csadinity important problem of design. We 

must be able to design our future roads to carry 

known maximum loads under known conditions of 

subgrade and weather, just as we are now able to 

desion our bridge structures. We must not be 

satisfied with a constant cross section irrespective 

of subgrade conditions, but we must change the 

design of the road as nearly as practicable with 
changing conditions of subgrade. At the same time 

we must better subgrade conditions by more careful 

drainage. Recognizing these facts, and with the 

CLOSE-UP VIEW OF IMPACT MEASURING DEVICE. 

rational design of road surfaces as a goal, the 
Bureau of Public Roads has begun experiments to 
find out something of the fundamentals affecting 
road design. . 

Just as in the design of a bridge structure, the 
design of a road requires not only a knowledge of 
the materials in the structure and their behavior , 
under stress, but it also requires a knowledge of the 
forces acting on the structure tending to deform it 
out of shape. Obviously, then, one of the funda- 
mental problems is to determine just what forces 
are being exerted on roads tending to destroy them. 

IMPACT ACTION ON SMOOTH SURFACE. 

Anyone who has stood on a hard-road surface 
during the passage of a heavy truck has noticed 
the vibration set up in the pavement, indicating 
that the truck is exerting more or less of an impact 
action eyen though the surface be comparatively 
smooth. Such action, of course, is much accentu- 
ated after the surface becomes worn in spots or 
wavy, and the impact then becomes very noticeable. 
Heavy loads at rest on road surfaces exert but little 
effect except on surfaces which, for some reason, are 
too soft to bear the load. Actual tests have been 
made on a concrete road to gain some idea of the 
fiber stress in the concrete directly under a heavy 
wheel load of a loaded truck.!. The indications are 
that when a wheel load of 8,500 ‘pounds is at rest 

1 Thickness of concrete slabs, by A. T. Goldbeck, Public Roads, April 1919. 
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VIEW OF TOP OF JACK FOR MEASURING IMPACT OF TRUCKS. 

on an 8-inch concrete slab laid on a rather wet clay 
subgrade the fiber stress in tension is only about 
34 pounds per square inch directly under the load, 
and since the modulus of rupture of the ordinary 
concrete road mixture is ST see 400 pounds per 
square inch, and possibly as high as 600 pounds per 
square inch, the danger of serious cracking of the 
concrete under static loads is practically nil except 
at the corners of the slabs. 
We must turn to impact then for an explanation 

of some of the past failures of road surfaces under 
motor truck traffic. How great can these impacts 
be as compared with the static weight of trucks? 
What impacts are likely to be exerted on road sur- 
faces depending upon their degree of smoothness, 
and what effect have these impacts on different 
kinds and thicknesses of surface when laid on 
different subgrades? These are some of the ques- 
tions we must answer before we can hope to design 
a road rationally. 

The impact tests now being conducted by the 
Bureau of Public Roads aim to determine— 

(1) The amount of impact delivered to road sur- 
faces. 

(2) The effect of this impact on different types of 
surface. 

MEASUREMENT OF IMPACT DELIVERED TO ROAD 
SURFACES. 

The method now being used for measuring the 
amount of impact delivered by trucks has been de- 
scribed elsewhere.! In brief, it consists of deliver- 
ing the ae of a moving truck to a small copper 
cylinder, the blow deforming the cylinder a definite 
amount, depending on the intensity. In these ex- 

1Preliminary Report of Impact Tests of Autotrucks on Roads, by E. B. 
Smith and J. T. Pauls, Public Roads, July, 1918. 

periments a concrete pit has been constructed in the 
road surface and a hydraulic jack has been placed 
in this pit. The plunger of the jack is enlarged at 
the top with a platform of suitable size for receiving 
the blow of one wheel of the truck. The copper 
cylinder which measures the blow is placed under 
the plunger of the jack and the blow is transmitted 
through the plunger to the copper cylinder. The 
cylinders used are turned from one-half inch copper 
rod and are one-half inch in length. A large number 
of these cylinders are prepared and are given a 
special heat treatment to make them uniform in 
their physical characteristics. A number of them 
are selected from each lot prepared and are sub- 
jected to pressure in a testing machine, and the 
deformation of the cylinder is noted for each load 
applied. In this way it is possible to check up the 
uniformity of the lot of cylinders and also to deter- 
mine how much load is required to deform them to 
a definite length. The impact deforming the copper 
cylinder is stated in terms of the static load required 
to deform it to the same length. 
A little thought will show that there are a number 

of different ways in which impact can be delivered 
to a road by a motor truck, and the test has been 
arranged to approximate these different conditions. 
For instance, the truck while in motion is caused 
to fall through definite heights striking the plunger 
of the jack. Again, the truck is made to strike 
obstructions of different heights placed directly on 
the plunger of the jack and, as described later, 
several other variations of impact have been investi- 
ated. ; 

5 The speed of the truck has been made one of the 
variables in these investigations in order to permit 
of determining something of the law of the effect of 
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speed of impact. Different sizes and makes of 
trucks loaded with different loads are being used. 
Thus far the tests have been confined to solid-tired 
vehicles, but it is the aim to extend them to an 
investigation of pneumatic tires and to special types 
of cushioned wheels and special tires. The impact 
of the rear of the truck only has been investigated, 
as this impact is greater than that of the front 
wheels. 

RESULTS OBTAINED. 

In this discussion no attempt will be made to 
treat of all the results obtained, but, rather, the 
essential features of the data will be pointed out. 
A number of curves are given, and these have been 

selected from a large number of test results because 
they, in general, show the maximum impacts that 
have been measured. In the tests here recorded a 
class B 3 to 5 ton standard Army truck, a 54-ton 
truck, and a 14-ton truck have been used. All of 
these trucks were supplied by the Motor Transport 
Corps of the War Department. 

CLASS B THREE TO FIVE TONS STANDARD ARMY 

TRUCK 

Referring to curve 1, which shows the results 
obtained with the class B truck loaded with 5 tons 
of sand and having a total weight of 7,750 pounds 
on one rear wheel and an unsprung weight of 1,837 
pounds on one rear wheel, it Beiid be noted that in 
general the higher the fall the greater is the amount of 
impact produced. The maximum impact pressure, 
when the truck was running 15 miles per hour and fell 
through a height of 3 inches, was 42,000 pounds, 
and this was 5.4 times the static load pressure 
exerted by the rear wheel. When the rear wheel 
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GENERAL VIEW OF SLABS TO BE TESTED UNDER IMPACT. 

dropped through a height of only one-fourth inch 
at 15 miles per hour, the impact pressure produced 
was 28,000 pounds, or 3.6 times the static load pres- 
sure. It will be well to note here that the unsprung 
weight of this truck is very heavy, and it will be 
seen, as pointed out later on, that this has the effect 
of producing high impact pressures. 

In curve 2 the same truck loaded in the same man- 
ner as above was used, but the rear wheel of the truck 
was caused to strike an obstruction which was placed 
on the plunger of the measuring jack. It will be 
noted that this condition of impact is very much less 
severe than shown in curve 1 described above. In 
general, the impact pressure seems to increase with 
the velocity and also with the height of the obstruction. 

In obtaining the results shown on curve 3, wedge- 
shaped blocks were mounted on the plunger of the 
aie the angle of inclination of the blocks being 
varied for the several tests. The rear wheel of the 
truck simply rolled over these wedge-shaped blocks 
and produced pressure on the copper cylinder as 
shown in the curve. As would be expected, the 
pressure produced increases with the angle of 
inclination of the block and also increases with the 
speed. This condition of pressure is realized in the 
road surface when a truck rolls into a depression 
and the wheels strike the far side of the depression, 
and these tests show that the steeper the far side 
of the depression the greater will be the pressure 
produced on the road. 

Should the depression be deep enough and the 
speed of the truck sufficient, the wheels will leave the 
surface of the road, jumping over the depression and 
landing on the far wide with considerable impact. 
This condition was tested by placing wedge shaped 
blocks on top of the jack as in the previous test, elevat- 
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ing the point of 50 
jump off and run- 
ning thetruck 
at a speed such 
that it fell on 
the center of the 
wedge-shaped 
block, giving 
pressures as 
shown in curve 
4. The height of 
fall in each of 
these cases was 
2 inches. ~ It will 
be seen that this 
gives a@ very se- 
vere condition of 
impact. These 
tests were very 
difficult to make, 
as it necessitated 
very careful driv- 
ing to make the 0 
rear wheel land 
directly on the 
center of the jack. A large number of runs had to 
be made before results of any value at all could be 
obtained. 
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FIVE AND ONE-HALF TON TRUCK. 
In curve 5 results are shown obtained with a 54 

ton truck carrying a load of 5.65 tons, having a total 
weight of 8,060 pounds on one rear wheel and an 
unsprung weight of 1,000 pounds on;one rear wheel. 
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. The tests shown in this curve were obtained by run- 
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ning the truck at different speeds and allowing it to 
fall through different heights. It will be noted in 
general that the pressure increases with the speed 
and to some extent with the height of fall. In the 
particular set of results recorded here, both wheels 
were allowed to fall through a definite height, 
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CURVE 2. 

whereas in the other tests only one rear wheel was 
allowed to fall. When two wheels fal! through a cer- 
tain height a slightly increased pressure‘under one 
wheel is produced than when one\[wheel only falls 
through the same height.  @g 

In curve 6 the pressure measured was produced by 
the truck striking an obstruction placed on the jack, 
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and this pressure is much less than in the previous 
case, as shown in curve 5. The same general ten- 
dency for pressures to increase with the speed and 
with the height of the obstruction is shown just as 
in the case of the class B Army truck. . 

In curve 7 are shown the results obtained when 
the truck rolled over wedge-shaped blocks placed 
directly on the jack. The same general shape of 
curves was obtained as in the case of class B truck, 
the intensity being somewhat less in this case. 

Curves 8, 9, and 10 show the impact pressures pro- 
duced with a 14-ton truck carrying a load of 3,660 
pounds having a total weight on one rear wheel of 

& 
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CURVE 3. 

3,475 pounds and an unsprung weight of 1,065 
pounds. In curve 8 resuts were obtained with the 
truck falling through various heights to the weighing 
device. In curve 9 the obstruction was placed on 
the weighing device and in curve 10 wedge-shaped 
blocks over which the truck rolled were placed on 
the plunger of the device for measuring the impact 
pressure. These curves are of the same general 
shape as the preceding ones, and in view of the fact 
that this truck was lighter, the pressures obtained 
were less than previously described. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF IMPACT PRESSURE TESTS. 

It is seen from the preceding test results that under 
certain conditions the impact pressure produced by 
heavy motor trucks is very large, the highest pres- 
sure thus far measured being in the neighborhood 
of 42,000 pounds when the weight on the rear wheel 
causing this pressure was only 7,750 pounds. It 
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was pointed out that the unsprung weight on one 
rear wheel of this truck was 1,837 pounds. In the 
case of the 54-ton truck which has an unsprung 
weight of 1,000 pounds, it has been shown that the 
impact pressures produced were very much smaller 
than in the case of the class B Army truck. Con- 
sidering a specific case, when the class B Army 
truck, whose total weight of 7,750 pounds on one 
rear wheel, unsprung weight 1,837 pounds on one 
rear wheel, fell through a height of 2 inches at a 
speed of 15 miles per hour, the impact pressure 
produced was about 34,500 pounds. In the case of 
the 54-ton truck loaded with a load of 8,060 pounds 
on one wheel, with an unsprung weight of 1,000 
pounds on one rear wheel, and under corresponding 
conditions of speed and height of fall, the impact 
pressure produced was only 23,500 pounds, or only 
68 per cent of the impact pressure of the Army truck. 
The unsprung weight of the 54-ton truck was only 
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56 per cent of that of the Army truck, whereas the 
gross load carried on the rear wheel was slightly 
larger in the case of the class B truck. The indica- 
tions are, therefore, that a light unsprung weight 
tends to lessen the impact of a truck on the road 
surface. 

Referring to curve 9, giving results for a 14-ton 
truck having a total weight of 3,470 pounds on one 
rear wheel and 1,065 pounds unsprung weight on 
one rear wheel, the impact pressure at a speed of 
15 miles per hour and with a height of fall of 2 inches, 
was in the vicinity of 14,000 pounds per square inch. 
It will be noted that the unsprung weight of this 
truck is practically the same as that of the 5-ton 
truck and the impact pressure produced is very 
much lower than in the case of the 54-ton truck, so 

that it can not be said that unsprung weight alone 
influences the impact pressure produced on the road, 
but the sprung weight also exerts some influence 
on this pressure. 
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VIEW OF IMPACT MACHINE FOR TESTING ROAD SLABS, 

GROSS LOAD NOT ONLY FACTOR. 

These facts are very significant, for they show that 
the gross load of a truck is not the only factor which 
influences the pressure of the wheels ‘of the truck on 
the road surface. It is possible to have vastly dif- 
ferent impact pressures exerted on the road by two 
different trucks both having the same gross weight 
but having different distribution of their sprung and 
their unsprung weights, and when questions of road 
design are to be considered the actual wheel pres- 
sure on the road is the all-important thing rather than 
the gross load of the truck. Would it not seem 
logical to take these facts into consideration in 
framing legislation dealing with the restriction of 
maximum sizes of motor trucks on roads, and more- 
over, do these facts not open the way toward a more 
equitable system of license fees than the more or 
less arbitrary systems based on gross load, carrying 
capacity, or horsepower now in use ? 

The effect of the speed of trucks on the amount of 
impact produced on road surfaces is indicated by 
these tests. It has been stated that the impact of 
vehicles on roads varies as the square of the speed, 
but the present tests indicates that within practical 
speed timits this is not the case. In the results ob- 
tained thus far the impact on the road varies with 
some power of the speed, this power, however, being 
less than two and extending down as Jow as one. 
The present data do not warrant a close analysis to 
determine this relation. 

SPRING DEFLECTION A FACTOR. 

At first thought it would seem that the impact 
should vary directly as the height of the fall when 
a truck rolls off an obstruction and falls on a road 
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surface, but these tests indicate that this:is not true, 
the reason being that the action of the springs of the 
vehicle give the unsprung weight an acceleration 
above that due to gravity and, depending upon the 
spring action and upon the amount of sprung and 
unsprung weight, the impact effects with various 
heights of fall are likely to vary with different trucks. 
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The amount of spring deflection at the instant the 
impact occurs is another factor influencing the 
amount of impact on the road. 

Having determined the amount of impact exerted 
on surfaces by trucks under these artificial condi- 
tions, the next question arises as to what impacts are 
actually produced on road surfaces of different de- 
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grees of roughness. Undoubtedly the road having 
a rough surface will be subjected to greater impact 
than the smooth road, and information of this char- 
acter has as yet not been obtained, but it is hoped 
that it will be possible to obtain these results within 
the coming year by means of special equipment now 
being constructed. 
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What use shall be made of the results of the im- 
pact tests in the design of road surfaces? The 
theory for the design of beams under static loads 
states that the strength of the beam varies as the 
square of the depth, and in one instance use has been 
made of this theory to place road surfaces of different 
kinds on an equal basis so far as their load-carrying 
capacity is concerned, On the other hand, it may 
be shown theoretically that when loads are applied 
with impact on beams their strength varies directly 
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as their depth and not as the square of:the depth. 
With rubber-tired vehicles it is a question as to 
whether the impact produced is of a suddenness re- 
quiring design by the latter theory, and it would 
seem to be reasonable that in view of the cushion 
effect of rubber tires the load-carrying capacity of 
the slab will vary as some function intermediate 
between D and D?. When the proper theory to use 
is determined, knowledge of the amount of load ap- 

plied by impacts will permit of actually designing 
roads to properly sustain these loads. 
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DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECT OF IMPACTS ON 
ROAD SURFACES. 

Having obtained the amount of impact exerted 
by trucks, the next question is that of the damaging 
effect of impacts on road surfaces. We are attempt- 
ing to gain some information on this point through a 
series of tests now under way. We have con- 
structed a number of slabs 7 feet square laid directly 
on the subgrade. Half of these sections are laid 
on a subgrade which is purposely kept wet and half 
of them are on a well-drained subgrade. The sec- 
tions thus far constructed include concrete in depths 
varying from 2 inches to 10 inches and brick con- 
structed on varying thicknesses of concrete base. 
Various kinds of brick have been used, including 
repressed, wire-cut lug and vertical fiber brick. 
We have used monolithic, semimonolithic and sand 
cushion construction; both Portland cement grout 
and bituminous mastic fillers have been used. One 
section is laid on a bituminous mastic cushion with 
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CURVE 10. 

a bituminous mastic filler. In other sections the 
brick have been laid directly on a subgrade and in 
still others on a prepared macadam base. We are 
testing these slabs by means of an impact machine 
which is designed to represent the conditions existing 
on the rear wheel of a truck. This machine has an 
unsprung weight of 3,000 pounds and will carry a 
sprung weight of 9,000 pounds. These weights 
correspond approximately to those that would exist 
on the rear wheel of a 74-ton truck. The lower end 
of the sprung weight is shoed with a solid rubber 
tire and the whole weight will be raised to a height 
such that when allowed to fall, the impact delivered 
will be one that might be delivered by a 73-ton 
truck. The observations will consist of noting the 
behavior of the surface under repeated impacts of 
this machine and will also include measurements of 

(Continued on page 25.) 
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GROWTH OF FEDERAL AID WORK. 
By A. C. BRUCE, Office Engineer, Bureau of Public Roads. 

carried on under the supervision of the 
Bureau of Public Roads is graphically shown 

by the progress curves herewith presented, These 
curves show the status of work from month to 
month since the passage of the act in July 1916, to 
the latest monthly statement dated October 31, 
1919. There are many stages of the work not 
shown, but the four principal stages outlined in the 
act are covered, namely, project statements approved 
by the Secretary; plans, specifications and estimates 
recommended for approval by the Chief Engineer; 
project agreements executed by the Secretary; and 
vouchers passed for payment by the auditor. 

It will be seen that a very noticeable impetus 
was given to all stages of the work by the passage 
of the amendment to the act, February 28, 1919, 
whereby an appropriation of $200,000,000 was 
added to the orjginal $75,000,000. 

The actual value of work completed to date on 
Federal aid projects is considerably in excess of 
that shown by the curve ‘Vouchers paid.” This 
is due to the fact that there is a lag of from one to 
four months between the completion of work and 
the presentation of the vouchers. There are also 
some projects which require that Federal aid pay- 
ments shall be made only upon completion of the 
entire project. ‘There is every indication that this 
season’s completed work will call for Federal-aid 
payments of at least $25,000,000. 

On October 31, 1919, there were 1,929 project 
statements approved by the Secretary. These 
represented a total of 18,597 miles and were esti- 
mated to cost $225,159,801, of which amount 
Federal aid was requested to the amount of $95,498,- 
139.65. If the curve can be assumed to indicate 
the probable future progress of the work, it would 
be expected that the total $275,000,000 Federal aid 
would be covered by approved project statements 
about December 31, 1921. . 

Plans, specifications and estimates have been 
recommended for approval by the chief engineer 
for 1,373 projects. ‘These projects represent 10,373 
miles of road with a total cost of $145,777,433, of 

which Federal aid has been recommended for 
$62,745,137. The approved plans for the above 
roads show practically all the usual types of con- 
struction, and the estimates show a range in cost 
per mile from $2,500 to $100,000. 

At the same rate of progress as that shown on the 
curve for the past six months, sufficient plans would 
be recommended by the chief engineer by October 
31, 1921, to take up the entire $275,000,000. 
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(Continued from page 24.) 

deflection of the surface. Nothing can be said of 
the results at the present as the tests have not pro- 
ressed to that extent. We aim to continue these 

investigations with bituminous surfaces laid on con- 
erete bases using a 1:3: 6 as well as a 1: 14: 3 
base. In addition, broken stone bases will be used 
under the bituminous surfaces. 

With the completion of these tests it is hoped that 
sufficient data will have been accumulated to place 
the design of roads on a much sounder basis than 
at present and it is hoped that the results combined 
with the results of still other investigations will 
finally lead to a suitable method for determining 
with certainty on road types and cross-sections for 
definite subgrade and load conditions. In con- 
clusion, the writer wishes to give due acknowledge- 
ment for the work of E. B. Smith and J. T. Pauls 
who are conducting these impact tests in detail. 

VOTE ROADS BONDS. 
Three districts of Kanawha County, W. Va., have 

voted a total of $1,459,000 in bonds for the improve- 
ment of highways. The districts are Cabin Creek, 
$904,000 of bonds, Elk, $395,000, and Union, 
$160,000. 
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NEARLY $25,000,000 ALLOWED IN 
FEDERAL AID IN TWO MONTHS. 

to roads in the projects approved by the Secre- 
tary of Agriculture called for $24,780,906.43, 

or about one-fourth of the total amount of Federal- 
aid money apportioned to the States under the 
Federal-aid act and the amendment to the last post- 
office appropriation law for the present fiscal year. 
In the two months agreements signed by the Secre- 
tary and modifications to previous agreements the 
Federal-aid allowance amounted to $14,046,541.73. 
The cost of the roads in the statements approved is 
estimated at $52,722,392.10 and that in the project 
acreements signed at $32,284,579.31. 

Up to the close of office hours October 31 last, 1,927, 
project statements, representing 18,596.788 miles of 
highway, had been approved, while the Secretary 
of Agriculture had signed 1,065 project statements, 
representing 8,407.293 miles of road. The total 
amount of Federal aid allowed in the statements 
approved amounted to $95,498,140.85 and in the 
agreements executed to $46,107,333.38. The high- 
ways included in these projects are estimated to cost 
$225,267,847.25 in the statements approved and 
$107,549,468.74 in the agreements signed by the 
Secretary. 

[ September and October Federal-aid allowance 

SEPTEMBER A BANNER MONTH. 

The Bureau of Public Roads considered more 
Federal-aid projects in September than in any pre- 
vious month. The record shows 165 project state- 
ments approved, 8 revised statements approved, and 
2 withdrawals, while 98 project agreements and 23: 
modifications of previous agreements were signed by 
the Secretary of Agriculture. The statements ap- 
proved were for 1,606.62 miles of road, estimated to 
cost $27,645,241.91, with Federal aid amounting to 
$12,703,746.24. The agreements signed were for 
625 miles of road, estimated to cost $13,056,082.22 
and a Federal-aid allowance of $5,680,742.89. 

In the number of statements approved Minnesota 
led with 16, while there were 2 revisions from that 

State. New Hampshire and West Virginia each 
had 15 projects approved, Nebraska coming next 
with 11. The Nebraska mileage was 217.367, mostly 
for earth, gravel, and sand-clay roads, that of Min- 
nesota 161.25, West Virginia 81.11, and New Hamp- 
shire’s only 13.436, an average of less than a mile to 
a project. 

The Nebraska mileage was the greatest included 
in the projects approved during the month from any 
one State. Indiana had the second largest, 185.8, 
that of Minnesota came third, followed by Montana 
with 106.5 miles and New Mexico with 95.5. The 
Indiana roads are all to be of asphalt, brick, or con-. 

crete, while the Minnesota and West Virginia proj- 
ects include a considerable mileage of hard-surface 
construction. The Montana and New Mexico roads 
are to be mostly earth or gravel. 

In five States the statements approved show esti- 
mated cost of roads in excess of $1,000,000, and in 

three States the Federal aid allowed is more than 

$1,000,000. The five States together had 34 state- 
ments and 4 revisions approved, with an estimated 
cost of the roads $15,184,871.51, or 54.7 per cent of 

the total for all the States. The Federal aid allowed 
for these statements amounts to $6,986,322.94, more 

than one-half the total for the month. In each of 

five other States the roads will have an estimated 
cost of over $900,000. 

Indiana not only led all the other States in the 
estimated cost of the roads embraced in the state- 
ments and in the amount of the Federal-aid allowance, 

but the aggregate for that State was by far the great- 
est for both cost and Federal aid for one month 

since the passage of the law. The totals of the only 
four projects approved for that State are estimated 
cost $7,128,013.20 and _ Federal-aid allowance 
$3,537,330.80. 

LARGEST PROJECT TO DATE. 

One of the four Indiana projects breaks the record 
for estimated cost and for Federal-aid allowance. 
It is for 114.4 miles of road running from Evansville 
north through Vanderburgh, Warrick, Spencer, 
Dubois, Orange and Lawrence counties estimated 
to cost $4,223,076 and will be given Federal aid to 
the amount of $2,111,538. Another Indiana project, 

for 56.7 miles in Lake, Porter, and Laporte Counties, 

of the same construction, will cost $2,292,351; with 
an allowance of $1,134,000. This is the third 
largest project, in estimated cost, in the records. 

Kansas follows Indiana in September’s record. 
Her five projects approved have an aggregate cost 
of $3,498, 754.59 for 87.28 miles of road and will 

receive $1,309,200 Federal aid. The largest Kansas 

project is for 44.5 miles of concrete road in Sumner 
County, estimated to cost $1,622,808, with an allow- 
ance of $667,500. Unlike the Indiana projects, this 
is all in one county and is to date the largest project 
on record for a single county. A second Kansas 
project, for 25.07 miles of asphalt, brick, or concrete 
road in Dickinson County, will cost $1,119,648.47, 
according to the estimate, and will receive Federal 
aid to the amount of $376,050. 

BIG PROJECTS IN ILLINOIS. 

Illinois had two new projects and a revised project 
approved, for an aggregate mileage of 50.83, an 
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estimated cost of $1,995,711.40 and Federal aid of 

$1,043,090.70. The revised project was for addi- 
tional mileage of 10.7, added estimated cost of 
$837,001.80 and Federal aid of $463,735.90, for a 
bituminous macadam or concrete road in Kankakee 
and Iroquois Counties. This revision gives this 
project, Illinois No. 2, a total length of 65.2 miles, 

an estimated cost of $1,741,701.80, and an allow- 
ance of $870,850.90, making it the fourth largest 

project approved in the history of Federal aid up 
to September 30, 1919. 

Sixteen new and two revised projects in Minne- 
sota, aggregating 161.25 miles in length, are esti- 
mated to cost $1,436,385.64 and will receive an 
allowance of $673,997.68. Texas is the fifth State 
whose project approvals for the month exceed 
$1,000,000. Seven new and one revised project in 
that State, 87.491 miles long, will cost $1,126,006.68 

and receive Federal aid amounting to $422,703. 
California will receive $475,688.95 Federal aid 

‘on four projects estimated to cost $951,377.90; 
Maryland $456,464 of Federal aid for five new and 
one revised project to cost $948,879.25, and West 
Virginia $438,689.10 Federal aid for 15 projects 
estimated to cost $912,124.90. 

HIGH COST OF ROADS PER MILE. 

The 2.01 miles of concrete or brick road in Cuya- 
hoga County, Ohio, project No. 84, estimated to 
cost $190,011, is the highest costing project approved 
in September. It is at the rate of $94,532.83 a mile. 
This is probably the highest cost per mile of any 
project approved to date. In a recent issue the 
cost of a short project in Massachusetts, 0.578 mile 
long, was stated to be at the rate of $127,864 a mile. 
This was a mistake, as included in the project was 
a concrete bridge at the estimated cost of $49,758, 
bringing down the cost per mile of the road to a 
much smaller amount. 
New Jersey’s only project approved during the 

month is a concrete road which is estimated to cost 

at the rate of $85,404.34 a mile. A short road in 

Grand Forks County, N. Dak., less than a mile in 
length, will cost at the rate of $65,904.17 a mile. 
In Kanawha County, W. Va., 2.6 miles of concrete 

road are estimated to cost $53,302.19 a mile. In 
her 5 projects approved Kansas has the high average 
of $40,086. 55 a mile for 87.28 miles of road. 

In the project agreements for September, Pennsyl- 
vania led all the States, with 22 agreements signed 
by the Secretary of Agriculture for a total of 114.586 
miles of road, estimated to cost $5,534,619.60, and 

a Federal-aid allowance of $2,324,927.72. Wash- 
ington was second in the record, with 12 original 
and 3 modified agreements, for 77.47 miles of road, 
estimated to cost $1,602,431.80, for which the Federal 
aid will be $745,039.69. 
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APPROVALS AND AGREEMENTS IN OCTOBER. 

October was another big month in the considera- 
tion of Federal-aid projects, and the figures for both 
statements approved and agreements executed made 
records. Statements approved numbered 185, and 
there was 1 revised statement in which the allow- 
ance of Federal aid and the estimated cost of the road 
was increased. This is the largest number of state- 
ments so far approved in a single month. The mile- 
age of the roads involved showed an increase of 232 
miles over the large September mileage. There was 
a decrease, however, from the previous month in the 

estimated cost of the roads and in the total amount of 
Federal aid called for in the approved projects. 

In project agreements signed by the Secretary of 
Agriculture there was a big increase over the Sep- 
tember figures, making the October record far ahead 
of that of any previous month. The Federal-aid 
allowance on these agreements was at the rate of 
$100,000,000 a year. The Federal-aid allowance in 
the projects approved during the month was at the 
rate of $145,000,000 a year. Of the agreements exe- 
cuted all represented approvals made in previous 
months. 

The figures for October were: Project statements 
approved, 185; revised, 1; withdrawn, 3; mileage of 
projects, 1,848.098; estimated cost of roads, 
$25,502,372.28; Federal aid allowed $12,077,150.19. 
Project agreements signed, 138; modifications of 
previous agreements, 20; mileage, 888.948; estimated 

cost, $19,227,497.09; Federal aid allowed, $8,365,- 
798.92. 

IOWA FIRST IN MONTH’S RECORD. 

In the statements approved the estimated cost of 
roads in eight States is greater than $1,000,000, while 
two States will receive Federal aid amounting to 
more than that amount. Several States which have 
not heretofore taken high rank in the monthly 
record of approved statements came to the front in 
October. 

Iowa is the banner State for the month, being first 
in total mileage involved in the approvals, in the 
estimated cost of the roads and in the Federal aid 
allowed. She was third in the number of, projects 
approved, 14. The total mileage of the roads in 
these 14 projects is 216.81, no other State’s approvals 
representing as much as 200 miles. The estimated 
cost of the roads is $3,978,847.95 and the Federal- 
aid allowance $1,951,750. 

North Carolina with an estimated cost of $2,182,- 
381.36, an allowance of $1,091,190.66, for 18 roads 

having a mileage of 135.61, stood next to Iowa in the 
amount of Federal aid and the cost of the roads, and 
second in number of projects and fourth in mileage. 

Tennessee was third in estimated cost and Federal 
aid allowed, the figures being, respectively, $1,849,- 
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780.39 and $924,890.17, for 6 projects having a mile- 
age of 97.69. Georgia had 23 statements approved, 
8 more than North Carolina, the second State in the 
number of projects. They were for 147.05 miles, 
next to the largest mileage of the month. The esti- 
mated cost of the roads is $1,779,729.56, the fourth 

on the list. Michigan, Oregon, Missouri, and Texas 
are other States represented by approved statements 

aggregating more than $1,000,000. 
In the cost of the roads in the agreements executed 

Ohio led all the other States, with an estimated cost 
of $2,543,483.80, for which there will be a Federal-aid 

allowance of $1,119,000. Illinois was second in the 
estimated cost of her project agreements, $2,877,- 
565.18, and first in the amount of Federal aid, 

$1,431,900.74. Indiana came third in the cost of 
the projects and second in Federal-aid allowance, the 
figures being $2,294,383.23 and $1,125,000. Wash- 

ington and Georgia are other States in which the 
estimated cost of the roads in the agreements ex- 
ceeded $1,000,000. 

MICHIGAN’S LARGE PROJECT. 

Michigan, with only two project statements ap- 
proved in October, holds the distinction of presenting 
the largest one for month, while her second project is 
also one of the big ones approved. The largest proj- 
ect was her No. 35, for 25.559 miles of brick, con- 
crete, or bituminous road in Jackson and Washtenaw 
Counties between Jackson and Ann Arbor, estimated 
to cost $1,018,050, for which the Federal-aid allow- 

ance is $509,025. The other Michigan project is 
estimated to cost $627,110 and will receive an allow- 

ance of $287,850. It is for 14.211 miles of road in 

Wayne County, between Dearborn and Flat Rock, 
known as the Telegraph Road, and will be built of 
brick, concrete, or bituminous. 

FEDERAL AID PROJECT APPROVALS AND AGREEMENTS FOR OCTOBER, 1919. 

Iowa had three large projects approved, their 
aggregate cost being estimated at $2,543,483.80_ 
for which there is Federal aid amounting to $1,234,- 
600. Two of these projects are parts of the North 
Iowa Pike. The largest is that part of the pike in 
Hancock County between the Cerro Gordo County 
line and Kossuth—24.9 miles of brick or concrete 
road, estimated to cost $953,350.20, with an allow- 
ance of $476,600. That part of the pike in O’Brien 
County, between Sheldon and the Clay County line, 
also to be of brick or concrete, 22.59 miles long, 
will cost $832,436 and receive $416,000 Federal aid. 
The third of the big Iowa projects, 17.1 miles of 
brick or concrete, is in Black Hawk County, part 
of the Hawkeye Highway, between Waterloo and 
Cedar Falls, with a cost of $757,697.60 and Federal 

aid of $342,000. 
A large Tennessee project has an estimated cost 

of $721,134.47 and is given an allowance of $360,- 
567.23. It is 48.876 miles long, is to be macadam, 
and is a part of the Bristol-Memphis Highway, 
between Tate Springs and Kingsport, in Grainger, 
Hawkins, and Sullivan Counties. The cost of this 
macadam road will average over $14,750 a mile. 
It runs through east Tennessee mountainous and 
hilly country. Among the other Tennessee projects 
is No. 16, for a bridge 0.237 mile long, over the 

Cumberland River near Clarksville, in Montgomery 
County, which will cost $176,543. 
Maryland project No. 37, 19 miles of concrete 

road between Ingleside and Lamber, in Queen Anne 
and Kent Counties, will cost $660,000. Arizona and 

Oregon are represented in the projects, which will 
cost between $500,000 and $600,000; an Oklahoma 

project will cost $399,300; and projects in Missis- 
sippi and North Carolina are estimated to cost about 

$342,000 each. 
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38)| Natchitochés.......-2-.-s---+--: 17280 Gree GT tie ONG Aree SSN alae Rien ml Mlle gets oa Oct. 25 214, 546. 47 107) 273. 23 
mB Caloasiod: Aner cee hie. teen Ni! 79m holland gravelicc. (ess bic than Meek. Oct. 24 245, 092. 59 122” 546. 29 
A5iCad dose cee termes enone + STS ae RG rave leant wee Meena Pe a Acie es re do.. 65, 945. 27 32, 972. 63 
sie ast: Cocrolls sete ce area. 35,06. (o.es. (PN aca Rebels Se fei AI li Satan OOrraE [ote 306, 972. 37 183, 486. 18 

Maryland......... TR ACW Beltiniore?-s sci eioe. is ee. 2.03 | Concrete 71, 402. 98 35, 701. 49 
BA AERO PANY etch ee atts = S. Beb cess OEE EN aa ete ate i 253, 152. 88 77, 200. 00 
ORAUK Baliimoresin. 4.6206. hes econ 100. Vee a oie ie tec aes ete bE S. Tine hetar 51, 819. 46 25, 909. 73 

SUR NL airalls ede eek ee es chee a ae OMEN a nate Cea 72, 155. 54 36,077.77 
BhileWashitiptone meses nsee mee te ON5ONs | eee 7 ee On ME eT CP ee 331, 650. 00 165, 825. 00 
37 | Queen Anne and Kent 108 00ns eee LO Meee ety ee ET INRA ARE LT 660, 000. 00 330, 000. 00 

Massachusetts... Dai bL a er cen eee 3.559 | Bituminous 73, 488. 57 36, 744. 28 
gee, OSUBIBCLKSIING Stas ce tcies sea omnes sos 3.66 | Concrete SEC So||- 141, 110.75 70, 555. 37 

IMIGHIg ATI... cles 6. 35 | Jackson and Washtenaw.......- 25.559 | Brick, concerete, or bituminous. .....- Oct. 8 1, 018, 050. 00 509, 025. 00 
be 42 AV DOs ee ea aar ene le Ccnne TAC DINMICOncrete- pe ceat sect eeee oe emcee ace Oct. 28 627, 110. 00 287, 850. 00 
Minnesota. .....-- SR MOWO Se Sued ene wind ds condnesank 24 O0m MATE is eossece seeders > seencciecencn [sv ccsecese 149, 788. 29 70, 000. 00 

SO EA IMOTO ene cueee tees cs csc es SHSM GrAVOl o-asce st ce: tat tek oe ee nen ams coe enee sc ; 94, 156. 38 47, 000. 00 

1 Modified agreements. Amounts given are increases over those in the original agreements, 
2 Includessections 3, 8, 9, 10, and H-15d of project. 
3 First agreement on project 5includessections B, C, D, and G-15d and second sections E and M. 
4 Agreement is forsections A, C, D, and F-29a of project No. 7. 
8 The first of project 8 agreements is for sections D and E and thesecond forsections G, I, F, and J-15d. 
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| 

| ; Project 
f Project . ; agree- Estimated 4 

State. ao County He tpi Type of construction. piateens ajtar Conte Federal aid. 
PP ‘| signed. 

Minnesota ....-.-- Als Waantiaen see eee soos eae 0. 52 VC GTAVEl sas. tet ecm ce Joa ceases sealer ates sees e cose Oct. 16 $48, 574. 13 $24, 287.06 
AD: Chippewa sisien cate etaaarameca te D090. eee GOs) Pee ee Oe Cee eee ae eet eae ee era Oct. 3 85, 586. 53 40, 000. 00 
BO) | Mahnomen seers - tee eee BNOO Ui see Ost eiaet SPS ae ied ee eper ere eee eee aoe ee Oct, 16 15, 238. 02 7, 500. 00 
BS.) ayOns > 5 ioe eee ees Seen One eer ChB AREA GL MUR at att eae ohare Ane Oct. 14 93, 157. 91 46, 000. 00 
73) Yellow Medicines = eacenceasesee (CRIEN hesaee CLO Mee ES Soe ee eee ae COXee Db eaten elo 49, 852. 66 24, 926. 33 
83. | Renningt oma tee reese cee es oe ZO eee CO Eie cre we iene eaewatee Anictactllae Senne Retal onteeere 31, 154.14 15, 577. 07 
Sbil CALC KON ia et Cee eee ann OBO aseice Op Mec nestor tots ainas hn eeekietires OCtAMLS eee eee: 61, 369. 00 30, 684. 50 
88 | Chippewa S00 |e Oe cey a Reet Meme ae R seein mea tihie Oct. milan eet es 49, 410. 84 24, 705. 42 
O0' RoCK22 22.0 Nae 6. 00K Concretece =. cece staat ceeetes samen OGt wera [eee omecice 213,071. 65 106, 535. 82 
O4N SE Ole cee eee etc ae 9.9 Gravel so cewsckcssocies cen seeetearae OCEIE ORS eens eee 64, 271. 07 32, 135. 53 

101 | Cottonwood Sl OT an eeees ce Koya Ce eee ease cette Selcieroenes Ociae 28" teams cae se 68, 901.37 34, 450. 68 
Mississippi... .---- 14 i GOOrgee se a os cere ee acs eee ee ae Sand-clay ses Ouse spins cee ease corpse elles eee eee Oct. 13 15, 927. 69 1 6, 358. 68 

ASN XALOO 220 chs ok peleee comet sens 4. 00\a| *CONCKOUES cee a uinsien stam ee cee eas eme eee LOXS ta BI ees. aa 103, 400. 00 51, 700. 00 
61) |) Sharkey 222 tee. cess cee 1351 Osean GOs ee Maa ents see testeete seeaees OCERMSieaceecetes 342, 531. 64 100, 000. 00 
S14) Bolivar eraeei se eee ems ASAT an | ees AOso ee eee seco t aeatee nen. wee eee OC ele aeae tacos 108, 432. 50 54, 216. 25 

Missourisaces. secs 7A OMississip pig soe 3 Geese see een L5f SOM SGray Ole Succ mcr ee aco otaeeie tna he ee ees lice Gace Oct. 14 444, 442. 86 222’ 221. 43 
i # OWSS: Fee ae ee eS TOP OOM SNTACA CA Teme eee are eam cen eres enn ae OCtSLS | ereeenee 170, 869. 88 85, 434. 94 
23/\ Petusar 2 sscesane eeceee ee cecels Hss0l || SBICUMINOUSS. te=e -oeeseee sce ee eee OC ey pa een 60, 761. 80 30, 380. 90 

780 Wiseman 6 i tikes Peter een aE SETS me oe LOS eee ae 129, 438. 10 64, 719. 05 
IV LO RG ravelIe ses Ate tee cae. ose acre a soe (Oy Gs Ghileee cede ok 46, 123. 00 23, 061. 50 
3.53 d aL L Ml Seems aeete 12, 053. 02 6, 026. 51 

13. 80 Lao ep a ae aioe 58, 294. 50 29, 147.25 
5. 50 Ps ROU ees wap e 51, 324. 24 25, 662. 12 
6. 00 bse Do. | tates sare oe 69, 863. 20 34, 931. 60 
9. 50 uN Be eee oe 35, 382. 60 17, 691.30 
Bo an eee CROPS cet sie Rt ls Bete oN ee Ob 28 ihe ten cee 186, 313. 60 93, 156. 80 
Tal Ovaeeeee doce eee cnt one oe tees eee Oct e380) heeeenoee 67, 759. 67 33, 879. 83 
(EEO Wee sne 6 Koes SAR ess fe cna See eea rior td OS Sa | Seeman 189, 999. 23 94, 999. 61 
AS50my sees GOs eS ah Biya eee vn, oa NA omen e Lea as 42, 619. 22 21, 309. 61° 

Montana sre pees : Ae Sue leeeee OTA pat its eae rune ota eee elean ee tee Oct. 25 21, 994. 66 10, 997. 33 
DS Custers chia iscetec remtec sists tate aetne S509 Ny eee Or. ceiae Se aeies Meme oe teeta cise cilienere ties Oct no 21, 954. 62 10, 977.31 
351) Wibaux set eee seem mee sence apitehsty Ml see COL TOe ica te cis oe ate Sere eres Te eR Oct. 20 24, 221. 83 12,110. 91 
SOM EVAWALIT. Sete ee ce ae eee el eee) em Bridge... uae sock rections eat ane aie Alera cree ee Octee25 20, 751. 50 10, 375. 75 
AT Aie CANOE Sect saan eee mene 13.00") arth eats ee ieee oe a eee OCT at ona ene 22, 000. 00 11, 000. 00 
52M) MLellOWSLONG oes rane ee ee vans 9.00 CN Gravel. Siset sms se saceenes eee cee ease Octs 8) sacs eee 63, 910. 00 31, 955. 00. 
Dial sae Cozy sees Nor ace eee cera ana TOM) COMCKCUC Ee a acme a erin Steere ister OGtr Gr eae seer 40, 920. 00 20, 460. 00 

Nebraska......:.- 3) Hallas 2ee es. Cate See ee rest ene ee arth anne aster oe eee see eect ae Cees tee Oct. 4 1 84, 262. 97 1 42,131.48 
5 | Madison and Platte............. 2/799 Sieh arth am G) seriG- Gla v eames ee meray ere eee pee eee Ooty AL 212,425. 20 2 6, 212. 60 

3) SD Ouslass cass aeectee ee eee ee S040) “Marth YS. Sy acas esate es tee eineteresione| oe aces eae Oct. 25 49, 865.76 24, 932. 88 
32 | Adams and Webster! -s. 22... .2 a se ele 0: Foe tt oo eee rete eeceetene mren ee te call Meee a Oct. 4 138, 829. 44 69, 414. 72 
460) Red Willow .seet See seekers iy ani Be | as Ce KOM rte Mee, eat! Met iNet old ns hatha sol pied a bend. Onaree 107, 310. 12 53,655. 06 
61, |Blaines- 2 *eeaa., cceeseceeen scree 0740) | Sarid-cla ya se teeta See eee ee eee ae OGtay 24 eae se see 46,750. 00 23, 375. 00 
TT A GEM SEL \ eres Soames emer nmr coe TOR toi Me arty ei p-ceeen tea eeeers eet ere nee ee eae Oct. 16 60, 793. 30 30, 396. 65 
81) DOd geass teeter tes see eee ee ‘G4 SS CONCTOUG sean ae Patines ee seet eyecare a | ee eee Octeme7| 199, 440. 34 60, 221.17 
OG NV CUSteR ae > eepice ae emimemen a onite 30520 Wi. Sand-Clay ace sen Bee se ease eee eee : 107, 250. 00 53, 625. 00 

HOU Scoutsblutiewes sme anes = eee 6. 25 Gravel Cee oes 5 corecierae we toc reer tie 46, 156. 00 23,078. 00 
NOS (seer GORING Salle Stage nee matinee ee eee BUI ES A Mak pias teenaetaine ee a een eee 107, 030. 00 53, 515. 00 

INOVadas: =. ccince te SiC hurchill esses sere anes ae eee 17.30 | Gravel or macadam 220, 440. 00 110, 220. 00 
OB White Pines ses. jeter eee .28 | Sand-clay or gravel 8,525. 00 4 262. 50 

New Hampshire. . Be | ROCkinehami aa ec ete ee 3..052\> Gravel. lc sities's so incre atest eee ee 17, 967.62 8, 983. 81 
30) seer COD re elaconse/-eansoe ewe are 1.022 | Macadam 13, 261. 49 6, 630. 74 
38) | EUUISboroveniee semen meee eee 120404) Bitumiinousteae.ssescee ee = see eee 5s 13, 446. 68 6, 723. 34 
43 4) Rocking hamaee aces saeaneeee eer T023:)-Gravelz Ma ths2 = fossc cc ence one ee iy 10, 323. 96 5,161. 98 
AGas mete CG ee lortace mee tan ae pee (08:3 i Maca clammsi2® 220) s. ene Sart eee tyeeee au 13, 165. 02 6, 582. 51 
63) |aeeme COE IE Jere seen ee ae oe sdk: Gravel 235i Geecne coe ecr essen teers ee 7,407.07 3, 703. 53 
G4: eea OR SOU e er meme meshes ; 10, 220. 65 5, 110. 32 
G5) ieee SRM E SS Sree ener rn a5 50a 13, 266. 00 6, 633. 00 
67: ietrettordiees = Sacer: ee, aera 7, 328. 09 3, 664. 04 
69 | Cheshire and Sullivan........... 8, 998. 99 4,449.49 
77 )\ JES bOrOUr eee) vee eee ee 7,564. 70 3, 782. 35 
80 | Rocking bares sans eee seer oe | 5, 839. 90 2,919. 95 
82i|) Mercia cls. ewes mea eee ee eee ae 9,444. 49 4,722. 24 
837 Siratlordienge see eee hee 14, 572. 03 7, 286. 01 
86 | Merrimack 7,775. 98 3, 887.99 
87) |Leeee doMsa cas" 9,997.79 4,998. 89 
BO ull. eistete GOs eS 2he see sae e cee ees 14, 303. 30 7,151.65 

New Jersey - -/.---- 14 | Somerset and Middlesex........ 94, 642. 14 44,348. 91 
17 eBurlinet Onis these sauna one 362, 808. 00 101; 760. 00 
LSalp NEOT COLE Ace a. etn ee meee eee 92,601. 38 32° 960. 00 
19 | Mercer and Middlesex........... 132, 509. 00 43, 960. 00 

New Mexico...... PAS \COlba kote ners. oie ea ee Semen eee 1 41,746.79 1 20; 873. 40 
S| WOOTLA KCl sacs iment eee ut 135, 637. 41 1 17, 878. 71 
AMWAY alencia: 2S ae ae. Se er is en Graded earth surfaced where needed...).......... Oct. 24 13, 264.95 1 1,632. 47 

Si lyin COMM oes ea eee eee ee eee 2996" | Gravel. csi hn serie colo cattle ei ie ene ee ene Oct. 28 42,661. 08 21, 330. 54 
AON GRAV Osean csccl=. aces Sens oe ee ee ene Gravel and macadamia s me- ee sone ae See Oct. 23 1 18, 248.68 19,124. 34 
LSU ONL A TAT eie oer Stak Beefeater Concrete Saat ce aees cee cael eens Octo 1 76, 031. 39 1 33, 015.69 
Koh | PROGR AtRar Ey Soca spocd aA once 6430" Macadam's scene hese tees se cere amas eee eae Oct. 30 39, 517. 23 19, 758. 61 
QR NWGTSTite ween e teie aes tsps ae 16. O0R peGravel isc teaece cae et het ee ee Octarc0)| eee eeeeer 239° 475. 50 119, 737.75 
BOM OAT COVE! echt. teat rete enrae 600 Ree C6 Roemer earn ir, eee oie eg es OCt.cel au eee 48, 378. 00 24) 189. 00 

: 88) | MUMLON Ge. cad sons ee Scere peers TEL OMe ee Ose teee oe Stee nn eee eee Oct Pa ae eee 70, 133. 25 35, 066. 62 
North Carolina... Sl Cumberlandss-t2o52s stn ee oe 13 AGmilesand-clayiand, Sra Velcss seem ct mene ee te eee Oct. 14 62, 800. 71 31, 400. 35 

2 |e OUSOD asa ctirato sea a eee sete 8.175) |HSand-claye ee ete seescat ase cas ane eee poee aeons OCtamm 2 85, 431.75 42,715. 87 
47 |\.Gual onde as sea sas 22) e ees fe eee A160 7s AsphaltiOri CONCTOLG a.rasmem ses pene ae aan ae oes Oct ts 141, 105.71 70, 552. 85 
49). | ISON OL Stress sas. s eae Oy ee rem 6x01 7aleeeee Oey inches SORGe hc aero ee sel ak at eae Oct. 16 192,712. 42 96, 356. 21 
SOvisGnailtond See ee icee acetates eee 2: OOSsBitumInoOUsAs ee. sees Ne ne nan ce ee eee ee Oct. 13 58, 564. 93 29, 282. 46 
53.) (benoit eee ee sn etecienc se rceete TAG ea hC@Oncrele dnote. cee reese sneer OGt. FGA Gees 232, 105. 50 116, 052.75 
56: HMorsy GlSsseuks . ues: secs ate eee 5. O0urSand=clay S2seuet)s ae So sec pen oe eee OCH. 23) lene 38, 501. 80 19, 250. 90 
58h]  Ohnisori eee emeiee Neee B ae 7 S0/uli Gravelas Seehcant iin etree eee ene Ota e8i| eS ees 46, 268. 02 23) 134. 01 
59) Colum bas tear sie aerate Steet 12. 319 Mioand-clay2 te wn oo ee Ce eee Oct. 31/4 eee sees 53, 892. 52 26, 946. 26 
60) Mem OU Aeercee ie tee einai oot 71287) Concrete 82 cee eee hes tee eee Ota iO wees se 244, 048. 09 122, 024. 04 
62) BUNCOMD Cassa aneeca = sacs caer e 3.438 | Macadam RAN OCte goles erecann 89, 098. 22 44,549.11 
63) BUNCOMpOsNes-ses ose Bley dese Osea a eee eae el \Octomer Onl sees sneer 116, 818. 08 58, 409.04 
640) Cartereturn onasaecrcinn aes ee 14530 sCOncretern sense sea sities See tes neere is Ota LO comes ree. 267, 339. 60 133} 669. 80 
66 |) Haywood (ose6 roe fececcce ee 6. 20F fSand-clayass os. So tees eee ae ‘OCts Ohne sees 56, 954. 92 28, 477.46 
67 | Nashosse sce Iapiaesasan at boettonee 10.:00'*\|'\Concrete ee. a. Pacha eeace ee taets aes OCIS" has sate. 341, 550. 00 170, 775. 00 
69} "Transylvania. 2ee=-ee eae. aeaee 9.50 SU or’ gravels: sheet cencee seen OCi 24a Saree ae 72; 445.95 36, 222.97 
70 }|| Jackson Fs.eewece eases wee 12.00 |. ae Settee acne erase Ue digs eee Octs20) tora eee 169, 587.00 84, 793. 50 
2 9| PATISOU 2 aleve ste oie amie ee eas are ett 5698! arate te Ona leeretimimieielaionttens « ated inte tates hate OC lames Olle steieee area 54, 724. 56 27,362. 28 
(8 | PN@SHS 2 wrsdaets ores tec a eee 9.10 Said lay Seda wait Na ae eats Maar eea eS Octi 13) s-cee= eats 143} 085. 07 71, 542. 53 
74 | Stanloyens cies eso te ace m 6.5937 [inate COs ia se. cetecee cuca eee een Oct .6ile- eee ten 69, 113. 22 34, 556. 61 
16 | \CADAITIUS= cs a9 teeteniecise ses aceen 1.35 Piicinoas ais sje sighs apni slo able tee, Sorel OCUs) 20 [eases tarde 47, 910. 50 23; 955. 61 

1 Modified agreements. Amounts given are increases over those in the original agreements. 
? Modified agreement. There is a decrease in the mileage, but increases in the estimated cost and Federal-aid allowance in the original agreement. 
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State. County. Type of construction. 
Estimated 

North Carolina ... 

North Dakota..... 

VENOM OMIA: ae sres oe 

Pennsylvania. ..--. 

Rhode Island... -- 
South Carolina... . 

South Dakota. ..-. 

Tennessee. ......-- 

Werm Ons. 222 sec. 

Wirginia. 0.5 22.2 

Washington....... 

PALE EN Uda sem ais Nemst ae hecras ciate 
eye ae Ee Pune aay 5, Minature oaeen 

Hanuléon eatin aed sak es 
Crawiordsnese caeee is oe oe 
TTS Ox SR cod ferrin See Sec 
Trumbull 

“Fay catian: ee eee eee ee fF 
Hamiliont. nc cee se an 

Coosiand Douglas -.o-2.-2245-2- 
Adams, Cumberland and York.. 
Hay ete Ser asse teaser cicece sone ls 
IPTOVIGGNCE! ce scare ete sole eee 
Spartanburg 

CCOnMICKA ss ane eee 
Charlestonee siento tease. cers 
NAO MIT UOM: eeiertae et ies obsess ic 
Spartanburg 

dj Aye and Washabaugh. ...... 
ELAN SOM ayers oe elon serene te 2 
Kingsbury 
FINO Dee eaee ae eerie cents 

LPAI ae eee oe Se eran 

eer ene is Me See os S'sat See 
Overt Onontee comes cat dee Sones 
PRATT AIG es oe Sete te aia San eee eee 
Gillespie-ns ces. saatnic sso each ase 
Van Zandt 
Freestone 
Montagtie tases sat faves ateeee 
TAVILOL cee eee kan te aa Seek eed 

MCennaiie ss5sce see Cee eos: 

OPan goin: 520 c aeeeuaces seca aes 
Chittenden see «meses oss catee sce 
Alleghany. 
Albemarle 
Piulaskies.s scence ween aisles 

1 Modified agreements. Amounts given are increases over those in the original agreements. 
2 Revised project statement. Amounts given are increases over those in those in the original statement. 

“Brick 

‘| Earth and gravel 

we 

Saute Ou C0 ROR O C a5 33s 

DOP OTD CO 
WmwOoworty NSOENNA 

ne t=) Ow 

Concreteweee res 2) aes avis ose eas eee 
Sandselayeors.. cts face cee eee wert 
Graded earth. os seece - fed oue-saicots~ 

pibacthiand eravelenm rescue ters ets 
HATUee eek aes cies iae - -sces owiasinvce oF 

Concrete 
Grading, bridges and culverts.-.....--- 
Asphalt, concrete or brick.-..--....-.. 
PB MGKOr OL UINIDOUS ee =e eee ene a 
Concreteor brick. seac-.jsauteeeee aaa ae 
Macadam or concrete......-...---...-- 

\' COneretesaeeen seen oe oer oee 

Macadam or bituminous.............. 
Brick, concrete or bituminous. .-.....-- 
Concrete = 

APE eet tee caret cance echt Skies 

IB TICK OL CONCKOLC se meee te eae eee 
TSUEUENITLOUSs aes eehereee 6 te ee ee ae 
Concrete or brick 
Bridge 

Graveless:scesse) see oa. Mor? le es SO 

Macadam and gravel........-......... 
IBibUmInOUS eee eee =e cee a oe See erie 
Gravel Sass. Set soe te kent Sees eens 
Macadaimustent : Sia 3 2 Mie hase 8 
ae es cs See eae SE EET es Se Oe 

Gravel. ar sey 6 ne asae ees Sere 

Grayole ei eesae. een dense sess 
Earth and gravel 
Gravelia-sceeeas: ct tet eee. danas se ee 
Concrete and gravel.........-...---... 
Concretease tate ast see st. cc see ee 
Gravelan see ees tee aa een eee 

Concrete or bituminous..-........-..- 
Plaga acAMaAIm = seers |. eee alesis 
Macadam 

Bridge Bee Sa tak Sa a cee so ae se sacrla| smmroenerctee 

$67, 548.03 
71, 390. 28 
1 6, 638. 03 
12, 000. 00 

143, 000. 00 
86,000. 00 | 
52) 200. 00 | 

115, 600. 00 
6, 600. 00 
8,800.00 | 

16, 500.00 | 
20, 570. 00 
54, 540. 00 

905,300.00 | 
40, 600. 00 

119; 000. 00 
415, 400. 00 
115, 500. 00 
203, 000. 00 
353, 000. 00 
49, 800. 00 

106, 000. 00 
98, 000. 00 

104, 100. 00 
99, 400. 00 

371, 300. 00 
-00 
“00 
. 00 

“00 

00 
ata 
270 

076. 14 
co eae 

. 84 
. 53 

105, 478. 05 
158, 361.96 

- 93 
84) 650. 02 

164) 677. 26 
91, 033. 25 

$33, 774. 
35, 695. 
13,319. 
6, 000. 

71, 500. 
43, 000, 
26, 100. 
57, 800. 
3, 300. 
4, 400. 
8, 250, 

10, 285. 
27 270. 

213; 000. 
20; 300. 
59, 500, 

132} 400. 
48, 500. 
50, 000. 
80, 000. 
6, 500. 

20, 000. 
25, 000, 
45, 000. 
41, 100. 

119, 800. 
122, 900. 
45, 000. 
45, 000. 
45, 000. 

199, 650. 
25, 034. 

108, 881. 
125, 957. 
1247 025. 
30, 537. 

284, 000. 
154, 000. 
99, 640. 
58, 000. 
19,127. 
16, 495 
71, 744 
43,149, 
16, 520. 
47’ 480. 
25, 617. 
8, 000 
6,000 

20, 000. 
49, 158, 
41, 387. 
33, 415. 

102, 374 
13, 323. 
64, 228. 
58, 289. 
28, 495 
56,994 

1 19) 575. 
1 23, 252 
185, 272. 
157, 110. 
360, 567 

8, 045. 
88, 271. 

125, 622 
116,000. 
6 81/000. 
40, 000. 
37, 500. 
50, 679. 
30, 030 
4,950. 

15, 000. 
20, 000 
30, 000. 
20, 000. 
41, 500. 
21, 000. 
63, 500. 
36, 085. 
19, 007 
23, 986. 
43, 647. 
65, 312. 
28, 985 
43, 560. 
54, 000. 

134, 565 
17, 538. 
70,902. 

113, 016 
47, 614 
52) 739. 
79, 180. 
65, 279. 

Federal aid. 

00 
00 
00 
00 
00 

00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
05 
85 
97 
00 
29 
00 
00 
00 
00 
51 
62 
66 
68 
19 
91 
44 
00 
00 
00 
03 
50 

76 
02 
98 
96 

42) 325. 01 
60, 000. 00 
43, 200. 00 
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FEDERAL AID PROJECT APPROVALS AND AGREEMENTS FOR OCTOBER, 1919—Continued. 

State. 

West Virginia 

Wisconsin... . 

W yoming.... 

1 Modified agreements. Amounts given are increases over those in the original agreements. 

Project | roler | ratimated eet County. ea Type of construction. statement pet poet Federal aid. 
pO eo msionods 

weeks 29 | Ritchie... -2.02. . cece. saiceee cence 5.00: In Concreto aece aes csiccanene oe see eeeee eon asessessee| OCt Om: $160, 654. 65 $41, 650. 00 
45 | Putnam 4.00 | Brick, concrete or bituminous... : 125, 152.30 48, 000. 00 
68 | Nicholas a 2.00 | Earth.... 29, 229. 20 14, 614. 60 
734)\\- Mineral Secs oeeens meee eee 12.00 | Gravel...... 71, 534. 00 35, 744. 00 
79.) Bocahontas © se eeeass-paeee tees | 5.57 | Bituminous 3 84, 370. 00 42, 185. 00 
80!) Marshall -2'. 2. Saaeiosaceiesssceere 2485) Brick 5. 2icscssceeessee-ate cere accier 23, 700. 00 9, 700. 00 
81 |) vier. osccc ot eee ea eee 1.:50.-)| (Concrete suis <isone = scisociess sci - acess 40, 360. 00 15, 360. 00 
BOM Gilets oo ce Ore eee eee eee TO500:2 We Darth Ss saree one sees eee en oes 57, 250. 00 28, 625. 00 
Soli DOWiS>.. 0c pee et oeeee teereeeeeres 2.00 | Brick or concrete 88, 390. 00 18, 390. 00 

Bae 663) Richland...- 3m. -erecis eeigeisieeiseene Lc Ad Si Concrete 2. ce cee toa daslaeaeenpice ean eee 15,412. 60 11,804. 19 
813), Trempealeaus. .seesece-seee cs ee At4 ) | Gravel? wcasetescsctclossise ssiacteseiciincs 68, 391. 49 22, 797. 16 
S85 DAW Y Cl: s-picaece ee tenes seca A0315 ip Warthe seesaseces taser mete eeeeaee nas 29, 457. 29 9, 819. 09 
2) BLOW seach soe cee ee eon Buda Si Concrotemastee seeeee eee ee meee 122, 617.78 40, 872. 59 
OG" ROCK 2622 teens sees cae eee 5.99 Toone Ost earner tee seen arene 159, 842. 07 53, 280. 69 

100") Granttase. AS .ccae eee re eee ee neae La lsiol, Wart coetitaciste snc eals orsics'sp sais wicereinie'= 27, 000. 00 9, 000. 00 
103:.| Milwaukee. ssc -scceteeereeacene 1: 50S |p Concreteseee St hone nota neces 44, 446. 68 14, 815. 56 

Sosa 6.) (CON VErses cases eciseter renee meer eee OU) APD Jas soe de oslee poke wes ps tecehnceas 2 7, 689. 00 2 3,844. 50 
dle Mints. Sus<s suisse session 21.50 | Graded and drained earth 22,242. 02 21,121.01 
Oy Park: stk. eqcccou carers en eee ee Brid SoS feat sacs ass cle 2 obisisicinepseicieises 2 8, 564. 52 2 4, 282. 26 

2a LINCOM ss see c tere eee 4.18 Warthisascsoe ce too ce = Os oes erect nae 37, 554. 88 18, 777. 44 
23) Serial se ess2 cose ere ASIG4 sh MaCad arin rence eevee sete os ec es 51, 574. 93 25, 787. 46 
31] Natrona.--.ssscee sscseeeeren ooee 1.218 | Bituminous or concrete 170, 098. 50 77, 710. 00 
oe We LINCOM ie soaceser eases heen sere 17.49 | Macadam.n226.-.seecae onesie ossccans 131, 682. 35 65, 841. 17 
Bol) Plabtersts soeceeeten cae eeseoees 12.74 | Gravel :ssesccinocnsseame roses ccisesassice 102, 403. 88 51, 201. 94 
AZil ieee 2 6 Ree eC S aan Mer tis ae Sac 1 OO sh Martheed ees tee ements = sero etser 19, 690. 00 9, 845. 00 

Belen BAT | Seeme oes cette ces ete cesnace secs esteyl OleO40 We atsees cali eaees 5-a8 seem cence cnimaelcmiett once scije mecca 4c acce yo OUke Cm RoU 4 mc a oeeee 

2 Statements previously approved withdrawn. 

FEDERAL AID PROJECT APPROVALS AND AGREEMENTS IN SEPTEMBER, 1919. 

- 2 . Project | Project poh Be 

State. a County. ia toes Type of construction. er ok = ae e Federal aid. 

| 19e ‘| signed. 

Alabama. ..:.-2... TT Lownd 6s. .ess..o2 aoe Seer | O:%5cu) Gravel Fowscee sana snceoces eee e a ecanibemes seaets | Sept. 9 $28, 490. 31 $14, 245. 15 
49 | O07 meee OF P55 Sects ee ee ee | eae Sept. 2 53, 185. 89 26, 592. 94 
52 4.00 | Macadam 53, 154. 26 26.577. 13 
54 | 1.50 | Sand-clay 7, 990. 40 8, 995. 20 
66 1.96 | Gravel 20, 558. 23 10, 279. 11 

Arkansas.......-.- 23 SESH aaleeeee dO. See ae 86, 416. 88 40, 000. 00 
27 14.03 | Macadam 53, 807. 60 23, 046. 05 
30 23.79 | Gravel 147, 571. 60 70, 000. 00 
32 Si0 7 seeee OP e aes ee eco ne soteae eee 76, 823. O1 25, 000. 00 

Californigz. 2s 15, Monterey 3. scene se eee eee ere +50. Bridges Concrebe- se steincccetenaceieceee lo eeeeeeaae Spet. 11 285, 403. 58 142, 701. 79 
205 WLAKe. enceama ees coce emcee 9.36 9) Marth ce stocnos cscs onemnamaceemionlen caseemes Sept. 2 116, 807. 02 58, 354. 01 
27s) HCUOUIMNT Osease eee eee eee 12.79 e+) Concrete Pan nsaesacneseest = emcee sececre Sept 10s eemecses 279, 152. 50 139, 576. 25 
28;)) Placer: 2s es-2ess cates witcase cee CBG lec COscc det ese seeceke we hscuesee ce Be dO..2os|Seeeen tes 147, 895. 00 73, 947. 50 
294) A mod Oro ask ose eee reer eeer 10:74 S\)-Harth sivinnsess t-te seoee - eeeceameae Sd O-n2- alice series 71, 940. 00 35, 970. 00 
3) MeL LOLUTTIT Ose ota ee eran ee ater eee 21590) S| COnCreteter ss sce scee sees eae ta DOD trl) Wbeecesseee 452, 390. 40 226, 195. 20 

Coloradoesce= se oe 271) Hirerfano-WoseAmiimnassees eee oe — ates Brick or concrete and gravel, lime- |.......... Sept. 26 1 239, 290. 71 1119, 645. 36 
stone or basalt base. 

WAS! Montrose:3: 23te--ee een teers 2.102 | Graded and drained earth...........-- ees brareecix Sept. 11 26, 075. 35 13, 037. 67 
131 5'B ould Gt es2e 2 sees ace ee eee o417 79 CONCKOLOS Seem aas: se ose s esse ene soaeeicseleeeease se Sept. 30 10, 485. 41 5, 237. 70 
Ne ee OL 2 ee ae ee ee SHE escce Ol 2 sensciee sot elc eels tte et Gare ene Sept. 27 20, 628. 77 10, 314.38 
33)\| MATIN Croat col ncmes meee aecomeree BEY ANY | Sse Oi «Jee sn see's cate whats aes Sept, 27 wccsenaee ce 74, 983. 59 37,491.79 
92.) Pueblo: 2 tes-scetence coset ee tea eeeteaetos BY gost ieces cents ctecn carers teeters Sept 2; sscsee see 69, 850. 00 34, 925. 00 

Floridace-t--- ss s6 17 Manatees cess sett oo aoe eee LOS 2809) MBricksOriGOnGrelererts eae senee eee SOD Usme on eemetnesiaer 207, 650. 54 103, 825. 27 
$34 (Putnam. er sea. oer see ee 125720 a-Asphalt oriconcret@s--=-sesseesaneene Sept.720 Waseeances 302, 265. 70 151, 182. 85 
199) amt ton sche ce aes eee 7.12 | Asphalt, brick or concrete.........-.-. Ve2nQOnceealescccccses 172, 776. 73 86, 388. 36 

GOOrgia--beseseeee 79: PID Dasemencticeates tees tee 6.5751) COnCret@: Seeds swe wee cece dace teee Sep tse 2alowecnese 193, 831. 00 80, 855. 20 
SIR MD oueheriy sececese ne Tee tines tect aoe Brid cena iset Sa ee coca cae eee Sept s5 /c-ssee cece 245, 498. 00 110, 000. 00 

Tdahore. cases i PAG RO) CGP eres rasaconeseecoll 90, 000. 00 45, 000. 00 
Iilimoistsee.c ocseee 25 | Kankakee and Iroquois.......-. 2 23, 873. 66 211, 936. 83 

OU PN OEE, shcak aes < fopee mteens cir | 3 837,001.80 | 8 463, 735. 90 
LOS Willian d Grundiv sess ten aeeee 739, 384. 60 369, 692. 30 
11 | Vermillion 419, 325. 00 209, 662. 50 

Indianan. 22 eee LAVAS OMNS ie cce's 183, 585. 60 91, 792. 80 
16 | Vanderburgh, Warrick, Spencer, 4, 223,076.00 | 2,111, 538.00 

Dubois, Orange, and Law- 
rence. 

17 | Lake, Porter, and Laporte....... : 2, 292,351.00 | 1,134, 000. 00 
18 | Tipton and Howard............. : 429, 000. 00 200, 000. 00 

NOW Si ceaiccleoocie<t 13“ Wiebsterssseat ees net occ eet A 132, 639. 23 28, 233. 08 
ZA') “POE Rede ataxia Seceieaeconine : 1 67, 721. 50 1 23,041.07 
54 SCOUM Me Raye cere oie bctencemtsaion : 400, 563. 62 169. 000. 00 
OLR SCormouGOndOsen cate acess coos 7 242,611. 60 120, 000. 00 

104:) Bolk: wpe oe cee cc tine cacsae secs | " 337, 147. 25 130, 000. 00 
ICANSHS 2. sie ates om (|) Douglas cere seaceee EE ceeees . 767, 828. 56 274, 342. 50 

19 “Alton Se mea ctoseecscee ce caeeee 2 Sept. 87, 726. 28 43, 863. 13 
20)" Dickinsonvate-. settee seo coeass 25.07 | Asphalt, brick, or concrete............ Sept. 14.|oaccetee 1, 119, 648. 47 376, 050. 00 
31 | Geary and Dickinson............ Jd. VWConcreters chek. ss seaside opeue semeee J Osareelioemenc eas 10, 971. 12 4, 650. 00 
$2\)| WDickinsomeeessacrciesaeenetacisces |, = 10.40\ Sie Brick or Concrete: Jese=. coche eee ace Pec Onwret|eaneacscn 486, 670. 80 156, 000. 00 
OD) SUIMNOL Ses een eee eee eee ee 44.'50\5-COnCretOs se ceccces sa cee ce meee merece Sept. 207 |suwwsces es 1, 622, 808. 00 667, 500. 00 
36 |} Chorokehc. .cccpesecreaeesnc= ces 7600) epee GOS MSC Tae. wc see mcleteceee nee 2, CO swe adeeeocees 258, 656. 20 105, 000. 00 

Kentucky......... 14 | Nelsone8so cans cae sees scese ee 3.00 | Rock, asphalt, or bituminous......... POPUL Ol aeewete ce 49, 981. 86 , 990. 90 
17; Clarkssetocsenaeeesetsastanenceee 6:60 Si sbituminous 2:20 osssesceeeateeeenee Sh) UR aaasacngons 119, 925. 63 59, 962. 81 

—a 18 | Deflersone stecscecesae snteeeenee A. 50, WKCONCTCLG wt. cenctre crac etme sep dOetuslescecaeaee 180, 000. 72 90, 000. 00 
Louisiana......... 39° | ‘Concordia ineses cere =e semneeceee |) (18510. p2Gravel’s S20 Feiss sSseos een terete be sees Sept. 29 200, 226. 40 100, 113. 20 

AZ}. LOMOLSOM rents te eamcricsioe seteaeiere |}, GB. O8s epic O a1, hs o5ic.q cle Ue a ceiaee Cmitoetatal nae aiereee Sept. 30 135, 493. 09 67, 746. 54 
Maryland......... 2B} Prince Goorsesieuss sae caiees cere “14. Cement Concrete. set ons teceen ee meatel aeneee eee Sept. 20 26, 414. 85 13, 207. 42 

3} | Allegany. < ioe aaceeee ssicececnicts | oe diste teatre [ee Os Maes ainins sicko siu Boe aia eee eel eae eens Sept. 16 | 143,205.75 1 23, 300. 00 

1|)Modified agreements. 
2 Modified agreement. 
3 Revised statement. 

Amounts given are increases over those in the original agreement. 
Amounts given are reductions over those in the original agreement. 
Figures given are increases over those in the origina] statement. 
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FEDERAL AID PROJECT APPROVALS AND AGREEMENTS IN SEPTEMBER, 1919—Continued, 

| 
/ 

; Project 
Project Project . 

State. No County. pene, Type of construction. statement) SOI", oh ala | Federal aid. 
approved.) | : | 

| Signed. | 
| 

Maryland......... DID Mn Concrete meres saan pense ee isac cass 2 aa eee | Sept.20| $80,671.27 $40, 335. 63 
LOO! Ol Seaes CL emrameee a ston mec. Sone cans sad emente eeee | Sept. 30 | 40, 268. 80 | 20, 134. 40 
a Sere meer ethers i825 227 ss abe aie LOH sR eer) © 139, ee0 66, 000. 00 

nUl s'eleteiate Caepnannececeee a daceenesaeece Pe OOin ce ayaa aces cee] 143 . 00 1 
Bon eee. Anno ee es rete Sept, 20 }...222.-- | 117,700.00 a BO. 00 
Le LOOM Concretome eet eels ee 8s we Le Sepunedseeeesaes| 139,179.25 | 139/614. 00 
6. 50 Gravel. es aber. at oes Je) oy eee | 121/000. 00 60, 500. 00 

E ONGCTOULO Mee hae cee cess eos seen cen cee Sept, 30) jaccess.css S 8 i 
Massachusetts... .. 15704 ly Bitrminous. 2. sdes cen). deat ase Sept, 8 (eae SM ar De es 130 388.92 

6.36 | Bituminous and gravel..........-.-.-- pepl. 10s scescocsss | 129° 357. 69 64, 678. 84 
2.756 | Bituminous 39, 055. 50 19, 527. 75 

“Kee 9.558 | Concrete... 414, 782.11 191, 160. 00 
Reeripaties Saves 13 | Livingstoits sictivesias a4 sfedsadlews. eevee Graveliwtia cereals 23 ‘ Sept. 16 | 2.98)679.02 | 2 49, 339.51 

Brdayel Concrete sleet ut. oveecktaee beeas ...do....| 161,073.85 80, 536. 92 
15260) |, Concrete'or bituminous. -22 5225 2..<-i0c|'s. ses eee Sept. 30 3 8’ 537. 10 8 4” 268. 55 

Rcrmerta eee es 815 | BOOK voces ecamtdkoteagncSctlorass gees Cig vols i Seneac 35 02 Ae My: rebel Sept. 16 |  221)234.19 | 2 25,069. 22 
7 id HORE ue BOD Obrig eed Sa SHOE Rab Hg so COLES Sept. 20 er eee 129,746.28 | 115,873.14 

LOM Pose dO seers cat cee ene fie sos cen a wenmeeaaer sept. 5 25,901. 75 | 2, 000. 
8.81. beets Se yesag ips Senet Oe ie ppm a Oe EET Sept. 30 Beo13. 39 | 30, 000. 00 

GEA 7an| nee 10 SED Sa Mei ta aie ts P56) EI a rae Sept. 20 97 620. 35 4. 000. 00 
IO HEES Secor oe See ete nas Meese eo naee oe soe ne [oe eas aes Sept. 30 33, 398.17 | 16, 000. 00 
Dy TBen ed SON Meese ce. wee Sa sees maak aes Bape 94. 153,580. 05 76, 000. 00 
6. 51 Se pialt: brick, oriconcretes 2222228 245. en see Sept. 11 229° 169. 24 114 584. 62 
Gi8cim |) GLaNelbenieceser cscs cee sma se hone ce eeiee Pept. 2 leaaaowe- as 1 48, 042. 89 1 23, 631. 92 

10550 Wilescee CO RU Teeth aero ce shee eee eral Sep bal 0: Res memen oe 53, 955. 00 26,977.50 
463 less o2 AO SSIS See 5.8 bonk. 2. ous SW Op torS les aeeean se 29, 865. 00 14, 932. 57 
FTES | yh WoW Lee eee arcs: 02 sks weer head Repts D0) Lee 2 20, 024. 40 10, 012. 20 
450 Sisecee GOA esses =a Opts LON so ssesise «2 36, 862. 54 18, 431. 20 
5. 50 aa da Se eet nalen Oe WEEE AL 44, 792. 44 22, 396. 22 

PGD MMe MOS ees econo htee ks ta ckaomebece AP Li ete Pater see 47, 758. 92 3, 879. 
SUGL me I CONCLOLEM Seneaee eeeme ns ol ice tae sane Daido Se ule seeen ee 107) 944. 76 53, 972. 30 
Le TOMMLGTAVOLNe MONS baie Ac Meals Zet conaered Sept. 23 ete: 150, 306. 20 50, 000. 00 
1203 a | aeeee Os acer eee Sanaa ee eee Sepie oy | baemeneess 46, 349. 09 23, 174. 54 
a ee On Re eS eee oe Septal On seeeeeeec: 43,796. 91 21, 898. 45 
DGG teeta: TE kre een) ie Sie Baars se aie Soptert mele ees | 139, 304. 88 55, 000. 00 
i 55 Conerete NNR Pe ras dac. soe catk coe Sept, LOM eters: : 378, 840. 00 189; 420. 00 

Riki aac Osees ha oem wbescatescen ses Soptie Oi e:Becece-. 50, 000. 12 20, 000. 
5. 42 Gravel..-.2.2..2.0.<20.0-2+2-+-0+0000- Set. 2 |eseeeeeee- 33, 742. 83 15, 871. 4 

SOO mleseee OR TRG a sso eee Obs 10: [sseeeraee : : 
Mississippi........ hee eng OE 2 OH. 3s ch er Saas Sept 90 Moria it’ te 30 59° say, 00 

MMM COmctELe MSN as Lata «5 otshoveaen eens Gon. dS: tee cee: 92) 529. 89 46, 264. 94 
Missouri........-. 3.07 | Bituminous macadam..............-+-|.e0+sss-+ Sept. 30 61, 394. 83 30, 697. 41 

13.50 | Earth and gravel 28° 292. 00 14, 146. 00 
1.75 | Brick or concrete... - pt. 56, 124. 20 28, 062. 10 
BaO0ne |e LUNE OUS stare ee teysieratsiasis ola --| Sept. 88, 578. 60 44, 289. 30 
HR jlscacd GCOS sen acne eiec eae sociniscisistetnia= pt. 324, 572. 21 162, 286. 10 
ny a ecee- ne aisisicieele aici laninin~ asin | a'p/v\ein aiei=|wieleinie Beata 4 22, 736. 56 11, Bie 28 

Montana.........- ASH Mallonie scan sceekcls cose pute eee ee 26500 Male arth Genet ceseciee tees sete acces caste spt. i an th ie’ 300. ee 
DS. [POLLO WStORGss.sescece eee m ar S700 minGravelensecucaccesccshcs se ceicesis cia se 5 164, 984. 60 82} 492. 30 
BH Ra valll ste ees coe Acer eee mate dase fences Bridgeceay ee gee cel se a yis es tee : 22’ 000. 00 11,000. 00 
59 PATK sesececeeeseseseeeeeeeseee 14.50 Gravel... eseseseceeeeeseeeeeeesesets 27 47, 685. 00 23, 842. 50 

Bees s Once ou fase dene sce cesta 9. Fee) LON Mate ec a eee cect eats 2 : k 
Nebraska....-..-- Di bOX wo Ute alas ROM Gallons eres paee een esl sere el G0 ee as en ee newest. 5 a Fo: a a 56 4 

360| Chase and Hayesn.: 25 <cesnnpmce lsc acces IS TATE Ae ee ep beoi COS DOCeC Mae GaenOe pee Onsen 22, 828. 45 21,414. 23 
pal Casa and (toe) elsecst cto .cedS 7 locas lo siesnes. Dee 8 Pe, dou: 2 813. 90 3 496. 95 
2 Trias Seer bere r err en eens ae set cece eee eeeeee eect eeeeese eee ee --d0..-- ee 716. 78 ial a 2 

66 Cherry... 5<.cce% oes sce sneese f Earth and sand-clay Sepbe 20 pac sescteles 87, ee i 43° 928. 20 
68 | Hitchcock and Red Willow ; Sand-playmaeeses oe os Sept. 19 |....0s--- 87) 348. 80 43, 674. 40 
69 | Banner and Ocott’s Bluff....... ORRIN Marthasvaet sta Gop tna st Sept, 10d: cases 0m 73, 370. 00 36, 685. 00 
OO i Granta: Sues des «Balt coher ae 13.20 | Earth and sand-clay Se dosha tenes 44” 105. 60 22, 052. 80 
83 | Antelope and Boone............ SM ies PS San AL 0S Pigg RO ey Sey) eae ws eS 79, 200. 00 39, 600. 00 
85 | Garfield, Greeley, and Valley . . COR Vepecsel COR eee a ikels Sees se seca siete Sept. 23 Hee aed 113) 740. 00 56, 870. 00 
sg | Burt, Cumming, and Dodgé..... 215207 hearths tae eine Sed hs anki ss cence Sept..27 \awvasoes 60, 500. 00 30, 250. 00 
99 Mom net eae et tk alc 14.80 | Sand-clay..........-.-.-..------2----- Soc (eco easens 59, 778. 40 29, 889. 20 

TO4d Hallet een ee ee es emo 3100s nGrayoltneaen anaes haere teen oe tats iyo Bae 23” 799. 58 11, 889. 79 
a ||. DEGR Gia acdecaumbeucoocebdeake 13040 eee Ot Sa Ta MORES Bese Lr Pd ieee aseraente 45,016.40 | 22, 508. 20 
FO | MERE oa onkndasnpcads chy Seaenud 1017,)) Brick or-concrete!.... 2-52. --- === --- Sop tee20aeseuseaa 58, 287. 29 22,340. 00 

Narada e120 DL Washi aoe tere ca tek eee oh LOZ" DOmerete ae sec nM ee Sh eh oe es elena Sept. 12 42) 407. 07 19, 400. 00 
New Hampshire. . 21 | Cheshire and Coos....-..----...- BOY WKAR ANGY ke coc, Socio OS EE OU BOOntIe CO HACOE res sar aon Sept. 20 16,214.31 8,107.00 

24 | Grafton and Hillsborough....... AQF lh BiGimMINOUS se sae eetie see cece e see ea esse Sept. 2 12) 628. 39 6,314.19 
26 | Merrimack.....:....-.---------- acyl || enh iG) | atch cosas heen cearbonese Dobe alen ) dens: epee Sept. 20 9, 892. 52 4,946.26 
28 | Grafton and Merrimack........- 106 see 0, Pen tak aa et oom et he ee Pee S oo pe 14; 749. 02 7,374.51 
Oil Gheshiroe. sosesse were ooeee ae 1e25 ul pblLuMInousmacaG alee eee sere ln eee aee x O,.ane 19,299.77 9, 649.88 
GUI eon Were Ghooca onc Inqedananes Mey) TesiabbansinO ec cocer ce sors seAmeopced enoe snr oe se cOllaae = 11, 665. 08 5, 832. 54 
BB || Stratlords: occ. eos beastie Le 26a Gia vie lee eee eee eee eee eet Sepia LOlee meses 10, 043. 00 5,021.50 
. Cheshire Wee satsinae slebemeseiacsttoon we di pepe AN teeter 11,905.19 hae) c 
BO mace: Oak Samerntee Meee Seamer tice : B50 O easel stisincs ete: 20, 006.36 , 008. 
62 | Strafford.....-.----------------- .80 Sept. 20 |.--------- 7,938.15 3,969. 07 
Fila |e Ob) mg puncanedDy saqeas sande 22 Senta .4. eeeenenes 16,810.97 8,405.48 
72 | Merrimack....-.---------------- 1.10 Sepia 20) |= semeri-e= 15, 984. 10 7,992. 05 

74 | Carroll....--.-----------+-+----- 1.27 Sept 10) caesar 14, 903. 55 7,451.77 
i: teat ee sence sanmsicnesse csc ile - vel ie ge een eas foe lessee ean sent 16,888. 03 4 Bit OL 

Peete SRAM eh: MBER B oS aehae ; WAS Ot eR ote ht eae bee mene oa] Sane doses |nssaeae 7,286.51 , 643.25 
78 a ee ase oe nine n oan creme 150 plese é Sept. 20 |-------..- 12,001.55 6,000. 77 

79 Le -do eS oe ae ae Fp eT ee eee Semen e's eats DOS tee =o. ae Seeires 7,590. 44 3, 795.22 
yee Se ys oS See Re I ae Aenea i Cpu. 0) | Saae eee 7,777.00 3, 888.5 

31 Gecktoutet es eee oot OU es ae ee Bont. 20 |Seiziaeetsisee 15, 000. 00 een i; 
AD a ate eae esters Stee enicleerinie ene rinsiae ns aie Ba eee eee ice ce 13, 000. 00 , 900. 

Shale Morrimackss seec. dec cae acces AT Sept, 19)|s-enmsee 3,812.32 1, 906. 16 
New Jersey. ..---- AG MOTH OUGM seta cise eta ee ieis erate UYB28.} Concreteie. - nc cme certs ee teienicininn||- wee n'a - ss Sept. 5 376,918. 63 2 26, 258.76 

15 | Middlesex and Union..-..-.----- 3.55 Sept 04) |oestieeae 303, 185.41 71,000.00 
New Mexico.....- DAMME OOSOIVOl Liste Seta mine wae lele ainiom ad 15.00 Sept. 27 |---------- 123, 475. 00 61, 737.50 

D5 NL GULE Yee oaecnmcic\sis'se<ia-- = = len 15.00 ee x0) No pailacees ees 122, 353.00 61, 176.50 

32 | San Miguel.....--.------- 3545955 15.00 Sept.10)|ssemeeeaaee 182, 593.13 91, 296. 51 
Bey) Ropes eres = Cee Cane ae aonere 13.50 (Che WK Wis cqaotep eect Sobor see aa IOS UEAS at Osea ae aetemane 3 135, 303.30 67,651.65 

BART GHArTi Da Meee oe tee te cares 20.00 septs, 4 sees 108, 020. 00 54,010. 00 
Brae Gandini eee os ote aoe Gc ce 17.00 Septic. 20h tse 51, 620.80 25, 810.40 

North Carolina... - M33) BOAHOLG ome co a end cna peter an Ze 2) ICONGCIOLE +. 6 cals sintclen a nes i= wlaicie ols einie sec a =o n/eleiw misiniaie Sept. 11 95, 089. 62 44) 000.00 

1 Revised statement. Figures given are increases over those given in the original statement 
2 Modified agreements, Amounts given are increases over those in the orlginal agreement. 
3 Modified agreement. Amounts given are reductions over those in the original agreement. 
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| 

| Project 
, H : Project : 

State. Project County. Length, Type of construction. statement) *8fee- | Estimated | rederal aid. 
No. in miles. ment cost. ‘approved. signed. ; 

3 | 
| 

Noath Carolina -.- 657) (Pitte28o ke Mesoesocp cece 9.60 | Concrete deccce. es-eeeeerccse ai ses Sept. 20 |...------- $325,608 80} $162,804.40 
Fis) Tae Sos ee ae sees cea eee 6.30 | Bituminous..........------.-.-------- DED Ug ab lena mentee 236, 445. 00 118, 222. 50 

eriDakors ue 6 | Edd yiccsaceee cs ereen eee ptm 7 Gravel and earth vert ecue race tee. os aasthace Sept. 26 17,495.16 13,747.58 
19} RAMSOY. 52262 2ee~ = <-leeeieeale = 17.10 | Graded earth........----------------- pt. 20, 122.58 10,061.29 
DB ts WAL, cu av 0ca let cena cone eee 02 ViGravehe eters sons cectetece sisies stnsee cena seo Or. oie 36, 935. 71 18, 467.85 
71 SBanSOM. 4 saree neee <meremeer 2404, | Graded Catunicecatmar aac aeeecemrete sates ‘pt. 87, 123.76 43,561.88 
85 Woe all'... ss osteo reptetes es emientemmias 22°06; | Barthlss soc cals elsiceieoteinei-\eiate «ie eels sie= 5 75, 351. 40 37,675.70 
ASi|) PYSrce..s.- == = se mes eee itelwiosisiais= 2160 See WO Abs stecite's see eaeemece eae eece ; 51, 700. 00 25,850. 00 
49 | Golden Valley..-...------------- 192 SO0Mee ae GOm sae tees 26, 937.58 13, 468.79 
BO | Qried..c nui, Aemeanees eee ae AS 00m, ddcmasal wet } 8,030.00 4,015.00 
52 | Grand Forks...--...-.----------- -928 | Concrete. -- ‘ 61, 160. 00 18,556. 00 
65 || Starke s<deee~ oe Bae nea ister sfolatas 5.50 | Earth 11,990.00 5,995. 00 
5A Statesman vos. - e+ seein ganar 6200) Mesa do 19,800. 00 9,900. 00 

OWG2 ieee ss seer AQ \ Seneca. .-/-cnse-sc ep mera 4.28 | Bituminous, concrete, or brick....----|........-- Sept. 12 169, 000. 00 42,800.00 
49 | Morgan....---------------- sees 3.257 | Macadam ...-..----------+2e2---e2e---|-- 2-2 ee- |e Ones. 82, 000. 00 41,000. 00 
BS) Mercer ste: case ne ne = ree es 5.739 |, CONCTELE sen salr> «1s ole oie wim =m 0 == =n wo tan emclesee Sept. 30 173, 060. 00 61, 500. 00 

SOAR | Ma yetle.. es ocseaae eee eee 8°69 S| oMacadamilon DiGUmMINOUS =. esceeae else eee Sept. 12 206, 000. 00 86,900.00 
‘ SA Cr yanOgs acc n2 c= eerie ie 2.01 | Concrete or bituminous....-.------.--- Sept. 45 eeeacetose = . 190,011.00 40, 200. 00 

00 | TabkGOmeed: wince ide eee omen 9-48 Manadatn tse a4 6 aeeceee neue tone tae Sept, 2adoaman mae’ 43, 835. 00 20, 000. 00 
97 | Noble... 2. 5---6 22 << siemeen~-cnin= 9.47 | Concrete or macadam....--.----------- SO US ear aceaee 220, 000. 00 67, 100. 00 
98 | Jefferson : 2.328 | Brick and concrete-...----------------- SODU. Zou) teeeeee ce 109, 000. 00 46, 560. 00 

101 | Adams... 6.16 | Macadam.........--.-----------+----- Mept. 20) | aauueines 119, 000. 00 48,000. 00 
102 | Seneca... 2.03 Brick or bituminous. ..--..-------.--- Sept. 29) |Bretetosioe 90, 000. 00 20,300. 00 
HOSH|temee Cle ae ec eb ouasderodde saad: 2525) 1 Nspbhalt OT Dri Chkes ae aeleeree snc =i le SIO aml Bern Americ 59, 000. 00 22, 500. 00 
105 | Lucas.....-----------+--+--+---- 3.508 | Concrete......------------------------ Dep t.to0y | saeae see 88, 000. 00 44, 000. 00 

Oklahoma....---- 8) OLOWS sc cckeoteeee sete eeeeeeee 15,630 | Bituminonscets sme eae Dye ceeeeto ual en eaaeee Sept. 20 328, 313.51 164, 156.75 
144) Oklahoma sos coer eceke ee eaee see . 753 | Conzrete....-----------+-++--++--++---|----+----- Sept. 30 26, 626. 10 13,313.05 

Orezon =. -see-e LGA MOV ASCOln- ance bisinceiees ne oa eee 2000) I BitumMinolsSissneasctie sao = eisai <elvei- eels etter eters Sept. 25 50,807. 57 25, 403.78 
Pennsylvania - ---- 18) } ClariON sense se sealer tenia y-aee Sy OA MIESTHC Kets eters tate ote ere testare tease aio steia se ores | ee aera Sept. 2 260, 853. 04 109, 053. 23 

20C | Adams, Cumberland, York..-..- 4.60 | Concrete or bituminous.....----------|.-.-.-.--- seeQOl2-2e 199, 765. 44 92,090. 00 
30B)), Bradford... -< 25 t= 20-22 oem al 2.588))|| (COMCTOLC lap ietas cine cele fete ani i= im olnne ol ols ole aie erst siete Sept. 12 133, 621.84 51, 760. 00 

38 | Crawford...--------- we eserec cess 3.13 | Concrete or bituminous .....----------|.-.-.----- Sept. 11 130, 181.26 62, 600. 00 
39)! Dauphin 222. - 2-1-2 23) 6.397 | Concrete, brick, or bituminous...-.---|.........- cep LO amass 323, 155. 20 127,940. 00 
APB UMIOM ye aoa seeee are decision asninis 2.55 | Concrete or bituminous......--------- : 90, 536.47 45, 268. 24 
46 | Lancaster...----/--------------- Ue SHP eae Ole Sere pc po ceacsenbachbebor sae ; 272,000. 25 - 136, 000. 12 
47 | Lycoming. ...---.--------+------ 7.44 | Concrete.......-----------+----------- 4 355, 113.78 154, 279.55 
49 | Dauphin....--------.----------- C38) 9 one GO ae teen selec ee eters Sele eieieis erie 'stareiatere 205, 549.08 93) 800. 00 
50 | Lanzaster 4.07 | Concrete or bituminous..--..---------- f 178, 302. 23 | - 84. 360.01 
Bly|) Mic Kearny ra clare rere tern atelier eter 5.975 | Concrete or brick.....-.---------- = d 254° 820. 24 119, 500. 00 
52 | Northumberland...-...-.---.--- 4.81 | Brick, concrete, or bituminous 219) 589.16 96, 200. 00 
BEu Bradtond; hbo. sos ees BGs doseSewakiey toate de hdateante teres ; 344,861.88 118, 880.00 
54} Bucks... ...-- 2-20-52 ---0 92s 000- 2.819 | Bituminous or concrete...------------ : : 123, 063. 10 56, 380.00 
55 es ibletes. seers diet siejeciae soso 7.892 | Brick or concrete.....-.--------------- 3 386, 357. 73 157,840. 00 
59 | Lehigh.....---.----------------- BOS a cee oe (ho Ane pacdddo de> JaCheneeBesascrns : 263, 572.21 114, 100. 00 
60 | Somerset...-.----.--.-:--.--.---- Me hWou leer GOP na steelers seis ae eiclelninl~ Six nels isleinlelal= ; 451, 264.88 148, 981.30 
GE exo GO eiepas a eter eiare al tet /etelere' = (are talt= GLOGS eae (O elarele ta cri ataiciats Siete te mini) = ais ajalier= : 321,670.69 1247 251.87 
G2 Sullivan ses eet ee= ete sci 3.298 | Asphalt, brick, or concrete --..-------- Pei 168,481.15 65, 960. 00 
63 | Susquehanna.....-------------- 5.745 | Consrete....-------------s-s2-0----2e- 246, 040. 41 14, 900. 00 
G4 | HINO Sass asets sistas ae cream ste aster 5.315 | Asphalt, brick, or concrete. -------..-- 294,214. 28 106, 300. 00 
G7 PLOT Kasee cto e seme e stele stats stele 6.201 | Brick or concrete 311, 605. 28 144,573. 40 

Rhode Island -- --- 5 | Providence and Kent 7946. ||) BiGUMINOUS sae 6 orate a oe ei-l= elec elnino se, bite ee 34,529.00 17; 264. 50 
South Carolina. ---. 9 | Newbery... 2: - 22> 2-2-2. ------>}-= eens Top soil 17,442. 82 13) 721.42 

184 (Green woods Med ar: Cov eacaen | haa vores i105 eee 111, 044.38 1 5,522.19 
31 | Spartanburg. ..c--.n--s--0--+--- 1.99 | Asphalt ; 57, 749.92 28,874.96 

South Dakota... -- 16 Hughes B Earth and gravel R 70, 367.88 35, 183.94 
7 sf WAKO ee se eect terae te eeater : Gravel sepaer ace esc eeenenite aa eee 3 730 926.60 36, 963. 60 

eae SB Cat aoe soqosdec Pe EOSUSobe UES Sack oe ed nlote cia miinee i saieinimin oisiaivin(s sisclns Sen 121, 369.05 60, 684. 52 
Me ae Bean Bast ecice Bom eapsodser ° SRE NCO Wee a oe eons tect eee ee : : , 

Tennessee....----- 1S Ui Carrollewee tee ceteeeisaatme emits Bik a eerie’ Glos acne Boa tht cot eoUpbu CE sEAads ‘ 31, O61, oB i ore a 
Toxas (eee aL ses 56 | Jefferson ‘ Concrete gis. cotis sa eatas’ comet ’ 270,928.82 | 259/948. 42 

80) | GELANLS ceca) e eee eieine seater ; Concrete and macadam : 91} 280.79 25, 000.00 
82 | Jasper ....+----v-0--narneererer : Gravel. .....02020fe-s---ereeeeeeeers . 146, 506. 80 30, 000. 00 

PHOT AIO A Oe IB BSE CASAC ds 5 Sots On cseiann are stele erie ave isyela eraleteieiatatete late ets : 4 - 08 i 
97 || Brazos...) 22.222 see 2 eee eo : Gravel and concrete ne 90 908. 82 3 752 3 
99 | Calhoun... Shell: «slash Beamon eet s tose ene ; 13, 663. 32 6,500. 00 

100 | Rockwell.. : Concreteeky eee mccce = poe : 544) 816. 03 200,000. 00 
LOL IBOWLOSo3 Sen ete a ae etek Sacer j Gravel. Jateeece seecree toeeee bre : eT, 009.47 43) 502. 59 
Od | Sabine eS cer. wee ee meee wt ce SOOisare te dO, kec PE RS enon Ser eae d 119? 087. 54 35,000. 00 

Vermont.........- 4} Addison Bridge eee Pee a easiest cen eee : 1 25, 728.44 1 1 363.95 
Virginia....-.----- 19. | (Hanover and Carolitia to /aass. le: Geese Lc nee sae ne Dee nie eee ; 110,772. 28 15,386.14 

251| Pittsylvania os-ceisesaeee se a eee Biiuminous mia Cadan sees semitone eee sees ae Periokice a 18) 548.85 14) 274.43 
31 | (Northamptons.ttbsec sve ee see 1.150 « \Gonerete.ci.ce Lhasa heeds oct Oat Meena Sept. 12 49) 654. 44 24) 827.22 

§ 49 ; Caroline and Spotsylvania. ....-- 730.1) BIid2e AG AN PUOACH ES mem peel lie ee! erates Sept. 19 11,569. 25 5,784. 62 
Washington...---- DIMCOWLLEZ a..wc ede ro ecisot ec esiee esc a tenieaemons Graded and drained earth, .......-.-.-|........-- Sept. 5 1 37) 441.80 1 18) 720.90 

14 | Okanogan ce Oe ; 145,625.79 | 1227881. 65 
Monee (6) OU iliac s/c AO aaalelvie letstnts sietettia cier= 'mis/aisiakereteieteteieteters soe 

16 | Stevens 13.100 Sire ds Gb. .ekss28 13 ee Ue 4 168 801,25 A qo. 82 
19 | Jefferson pe ie | Boe GO. aaetis fog Cee ESiee Ore scene 346,999.15 | 3 23.499.57 
20 | Spokane 7.83, |’ Gravel or macadam. . 90, 755. 98 45,377.99 

aran Bross pe IE Secs aes blstets atetete 

2 Spokane 2 Concrete irks os ree : 148 408, 04 72 or 2 
Paost 0) _ Pes oes Sea A SE 8k Bisco Shp ORS Oe SERade it . 

O4\\ Reine |e. eee eee, Sc mee a as dogesdeee sh. Ramee Race eens cae aps 1907 902 26 ee 646. 13 
95 | ‘Thurston s,c-s2 eek noes eset 6:83 alee ie AR ER A Sag ok ete Te RRA 2 ; 208’ 120. 32 46, 600.00 
26| Grays Harbor..+..-.+--.s-+.---- 2° 00m eee ost Ste ee Eee eCnee : 88366. 41 44’ 183. 20 
27 | Te wis ese eee eee Tee eee 6a 70mnl enna Oita ee. eee ee Ce ae ten 243, 863. 07 121,931.53 
58 | Snohomishmeusees see emer eee a ie AO Sheet Ra oy et a ee 35,534.09 17.767. 04 
S7 | Diotiglag: reese wenie ce one lee 2.70. Macadam 7s 30.0 anc oe Semin cena ; 21,710. 44 10,855. 22 

; 41,] Tharstonsaevesweae seek see 6.16 JGravelunec fuck wineeeee 25 cus cal Pom: Sept. 30 109. 996. 06 54, 998.03 
West Virginia..... 81 Waynes ee eee ate 1,937 |. Conersteu. s:2.. 02 eee nee : 91,115.62 30, 000. 00 

9] Jackson caer ee eects eee ed ota e eierers (ame Oke Oh, Nae vlan Cli et ey Siete do. 113,272.53 16,193.48 
15 dacs GOMES Fee eee sore alae eee eee do.. ‘s 1 ” 978. 18 | Atpia oe eee Le Me ee re : c 12, 959. 28 aesigs 

33 | Preston . Asphalt macadam... af ¥ 30, as oo 18’ Mis eo 
35 | Monongalia ; Goncrate#®. 52.28, ak. eee ee 88) 654.00 44’ 000.00 
43 | Raleigh ; Bituminous see. ee ee a ee ‘ 17’ 267.97 8’ 600.00 
510] Waynd-s hate oe eee eee eee Barthes eae eee eee ae es “Se 46. 313.71 23’ 156. 85 
53 || Parrison..cavease tes: cena 2.459 f Briek. oak ...5. beaten ee ee ne ; 88’ 265.50 33’ 000.00 
54 || Greenbrier: eaten ocean ee 1298 sii) BituimtinoUsssescueee ese cee en eee ; 30, 768. 94 15, 384. 47 

1 Modified agreements. Amounts given are increases over those in the original agreement. 
2 Revised statement. Figures given are increases over those in the original statement. 
8 Statements previously approved withdrawn. 
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FEDERAL AID PROJECT APPROVALS AND AGREEMENTS IN SEPTEMBER, 1919—Continued. 

| | 

‘ : | Project 
Project ‘ Project. |“; : er 

State. No. County. gone Type of construction. statement poh pcre het | Federal aid. 

approval.| signed. | 

| 

West Virginia .. .. SU) UGS Ro ee OO We MaOR alr emngee ee ye hah. re hile Bent: Saou $53,800.00 | $26, 900. 00 
Gis pu uUlluinersecee tee sees ss csc cee ULE are ese ee ee Seow oea eo Sepis LO py ee eee a 38, 000. 00 19, 000. 00 
ely | A (crates alo ny ee oa ee 7.37 Bituminous Se. OE ae ee a Septet A losses. 3. 77,390. 00 | 38, 695. 00 
G5, POOR aneremse sneer one sc Mesh 2 LE SO mL CONCKC GameNet: Bee earn ey ee ke Sept 2ouilos see 39, 380. 00 | 19, 690. 00 
OG te Waltcamense shee yas oo. See os POLE 4.48 LDV ai\aet rt et. a ee ae ae ee ee OD bs 20) Se ccete ae 39,625.00 | 19, 812. 00 
Or sid: Gye by. soadsescs SoON eee DOO NM Shaneirelesyecie Fe Ns ea eee xc (eae eee eed ce 82, 840.00 | 41, 420. 00 
OSPINICH O18 is ree eae at eee ce 2. Oiler | Hart hee sea ee tme sere. Yio. Es ane Bopha LO) (emerson 29, 229. 20 | 14, 614. 60 
69 | Biaxtonviineen ohare cea =? OVCOR ise fa Fe Yas Sy-z-n, (i ew Ni Senta 200 uaa 79, 875.00 | 39, 937. 00 
ZORPGTANU? wemnctses oxo eee es Selha = CRUE Ree LO eee See es ee re hse, arc a FOcee eee | 47,200.00 | 23, 600. 00 
PAA OCR GL soe cae ete meee eta oe eet VOUT WApeee Ones e eM erar ia Sen Det nn 2 Me che Sept. 27: |eeopeo ses 57,150. 00 | 28, 575. 00 
#2, (elampshite.:- 2502 eeetew's see es = 8,50" |... ORME Naty ei eet ee Ee Ed Sepiac Onin mene | 57,500. 00 | 28, 750. 00 
U4: |. Kanawha. 2222 cease seers se 2100 gel OONCTOLG sek Stor orig mae aie ents cent ee Sop bao (ijeeseeeecs.c 138, 585.70 | 51, 920. 00 
WDule Calhoun st2ees ona Sheets wee bes ASO mi MAT rece er fete mec cre Te aac cae a ae HOU oUsesccse cess 39, 050.00 | 19, 525. 00 
16,| JBLOOKS ccc. ate = eee aece 1.00 | Concrete or bituminous............... Be 6 Co PE ee Tk. Sa 28, 800.00 | 14, 400. 00 

: L Tomekvandolphesos pes eee ee eee. Brio ml academy ascnc sesamin ae gs. setae! EeCOR yee ikem 103, 700. 00 51, 850. 00 
Wisconsin.......-- LOSIWiallworthis ne sees on oe eretae iac oe ore COnCTOtG Rerauet seen Pistnemec ack sodlbemee eines Sept. 2 110, 499. 22 13,499.74 

AB PASH ANG 2 bec on wee raeeee snes CREB AD EN ago te artes aid Sa i SODU LSM eeu ce ee: 38, 999. 36 | 12, 999. 78 
Daye laCTOSSOs ne teeter nels S BOM ie DAUM OUS ae cs te steam hms ona See ll an eeu [pene tact te 18, 007. 50 6, 002. 50 
OTe eSDAWANO geenacee. ceils tee Lele deve Oneal GA VO leme tat exe tienre ms. 2 soRte em alk ae oeiee las Sept. 12 58, 493. 22 19, 497.7 
OO tps CLLOTSOM Bat an See een aoeeaes.ct O49 Payee (aes to Ree Re LE CN eae dS ee al ES ee i do.. 14, 148. 64 4,716.21 
(unig Mate DU Onis se eter ee ne aoe a5 4c0¢0 ie Marnnan Gore VOloeeseeenc.: cae nee ene © Sept. 11 40,851.37 | 13,617.12 
S2uVOrnON = eer eeee Deron LUT OUSS mate Seee Reema een Omen me 3 pee Oneent. 46, 370. 20 15, 456. 73 
83 | Jackson.-....-. 2. q 24, 014. 99 | 8, 005. 00 
84 | Crawford...... 2. 25, 116. 49 8, 372.16 
86 | Lafayette......- 3. 40, 762. 44 13, 587. 48 
89 | Polk and Burnet 8. 45,339 15, 113. 00 
93 | Marquette......... 6 4. 24, 936 8,312. 29 
OB MMT Waak@@ Feces ore tS aia oe oss 22,388. 2 796.22 
OS Ne WIASIUD UtTi erates wy Aone see | 5, 385. 84 1,795. 28 
99 | Douglas and Washburn........-. OLA CLAW Ol sete ati eieg ake ane ate ee oe 63, 000. 00 21, 000. 00 

LOL EB art Oye ee eee teas oe Cae CAP ATEAE Apso een as yale SN Be Se bee ts 44,793.77 14, 931. 25 
LOZ Watt kesh a eye ates ssn SSE SRE 2.00 59, 966. 94 19, 988. 98 
LOS) eMilwaukeemerrser se os aseeser EGO eae LO sista aN Cree eet as aS 44, 455.73 14, 818. 57 

Wyoming......... pal N NE (09 0) 2h ee 8 ee eS S| eae a [artligey aeee tp a eee er ie cSee saaersae 23,526. 91 11, 763. 45 
Di WNVOS LOL tom ero e cee chewed ae 12.614 | Earth and gravel 88, 000. 00 44, 000. 00 
20 CPA bam y sacceeece eee Acne eee 2615 16 oie LOVOV. oe fe Bete steered omen cata e se leeeeeek ere Sept. 30 134, 549. 05 67, 274. 52 
BiG OSHEN. sest Se ek es eae AO 29 is eee LOPE Ee eee eee ete teh ee 3 Bepbr2 7 leeks oe 171, 734. 20 85, 867. 10 
ATs Cr OO Kose oie sateatee ts nese oles 2 Sig Shall Cio sisioge ec are BIOS Career eerie Geka. alee SOD ira ese soe 9,790. 00 4,895. 00 
Agni Sheridan emacs sate et tees tes OS2a nM GTAVCLA + cum seeme nce eer aera aes. Sepens0lleree essa 79, 970. 00 39, 985. 00 
ATA ETOIUION bee mee SPE Rina aes dca tl Soe erties e rid GORA ta eine. Boe Se oe ne Sept: cu Seaeea ees | 14, 300. 00 7, 150. 00 

Total....- aoe ODA Cees a rah eat le rats Sy Ora oho ieneehe way 2 LOLAGL ee c.ot SeReeeD ae og oe ease ite See stele ee aes See Racer clcine ns asec 40, 701, 324.13 | 18, 384, 499. 13 

1 Modified agreements. Amounts given are increases over those in the original agreement. 
2 Revised statement. 

ROAD BUILDING IN ILLINOIS. 

Since last April Illinois has let contracts for over 
500 miles of concrete roads of the highest type, the 
total cost of which will be $16,380,000. None of 
this work comes under the Illinois State highway 
program to be carried out with the funds derived 
from the bond issue of $60,000,000 voted last fall. 

Included in the contracts are 89.44 miles of the 
Lincoln Highway crossing the northern part of the 
State from Chicago Heights to Clinton, Iowa; 59.15 
miles on Dixie Highway from Chicago to Danville; 
228.71 miles on the Chicago, Peoria, Springfield to 
St. Louis, highway; and 121.8 miles on the national 
highway from St. Louis to Terre Haute, Ind. 

A BIG COUNTY RECORD. 

In the year ending September 30, 1919, Kent 
County, Mich., built 189 miles of road, including 
21 miles of concrete, 7.75 miles of stone macadam, 
12.75 miles of stone base and gravel top and 147 miles 
gravel. Under the Covert law of Michigan pro- 
viding for State aid to roads, contracts have been 
let for 30.95 miles of concrete and 6.25 miles of 
gravel roads. The county spent during the year 
$56,392 for maintenance of highways. 

Figures given are increases over those in the original statement. 

OHIO ROAD CONSTRUCTION. 

According to State Highway Commissioner Taylor, 
Ohio has contracts under way covering 500 miles of 
road, of which the cost will be about $14,500,000. 
The largest mileage under contract at any time pre- 
vious was 371 miles in 1916. For the two years 
ending June 30, 1921, the State appropriation for 
main market roads is $2,255,500 and for the inter- 

county roads $6,466,500. The automobile license 
fees available for maintenance and repairs will 
amount to about $5,000,000. The Federal aid 
granted for 1919 and 1920 amounts to $10,205,625. 
The figures make a total of $23,927,625 for the Ohio 
State highway system. In addition to this the 
expenditures for construction and maintenance of 
county and local roads will be large. At the recent 
election 66 counties voted on special local levies for 
road purposes. 

CONNECTICUT FUNDS. 

The Connecticut State highway commission had 
made an allotment of $1,342,000 to the 147 towns of 

the State for the improvement of roads, exclusive 
of trunk lines and Federal-aid roads. To this 
amount the towns will appropriate $375,700. 
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ROADS FOR MOTOR TRUCK TRAFFIC. 
By C. J. Bennett, State Highway Commissioner, Connecticut, 

T IS hard for the high- 
way engineer to keep 
step with the advance 

in the design of motor ve- 
hicles. No sooner does he 
apparently solve the 
problem than his friends 
who are in the business of 
producing motor vehicles 
develop a machine which 
entirely revolutionizes 
conditions. 

Generally, in the design 
of this vehicle, no atten- 
tion is paid to the char- 
acter of the road over 
which these units must 
operate. Considerable 
discussion could be 
aroused over the wisdom 
of designing motor trucks 
and motor vehicles with 
such a disregard for the conditions, but it is not the 
province of this article to origimate such a discus- 
sion, chiefly because the motor truck is here, and we 
must redesign our roads to take care of this agency. 
A discussion of the economic side of this question, 

as to whether it is right to design something that 

GROUND. 

i : ae Me 

will take the place of railroad facilities instead of 
trying to improve such railroad facilities, is also be- 
side the mark. Thus, there are many instances 
where, contrary to his judgment, the highway engi- 

COMPLETED ROAD, NAUGATUCK, CONN., WHICH WAS CONSTRUCTED IN TWO PARTS. 

CONSTRUCTION OF ROAD AT NAUGATUCK, CONN., IN TWO PARTS TO ACCOMMODATE TRAFFIC. 

INDUSTRIAL TRACK FOR THE DELIVERY OF MATERIAL AND STONE BINS IN THE BACK- 

neer is forced to change his ideas and design for 
traffic which up to two years ago was almost beyond 
imagination. 

HALFWAY MEASURES OF NO AVAIL. 
It is the intent of this article to convince the 

highway engineer that he is faced with a serious 
problem and to show him 
that halfway measures will 
not avail for its solution. 
Notwithstanding _ restric- 
tions as to the weight, load- 
ing, size, speed, and width 
of motor trucks, these will 
gradually increase, and 
there must be cooperation 
between the producer of 
these trucks and the high- 
way engineer in order that 
the engineer may know 
the extreme limit beyond 
which he must not be re- 
quired to go in the design 
of highways. This dis- 
cussion will not include a 
discussion of road surfaces 
necessary for passenger-car 
traffic, since the road that 
will serve the motor truck 

will probably well serve the passenger automobile. 
For purposes of argument, let us assume, therefore, 

that the extreme weight of the motor vehicle, 
including the load, shall be 15 tons, that its width 
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shall not exceed 9 feet, 
and that its load per inch 
width of rubber tire shall 
not exceed 700 pounds. 

The speed of this ve- 
hicle should be restricted 
so that it would at all 
times be under reason- 
able control, particu- 
larly in sections where 
houses or buildings are 
close together along the 
borders of the highway 
over which the truck is 
to be operated. 

It will be noted that 
the limit of weight and 
size has been set quite 
high in order to do away 
with any objection on 
that particular point 
from the manufacturer. 

QUESTIONS TO BE SETTLED. 

We now have a statement of our problem which 
gives rise to three questions: 

First. What shall be the width of the road ? 

Second. What shall be its character both as to 
surface and foundation ? 

Third. What shall be done with the bridges at 
present existing ? 

Answering the first question, let us assume that 
the motor truck is to operate over a highway tray- 
ersed by a maximum of 4,000 vehicles per day. 
With reasonable traffic restrictions, a width of 22 

feet should be sufficient for this class of traffic. 
This will provide for two lines of vehicles to pass in 

SECTION OF NAUGATUCK VALLEY ROAD, CONN., SHOWING THE FINISHED PAVEMENT. 

COMPLETED ROAD, NAUGATUCK VALISEY, CONN., SHOWING INDUSTRIAL TRAIN USED DURING 
THE CONSTRUCTION. 

opposite directions at high speed. For any highway 
in which the traffic exceeds the amount stated 
above sufficient width should be provided for three 
or four lines, adding 10-foot-width units at a time for 
each line of vehicles. 

As was stated above, no 

attention has been paid 
to the economic side of 
this problem or to the wis- 
dom of building roads of 
this character for aselected 
type of traffic. What we 
are attempting to do is tu 
state fairly what is neces- 
sary to accommodate the 

classification of traffic that 
already exists. 

TYPE OF ROAD TO BE 

USED. 

Answering the second 
question as to the type 
of road to be used, this 

question subdivides itself 
(a) as to foundation and 

(6) as to surface. With 

traffic of the character and magnitude specified 
above, great care must be taken in the foundation, 
both for the road itself and for the road surface. 
In cases of difficult soil conditions, additional 

foundations must be added and drainage provided 
to carry away the water so that the general sub- 
surface of the road itself shall be uniform and 
sufficient to transmit the surface concentrated loads 
evenly to the earth beneath. It is evident, at least 
to the writer, that if the character of the traffic is as 

re Ee 



stated above, any foundation other than a mono- 
lithic foundation would be unsatisfactory; that is, 
no loose stone foundation will be sufficiently strong 
at all times to carry the loads. Consequently, the 
foundation for the surface must be bound together 
with Portland cement or with a bituminous binder, 
Again, it is not the purpose of this article to specify 
any particular method of getting results. It is 
merely intended to generalize and point the way to 
success. 

(b) What shall be the type of road surface for 

this class of traffic? Here, again, we are faced 
with the necessity of securing a road surface which 
will stand impact from the passing loads and wear 
evenly under the stress of traffic. Consequently, 
no road surface should be installed for this character 
of traffic which does not closely approximate the 
surface of the highest type of city pavements which 
are now constructed. Such surfaces may be of 
brick, of concrete properly prepared, or of bitu- 
minous material, or even of granite block. In other 
words, in order that the roads which we build may 
stand the traffic to which they will probably be 
subjected, no pavement should be designed unless 
it is a hard surface pavement or can easily be tran- 
formed into such when the necessity arises. 

SELECTION OF ROUTE VITALLY IMPORTANT. 

It is, of course, idle to assume that roads of this 
character can be built everywhere. Consequently, 
the selection of routes for such traffic is of vital 
importance, and the road construction of this type 
should be concentrated on these routes, and con- 

versely the traffic itself should be required to follow 
the route. In other words, there should be a restric- 
tion as to the roads upon which the heavy motor 
trucks should operate. 

Answering the third question, in consideration 
of the bridges, this is a serious question because we 
have a large investment in highway bridges which 
are in fairly good condition and which were never 
designed for such heavily loaded vehicles as we find 
above. Many of these bridges, especially those of 
shorter span can be strengthened so as to carry 
these excess loads. The larger, and of course most 
expensive bridges, cannot be expected to stand up 
under these strains, and must be replaced with 
structures designed to meet the changing conditions. 
The construction of such bridges will mean an 
enormous expenditure of money, and great care 
should be taken in their design, both as to selection 
of type and execution of the work itself. The use of 
reinforced concrete is strongly recommended for 
bridges where it is possible to design such structures, 
and such bridges should not be designed without 
careful study and the knowledge of all the factors 
that enter into the problem. The width of these 
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bridges should’ be sufficient to accommodate at 
least three lines of vehicles and, on the important 
routes, four. 

MUST MEET PROBLEM FAIRLY. 

The above may appear to be a very extravagant 
statement of the needs of traffic at the present time, 
but the writer has come to believe that the motor 
truck is a vital part of our transportation facilities 
and that it has come to stay, and we must meet the 
problem fairly by designing for an extreme load 
approximating that stated above. He also believes 
that the motor truck manufacturer must restrict 
himself within the limits stated, and not attempt to 
exceed in any dimension the specifications made. 

The motor truck operator must also use judgment 
in the loading and operation of these vehicles and 
consent to restrictions both as to dimensions and 
routing, so that the general public welfare may be 
served. 

WISCONSIN COUNTY BONDS. 

Five Wisconsin Counties—Jefferson, Washington, 
Wood, Racine, and Green—voted in September in 

favor of bond issues for road building, the total 
amounting to $11,850,000. Rock County voted a 
$1,500,000 issue in April, making the total for the 
year $13,350,000. Propositions for bond elections 
are being urged to come before county boards in 
November, aggregating $32,000,000 in these counties: 
Dane, $10,000,000; Grant and Dodge, $5,000,000 
each; Walworth, $3,000,000; Brown and Waukesha, 

$2,500,000 each; and Douglas and Waupaca, 
$2,000,000 each. 

Racine County voted in favor of the bonds by a 
majority of 2,038, out of a total vote of 3,962, only 
one township casting an adverse vote. Washington 
County’s vote was 2,351 to 1,543, all the cities and 
villages but one favoring and 8 out of 14 townships 
voting yes. In Jefferson County the vote was 2,623 
for and 1,540 against, the cities and villages favoring 
and the townships voting against by a majority of 
178. Wood County gave a majority of 891 in a vote 
of 3,811, the country districts voting adversely by a 
smal] majority. In Green County the proposition 
for an issue of $3,000,000 was the constitutional 

limit. There was an active campaign, ending in a 
majority of 119 in a vote of 2,836. 

MAINE VOTES BONDS. 

On September 8 by a vote of about five to one 
Maine indorsed the proposal to raise the bonded 
indebtedness of the State for State highways from 
$2,000,000 to $10,000,000, giving an additional 
$8,000,000 to be spent on the State road system. 
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MOTOR VEHICLES AND THE HIGHWAYS. 
By WILLIAM D. SOHIER, former Chairman Massachusetts Highway Commission. 

OAD building is a constant evolution, because 
no sooner is the improved road built to 
carry a vehicle of a certain weight and size 

than the builder of the vehicles tries to increase 
both the weight and size. 

I personally believe that there should be a very 
stringent regulation and limitation on both the 
‘weight and speed, as well as the width, height, 
and length of the vehicles that are allowed to use 
our highways and bridges. 

I believe, also, that if heavy trucks are to be allowed 
to use the highways there should be some provision 
for routing them, so that they can not wander at 
will over our little country roads, destroying bridges 
and culverts, and tearing up roads that are now 
adequate for all local traffic. If heavy trucks are 
to use the highways they should be confined to using 
the main lines only, and only such weights should be 
permitted as can safely use the highways and 
bridges that have been already constructed at 

great expense. 

Otherwise we shall have a great many miles of 
road that it has taken many years to improve and 
build up destroyed, a great many bridges broken 
down, and even our main roads will be put out of 
commission, so that no one can use them for long 
periods of time. 

PAST A GUIDE TO FUTURE. 

In considering what traffic the highways will have 
to carry in the.near future, we can only judge by 
our past experience. That the motor traffic will 
increase is sure. This is well shown by the following 
table, showing the increase in Massachusetts in 
motor vehicles in six years, in the number of opera- 
tors, and in the fees collected. 

Motor vehicles, and especially trucks, are constantly increasing. 

FEES PAY FOR MAINTENANCE, 

All the fees are spent in maintaining and improv- 
ing the main highways. In fact, last year we 

practically maintained all our main highways with 
the money collected from this source. 
How the truck traffic has increased is shown by 

the following tables: 

Automobiles, trucks, and commercial vehicles, etc., in Massachu- 
setts. 

| | Per cent of 
1915 1916 1917. | 1918 | increase, 

| 3 years 

a a les iv. . = 2 ule. 

MrdOwes MPN ates tee ce 12,053 | 18,194| 25,505| 32,676 i 
Atifomiobiless: tesa ents 90,580 | 118,615 | 145,801 | 158,343 | 75 
Motor cycles............. 9,520 | 10,713 | 10,956 | 12,708 | 33 

A large number of trucks belonging to the Govern- 

ment, and also trucks owned in other States, are 

using our roads, so that the increase in volume of 
truck traffic is much larger than the foregomg 

figures indicate. 
~ The number of trucks and commercial vehicles 
registered has increased from 12,000 in 1915 to over 
39,000 in 1919, more than three times as many 
trucks as there were three years ago. 

CHANGES IN TRAFFIC. 

The change that has taken place in traffic is 
clearly shown by the following table. This is made 
up from traffic counts taken every three years from 
1909 to 1918. An actual count is made for 14 
hours a day for 7 days in August and 7 days in 
October. The table which follows shows the average 
number of vehicles that are using our main high- 
ways, and is based upon the average count in each 
of these years at 44 stations on main lines. 

Average daily traffic on main roads in Massachusetts. 

The increase in the number of motor vehicles | ae 
2 : ca MLS Res Lea | Per cor 

registered in Massachusetts indicates the increase pM ae ea er Te ee Mt 

in traffic. | (9 years, 

| hip horsewsae, ceeocss = nqeee slices 91 | 68 | 40 541i 73h 

Per Com Ota rH oavyholsomse esse es esee tee ees 88 88 | 72 43 a9) 
1912 1915 1918 increase, | | 

6 years. Total horse..-.------- =a 179 156} 112 67.) —623 
Automobiles and light truce ese} 131 280 | 555 923 +604 

( Leu y Wabi chs Mees ees eee eee Pa a ote | 17 | 45 75 | 14341 

iles and trucks.....- 50, 132 102, 633 191, 019 280 ee 

Me eine ae seers sai "5 034 9. 520 12;708 150 Total motors.......----+---++- fai gist 297} 600 998| +661 
Operators and chaffeurs....-- 65, 600 133, 700 225, 272 240 y | ==! = 

Mion venicls 1668-s..) ances. $616, 236 | $1,235,723 | $2, 159,257 280 Total vehicles........-..------| 310 453 | 712 | 1,065 +243 
| | 

1 In 6 years. 

There are over three times as many automobiles 

and trucks registered as there were six years ago, 

-over three times as many operators, and the fees 

collected are three times as large, this based on the 

statistics collected for 1918; and during the first 

nine months in 1919 over 209,000 automobiles and 

trucks have been registered. 

This clearly shows what is happening on our roads. 
While the traffic has increased very rapidly, 

actually having increased over threefold in the last 
nine years, it is changing even more rapidly than 
it is increasing, and the change is even more signifi- 
cant from the road builder’s point of view. 



There were only one-third as many light horse- 
drawn vehicles in 1918 as there were in 1909. 
There were only one-half as many heavy horse- 
drawn vehicles. 

On the other hand, the number of automobiles 

and light trucks using our main highways has in- 
creased sevenfold in nine years. 

MOST IMPORTANT FEATURE. 

But what is even more important and makes more 
difference in the character of road which we must 
build and maintain, is the increase in heavy trucks 
In 1909 there were practically no trucks using our 
roads. In 1912 there was an average of 17 a day. 
In 1915 there were 45 a day, and in 1918, 75 a day, 
the counts being made at the same stations. In 
other words, the number of trucks using the main 
highways has increased four and one-half times in 
SIX years. 

The change in the traffic is perhaps even more 
graphically shown by the following table of per- 
centages: 

Per cent of total traffic. 

1909 1912 1915 1918 

SS —— ——— ee 

Licht Horses. se sas- Aske Saree eae eee ees 29 15 54 2 
IETOA VY NOGSO2. os. 2 < seme cee no eee tne ae | 28 19 | 10 4 

Total Horse: asec see cece Cees 2s creas 57 34 154 6 
TTUCKS « . o'ek coal Dene le en eee eae aeeeees 4 64 7 
MOtOrs .. ceees cant Some toe acne. eee ~ Seaver 43 62 78 87 

It is astonishing, but true, that while horse-drawn 
vehicles constituted 57 per cent of all the traffic 
on our main highways in 1909, in 1918 the horse- 
drawn vehicles were only 6 per cent of the traffic, 
and motor vehicles, which were only 43 per cent 
of our traffic in 1909, were 87 per cent in 1918. 

We must not forget that the total traffic using our 
roads has increased over threefold. 

While the horse-drawn vehicles are to-day only 
6 per cent: of the total traffic using our highways, 
the heavy motor trucks—to wit, over 1 ton not on 
pneumatic tires—have already. become 7 per cent 
of the total traffic. 

WHAT SHOULD OUR HIGHWAYS STAND? 

Perhaps even more significant is the change in the 
last three years. During that short period of time 
both the automobile traffic and the motor truck 
traffic has increased 66 per cent, or an increase of 
about 22 per cent a year. 

With traffic increasing as it is, and especially the 
heavy truck traffic, we have now to solve the prob- 
lem of whether our roads can stand such traffic, and 
whether they can or should be so constructed that 
they will not be destroyed within a very short time. 

I should say that it was practically an impossi- 
bility for any rural community to furnish roads 
every mile of which could withstand the strain to 
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which they are subjected—unless possibly on a few 
main through highways, and even on those the 
weights should be sufficiently limited not to destroy 
a highway that is of as expensive construction as the 
community can afford to pay for and the ordinary 
traffic warrants. 

The weight and speed of trucks should be limited 
before the roads are destroyed, before highways that 
have cost the communities millions of dollars to 
build and which are entirely adequate for all the 
other traffic that uses the roads, are ruined, which 
would mean that they are of no use for any kind of 
traffic. 

WEIGHTS MUST BE LIMITED. 

Even in cities like London, experience conclusively 
shows that the weights to be transported over the 
highways must be limited, because in a great many 
instances 6-inch or even thicker concrete foundations 
have been shattered under a wood block or asphalt 
pavement. 

It needs no argument to show that we can not 
afford to construct such pavements even on main 
lines on all of our country roads, costing, as they 
would to-day, from $5 to $7 a square yard (includ- 
ing foundation) or from $50,000 to $70,000 for an 

18-foot hardened surface a mile. The cost is pro- 
hibitive on the country roads, even on main lines. 

To illustrate, in New England on many main 
through lines the best and most expensive surface 
that the community can afford to build is gravel. 
In New Hampshire and Vermont particularly a 
great many miles of their main highways are of 
gravel except near the larger cities. Often they have 
to be oiled, but they are very satisfactory for the 
motorists who use them. More than a thousand 
motors on a pleasant summer day is very common. 

However, if these same roads were used by a few 
5-ton trucks with 5-ton loads when they were soft, 
the work of many years would be destroyed, and 
these very satisfactory motoring highways would be 
almost worthless. 

The cost, use, and value received and paid for 
should be considered. 

As an example—in Massachusetts we have main- 
tained and improved every year, for several years, 
a main through line 26 miles long by widening, sur- 
facing, draining, etc., using a gravel surface and 
oiling it and keeping it constantly patched and 
maintained. Every year its condition is improved. 

AS TO THE COST. 

This has cost less than $1,000 a mile a year, and 
this highway has an average traffic in summer of 
over 800 motors a day, with an average of about 
20 trucks a day. Calling it 1,000 vehicles a day 
for 200 days a year, the average cost has been a 
half cent a vehicle a mile. 
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Assuming that this highway were constructed of 
concrete, 6 inches thick and 18 feet in width, that 
it would be adequate for heavy trucks and would 
last 20 years: 

Such a highway at present prices would cost from 
$30,000 to $40,000 a mile to construct, including 
grading, drainage, etc. Assume you can borrow 
the money for 5 per cent on 20-year serial bonds: 

The average interest, say 24 per cent on $40,000 would be, 
PRG OS eee ce a hiay Samael «tre ann mie 85 2 So aes 2 « YS $1, 000 

One-twentieth of principal redeemed would be....-...---- 2, 000 
Call the annual maintenance per mile for guardrail, 

Blipnidores drainage sete. a2: sc. t. ogee = Sse ee ee ea 100 

LY Oar hy COSCON MIST WAN te. se eee. see eee cs a 3, 100 
Gravel road, oiled, maintained, etc., per year..........- 1, 000 

Excess cost for truck road, per year.......--.----- 2, 100 

This extra yearly cost is for 1 mile of road to carry 
heavy trucks in addition to the lighter motors. 
Assume they use the road 300 days a year. That 

would be $7 a day additional cost for the truck 
traffic. 

Tf 20 trucks use this road daily, it would cost the 
community 35 cents a mile per day per truck. If 
100 trucks use the road it would cost 7 cents a mile 
per day per truck. 

WHERE THE BURDEN FALLS. 

Why should the community pay this additional 
cost of $2,100 a mile a year to enable a few users 
of the highway to transport excessive loads ? 

The cost must be paid by someone, and heavy 
freight should not be transported over highways 
unless on the whole it is economical for the com- 
munity. It is much cheaper to transport heavy 
weights on rails than to construct highways each 
and every foot of which can withstand a weight of 
from 10 to 15 tons on four wheels. 

This gravel road to which I refer is the Newbury- 
port Turnpike, a main line between Boston and 
Newburyport. 

Another example in the western part of the State, 
the Mohawk Trail, is on the main line east and west 
from Boston via Fitchburg, Greenfield, North 
Adams, and Williamstown. 

It was built over Florida Mountain with special 
appropriations by the legislature. ‘Twenty-two miles 
of that road is situated in three towns, Charlemont, 
Savoy, and Florida. A part of it is constructed 
with a bituminous top, but probably even that is not 
strong enough to carry a very large number of heavy 
trucks heavily loaded—and by this I mean trucks in 
excess of 24 or3 tons. The rest of the road is prac- 
tically a graded dirt road, kept constantly oiled and 
maintained. However, it adequately cares for all 
the present traffic, often over 1,000 motors a day. 

TOO MUCH FOR LOCAL COMMUNITIES, 

But before the construction of this road is com- 
pleted, with a reasonably good surface sufficient for 
all vehicles that will use it except for vehicles in 
excess of 6 tons including vehicle and load, the State 
will spend at least $1,000,000 in the three towns 
mentioned, Charlemont, Savoy, and Florida. 

hen you consider that the total valuation of 
these three towns in which these 22 miles of road 

which will cost $1,000,000 is located is less than 

$1,500,000 it becomes self-evident that the local 

communities could not possibly construct any such 
road as that, much less could they construct one 
to carry heavy trucks at probably twice the cost. 

It is costing about $750 a mile a year to maintain 
these 22 miles of road in these three towns. There- 
fore it is also self-evident that these towns can not 
afford to maintain a road of even the character 

that is there now, because it would require a tax 
rate of over $11 on all the property located in those 
towns to maintain even that one road, to say 
nothing of all the other roads in the towns. 

TRUE OF MACADAM ROADS ALSO. 

The facts I have given relating to a gravel road 
are also true of a vast number of the older macadam 
roads in this country. Massachusetts has a very 
large mileage of these roads built over 10 years ago. 
We are maintaining them, and can maintain them, 
with bituminous surface treatments and constant 
care and maintenance, for many years, to carry 
1,000 vehicles or more a day at a cost of $600 to 
$1,000 a mile a year, even at present prices for 
labor and materials. 

They are not strong enough, however, to with- 
stand large numbers of 5-ton trucks with 5-ton loads. 
To rebuild them all in a few years is a financial 
impossibility. Meantime they should not be made 
useless because a few truck owners abuse them. 

Of course, it may be entirely possible, and prob- 
ably is, for some of our richer communities to build 
and maintain their main streets so they can with- 
stand heavy truck traffic; I might add that they 
not only can afford to do this, but they can not 
afford not to do it. 

In Massachusetts the highway commission has 
constructed, ‘or helped to construct, over 2,200 miles 
of improved highways on main routes. ‘To con- 
struct these of concrete, even at $30,000 a mile, 
would cost $66,000,000, whereas our net debt for 
State highways and State-aid roads is to-day under 
$6,000,000, many roads having been improved by 
cooperative work and by use of the motor vehicle 
fees. ; 

URGES LIMIT OF WEIGHT. 

We can not now afford to increase our expendi- 
tures tenfold, and even if we did, and after we had 
reconstructed these 2,200 miles of road, there 
would still remain 15,000 miles of country road 
which must be maintained as dirt or gravel roads 
for a good many years to come. 

I do believe, however, that the main through lines, 
especially between large centers of population, 
should, when they are constructed or reconstructed, 
be built of a permanent form of construction and 
designed to carry reasonably heavy loads, but never 
excessive loads. There should be an absolute limit 
of weight beyond which the makers of motor 
vehicles and the users of the highways should not 
be allowed to go. Meantime, until they are con- 
structed or reconstructed, the users of the highways 
should be restrained by law from destroying our 
improved roads. 
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TRAFFIC CENSUS SHOWS VALUE OF 
PAVED ROADS TO LOS ANGELES. 

By JOHN C. VEENHUYSEN, Superintendent of Roads, Los Angeles County, Calif. 

RAFFIC census of our main highways has 
been taken ever since our road department 
was organized in 1914, with the main 

object to watch and measure the increase in traffic 
due to the improvement of highways as well as to 

the increased use of motor-driven vehicles, and to 

the gradual development of the country through 
which these roads are located. Also, the idea 

prevailed that it might be possible to show some 
fixed ratio in maintenance expenditures of paved 
roads with the amount of traffic they carry, but 

ultimate results have shown that such was not 
borne out by the facts—at least, not when such 
roads are kept in continuous repair, preventing any 
serious damage on account of neglecting smaller 
defects due to wear and tear of the traffic. 

In taking up the matter of paved roads in general, 
we must necessarily look into their reason. Some 
of our roads are of general importance, as direct 
commercial highways, connecting densely populated 
centers of habitation or export and import termini, 
such as Los Angeles and Long Beach Harbors. 
Some are rural highways, where there is a well- 
fixed traffic of field and dairy products in a certain 
direction, with a variable amount of local traffic 
over intermediate sections of the road. Some are 
highways mainly used for pleasure, incidentally 
used for local traffic or commercial character. 
Some highways have a steady traffic during the 
whole year, especially the first-named* commercial 
highways, whereas some have a very variable 
traffic, depending on seasons and crop movements. 

METHOD OF TAKING THE CENSUS. 

It is not possible to establish a correct average 
traffic over a highway of any considerable length 
where it is receiving traffic from feeders or where 
traffic is not carried over the full length of the 
road on account of it being crossed by secondary 
roads which absorb part of the traffic going or 
coming in a cértain direction. For that reason 
we have established fixed points of vantage from 
where our census is taken for each road, and we 

take the exact count of vehicles passing that point 
for seven consecutive days in shifts of eight hours 
for each day. The count is taken by hours and is 
so segregated, in order to show the fluctuation of. 
traffic. Standard weights have been adopted for 
the classes of vehicles, and these standards are very 
conservative and only accepted after study of the 
types of the various vehicles which are most com- 
monly used. The data so collected is averaged for 

the seven days, as to number of vehicles and the 
corresponding weights. By platting the traffic 
curves for each road, we find that each road repre- 
sents a different curve depending upon the special 
character of the traffic and local conditions, showing 
wide variation in the time of the peak of traffic 
on various roads and the shifting of this peak to 
different hours in succeeding census on the same 
road. Another feature is the regular, steady 
decrease of horse vehicles and a material increase 
of motor trucks as freight carriers. 

FIGURES FOR FOUR HIGHWAYS. 

Under following are some of our traffic data: 

Harbor Boulevard, connecting Los Angeles City with San Pedro 
Harbor.— Macadam road, traveled width 24 feet, length 11.33 miles 
between city limits.—In operation since March, 1912. 

Average daily number of vehicles tray- 
eling. 

Average 
Date of census. ° trafficin tons} ] 

| Der 24 hours. Horse, | Motor- | Automo-| Motor 
cycles. |  biles. trucks. 

OCG, LOL ae See cerectee ens 2,857.41 | 237 124 | 910 | 216 
AtpralolGnaueges samete 2,977.66 | 77 110 1, 265 274 
AUG. LOW setae Ser cee 4,376.12 | 83 118 2,598 283 
Apr. LOLS saree an tae eee 5, 439. 83 39 169 3, 542 331 
Apr; LOLQE ae koteeae see 6, 043.41 24 102 3,600 421 

| 

Long Beach Boulevard, connecting Los Angeles City with city of | 
Long Beach.— Macadam road, traveled width 16 feet, length 12.47 
miles between city limits. —In operation since March, 1911. 

Average daily number of vehicles tray- 
eling. 

Average 
Date of census. traffic in tons 

per 24 hours. Horse, | Motor- | Automo-) Motor 
* | eycles. biles. trucks. 

INO v5i1014 wee tote eed 1,933.68 69 76 1,109 121 
AvoreelG1Gmeeen saees eee 3,213. 83 24 93 1, 630 206 
UbkaS ABI 2 Ao ank on suee 2,913.31 25 85 1,966 163 
Tulys191 See ees 5,176.25 28 93 3,483 267 
JUNG OL OMe eee nee 8,327.30 25 92 5, 682 387 

Both these are principally commercial highways. 
Under following is a road which is principally a 

pleasure road, with some mixed agricultural traffic. 

Washington Boulevard, connecting Los Angeles City with city of 
Venice.— Macadam road, traveled width 16 feet, length 9.16 miles 
between city limits.—In operation since July, 1911. 

| 

| Average daily number of vehicles trav- 
ne eling. 
verage | 

Date of census. traffic in tons : 

oe pees Horse. | Motor- | Automo-| Motor 
3 cycles. biles. | trucks. 

USS LOL One ae 4,105.58 | 54 159 2,972 | 108 Nov., 1016,,ccaeeeee 3, 753.72 | 97 89} 2.471 | 96 
Duly; LOLs eee ee ae 6,905.71 | 53 188 5,341 | 180 May, 1919..20es.te. ae 8, 832. 80 41 86 6,946 | 196 

~3 t 
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Following is a rural road, carrying principally 
agricultural and dairy products, in addition to local 
travel from Los Angeles City to the village of Downey. 

Telegraph-Laguna Road.— Macadam road, traveled width 18 feel, 
length 4.538 miles.—In operation since August, 1918. 

Average daily number of vehicles trav- 
eling. 

Average 
Date of census. traffic in tons = 

per 24 hours. Horse. | Motor- | Automo- | Motor 
; cycles. biles. trucks. 

Dees O15: .< coscsscc0c 574. 42 98 31 284 | 19 
DEG MOLT ieee toe eae 2,404.62 46 38 1,587 131 
une ml COLORS oee er oe ou 3, 064.42 39 41 1,809 141 

| 

The above are samples showing traffic on roads of 
different character but of the same type of im- 
provement. 

THE SAVING OVER OTHER ROAD TYPES. 

To determine their economic value, we figure the 
operative income of the road on the basis of ton- 
nage of freight moved and miles passenger traffic. 
Our figures show that there is a direct saving in 
cost of hauling of 15 cents per ton-mile on paved 
roads against ordinary dirt roads, and after most 
careful consideration of all factors—economy in 
wear and tear of tires, engine and body of auto, 
fuel, lubricants, and especially saving in time— 

there is a direct saving of 2 cents per mile traveled 
by auto on a paved road against the ordinary dirt 
road, and that this saving is a very conservative 
average. The motor truck traffic reduced to ton- 
miles and the automobile traffic to miles traveled 
and computed on the basis of above figures of 15 
cents and 2 cents, respectively, will establish the 

operative income of the road. 

As our traffic, with rare exceptions, shows steady 

increase, we accept the traffic census taken as a 

basis for the coming year, in order to be conserv- 

ative, and therefore ignore the increase during 

that year. Even so, our figures show remarkable 

results. Of above mentioned roads, the Harbor 

Boulevard showed for year 1918 an operative income 

as follows: 

Horse traffic. - --- ton miles.. 326, 675 

Motor truck traffic. -..-- Goes. 6,421,086 

Total.....-..----d0.-.. 3,747, 761 at $0. 15... .$562, 164.10 

FAICOMLT ATC see eae e =e miles. .14, 647, 763 at 0.02.... 292, 955. 26 

PU OLAL eee eee bear beci oes oe se eo 855, 119. 36 

ECONOMIC VALUE TO THE PUBLIC. 

As the cost of improving this road and mainte- 

nance since it came into operation up to January 

1, 1919, has been $364,434.10, the result obtained 

is such that there can be no doubt whatsoever as to 

O 

the economy of road improvement to the com- 
munity. 

The fact that this is not readily recognized by 

the public at large is due to the condition that this 
operative income does not show up in revenue, but 
in saving of expenses to the public without their 
directly realizing it. Lower cost of transportation 

is reflected in lower prices, economy in time of 
transportation brings dairy and agricultural products 
to the markets in fresher condition, and the public 
become gradually so accustomed to these conditions 
that they forget about it. 

Road improvement as a means of development of 

communities and suburban districts is a factor so 
well known that mention is hardly necessary. 
Especially in the suburban rural districts in this 
county there has developed along these improved 
roads a method of disposing of agricultural prod- 
ucts—vegetables, fruit, etc.—to the passing traffic, 
which has become a matter of importance and can 
not longer be ignored. This method of disposing of 
and acquiring these products is greatly appreciated 
by buyer and seller—the buyer acquiring them 
fresher and at no higher cost, and the seller dis- 
posing of them with less trouble and greater profit. 
It may decrease, to some extent, freight traffic but 
again it increases passenger traffic, and therefore 

becomes another factor influencing the traffic condi- 
tions on some of our principal roads. 

A BIG COUNTY PROGRAM. 

The supervisors of Wayne County, Mich., have in 
mind the construction of 350 miles of concrete high- 
ways, which would be 25 per cent of the roads out- 
side the cities, and estimated to take care of 80 per 
cent of all traffic in all weathers. At the present 
rate of construction it would take from 12 to 15 years 
to build this mileage, and it has therefore been recom- 
mended that the half-mill county tax for improved 
highways be restored. This tax has not been levied 
for two years, maintenance and repairs having been 
cared for out of the county’s share of automobile 
license fees. It is estimated that it will cost $1,500,- 
000 to bring the bridges of the county up to modern 
requirements. 

IDAHO HIGHWAY FUNDS. 

So far the counties and special districts of Idaho 
have voted for highway bonds to the amount of 
about $10,000,000, and it is estimated that when the 

bond-voting campaign is completed the total will 
run up to about $15,000,000. Federal aid will add 

several millions to this. Most of this money will be 
spent in 1920. 
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ROAD PUBLICATIONS OF BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS. 
NOTE.—Applications for the free publications in this list should be made to the 

eg! of the Division of Publications, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, 
D.C. Applicants are urgently requested to ask only for those publications in which 
they are particularly interested. The Department can not undertake to supply com- 
Ate! sets, nor to send free more than one copy of ony publication to any one person. 

he editions of some of the publications are necessarily limited, and when the Depart- 
ment’s free supply is exhausted and no funds are available for procuring additional 
copies, applicants are referred to the Superintendent of Documents, Government 
Printing Office, this city, who has them for sale at a nominal price, wnder the law of 
January 12,1895. Those publications in this list, the Department supply of which is 
exhausted, can only be secured by purchase from the Superintendent of Documents, 
who is not authorized to furnish publications free. 

REPORTS. 
Report of the Director of the Office of Public Roads for 1916. 
Report of the Director of the Office of Public Roads for 1917. 
Report of the Director of the Bureau of Public Roads for 1918. 
Report of the Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads for 1919. 

BULLETINS. 
(In applying for these publications the name of the office as well as the number of 

the bulletin should be given, as “‘ Office of Public Roads Bulletin No. 28.’’) 

*Bul. 28. The Decomposition of the Feldspars (1907). 10c. 
*37. Examination and classification of Rocks for Road 

Building, including Physical Properties of Rocks 
_with Reference to Their Mineral Composition and 
Structure. (1911.) 15c. 

*43. Highway Bridges and Culverts. (1912.) 15c. 
*45. Data for Use in Designing Culverts and Short-span 

Bridges. (1913.) 15c. 
*48. Repair and Maintenance of Highways (1913). 

DEPARTMENT BULLETINS. 
(Intapplying for these bulletins the name should be given as follows. “Department 

Bulletin No. 53.’’) 

Dept. Bul. 105. Progress Report of Experiments in Dust Pre- 
vention and Road Preservation, 1913. 

136. Highway Bonds. 
230. Oil Mixed Portland Cement Concrete. 
249, Portland Cement Concrete Pavements for Coun- 

try Roads. 
257. Progress Report of Experiments in Dust Pre- 

vention and Road Preservation, 1914. 
*284. Construction and Maintenance of Roads and 

Bridges from July 1, 1913, to December 31, 
1914. 10c. 

347. Methods for the Determination of the Physical 
Properties of Road-Building Rock. 

*348. Relation of Mineral Composition and Rock 
370. Structure to the Physical Properties of Road 

Materials. 10c. 
373. Brick Roads. 
386. Public Road Mileage and Revenues in the 

Middle Atlantic States. 
387. Public Road Mileage and Revenues in the 

Southern States. 
388. Public Road Mileage and Revenues in the New 

England States. 
389. Public Road Mileage and Revenues in the Cen- 

tral, Mountain, and Pacific States, 1914. 
390. Public Road Mileage in the United States. A 

Summary. 
393. Economic Surveys of County Highway Improve- 

ment. 
407. Progress Reports of Experiments in Dust Pre- 

vention and Road Preservation, 1915. 
414. Convict Labor for Road Work. 
463. Earth, Sand-Clay, and Gravel Roads. 
532. The Expansion and Contraction of Concrete and 

Concrete Roads. 
537. The Results of Physical Tests of Road-Building 

Rock in 1916, including all Compression Tests. 
*555. Standard Forms for Specifications, Tests, Re- 

orts, and Methods of Sampling for Road 
faterials. 10c. 

583. Reports on Experimental Convict Road Camp, 
Fulton County, Ga. ; 

586. Progress Reports of Experiments in Dust Pre- 
vention and Road Preservation, 1916. 

660. Highway Cost Keeping. ; 
670. The Results of Physical Tests of Road-Build- 

ing Rock in 1916. 
691. Typical Specifications for Bituminous Road 

Materials. : ; 
704. Typical Specifications for Nonbituminous Road 

Materials. 
724. Drainage Methods and Foundations for County 

Roads. 

* Department supply exhausted. 

OFFICE OF PUBLIC ROADS CIRCULARS. 

(In applying for these circulars the name of the office as well as the number of the 
circular should be given as “Office of Public Roads Circular No. 89.’’) 

Cir. 89. Progress Report of Experiments with Dust Preventa- 
tives, 1907. 

*90. Progress Report of Experiments in Dust Prevention, 
Road Prservation, and Road Construction, 1908. 5e. 

*92. Progress Report of Experiments in Dust Prevention and 
Road Preservation, 1909. 5c. 

Progress Reports of Experiments in Dust Prevention and 
Road Preservation, 1910. 5c. 

98. Progress Reports of Experiments in Dust Prevention and 
Road Preservation, 1911. 

*99. Progress Reports of Experiments in Dust Prevention and 
Road Preservation, 1912. 5c. 

Typical Specifications for Fabrication and Erection of 
Steel Highway Bridges. (1913.) 5e. 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY CIRCULARS. 

Sec. Cir. *49. Motor Vehicle Registrations and Revenues, 1914. 
5c. 

52. State Highway Mileage and Expenditures to Janu- 
ary 1, 1915. 

59. Automobile Registrations, Licenses, and Revenues 
in the United States, 1915. 

62. Factors of Apportionment to States under Federal 
Aid Road Act Appropriation for the Fiscal Year 
1917. 

63. State Highway Mileage and Expenditures to Janu- 
ary 1, 1916. 

65. Rules and Regulations of the Secretary of Agricul- 
ture for Carrying out the Federal Aid Road Act. 

Width of Wagon Tires Recommended for Loads of 
Varying Magniture on Earth and Gravel Roads. 

73. Automobile Registrations, Licenses, and Revenues 
in the United States, 1916. 

74, State Highway Mileage and Expenditures for the 
Calendar Year 1916. 

77. Experimental Roads in the Vicinity of Washing- 
(komm, 1D), 

FARMERS’ BULLETIN. 

(The Farmers’ Bulletins are a series of Peres treatises issued by the Department 
of Agriculture. The following list includes only numbers contributed by the Office 
ve eee and should be applied for by numbers, as “ Farmers’ Bulletin 

0. 239, 

Bs B: 

*94., 

*100. 

S12. 

338. Macadam Roads, 
505. Benefits of Improved Roads. 
597. The Road Drag. 

SEPARATE REPRINTS FROM THE YEARBOOK. 
(In ery for these separates the numbers shoucd be given as ‘* Yearbook Separate 
‘0. 638.”’ 

Y. B. Sep. *638. State Management of Public Roads; Its Devel- 
opment and Trend. 5c. 

727. Design of Public Roads. 
739. Federal Aid to Highways. 

REPRINTS FROM THE JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL 
RESEARCH. 

Vol. 5, No. 17, D-2. Effect of Controllable Variables Upon the 
Penetration Test for Asphalts and 
Asphalt Cements. 

Vol. 5, No. 19, D-3. Relation Between Properties of Hardness 
and Toughness of Road-Building Rock. 

Vol. 5, No. 20, D-4. Apparatus for Measuring the Wear of Con- 
crete Roads. 

Vol. 5, No. 24, D-6. A New Penetration Needle. 
Vol. 6, No. 6, D-8. Tests of Three Large-Sized Reinforced- 

Concrete Slabs under Concentrated 
Loading. 

*Vol. 10, No. 5, D-12. Influence of Grading on the Value of Fine 
Aggregate Used in Portland Cement 
Concrete Road Construction. 15c. 

D-13. Toughness of Bituminous Aggregates. 
D-15. Tests ofa Large-Sized Reinforced-Concrete 

Slab Subjected to Eccentric Concen- 
trated Loads. 
Ultramicroscopic Examination of Dis- 

erse Colloids Present in Bituminous 
oad Materials. 

Vol. 10, No. 7 
Vol. 11, No. 10, 

Vol. 17, No. 4, D-16. 

* Department supply exhausted. 
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